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INTRODUCTION 

This request for a formal advisory opinion is brought pursuant to Rule 10-

9.1 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar and Goldberg v. Merrill Lynch Credit 

Corp., 35 So. 3d 905 (Fla. 2010); (TAB A). 1   The Petitioner, James Wall 

(hereinafter, “Wall”), is a defendant in an interpleader action filed by the Clerk of 

the Circuit Court of Manatee County (Case No. 2014 CA 3155).  In Wall’s Answer 

to Complaint For Interpleader and Objection and Defenses to Jupiter Asset 

Recovery, LLC’s Claim to Surplus Funds, he asserted that Jupiter Asset Recovery, 

LLC (hereinafter, “JAR”) engaged in the unlicensed practice of law.  The Circuit 

Court, citing Goldberg, found that it did not have jurisdiction over the unlicensed 

practice of law claim and stayed the case pending a determination by the Supreme 

Court of Florida whether JAR’s conduct constitutes the unlicensed practice of law 

(TAB A, p. 23).   

Pursuant to Rule 10-9.1(f) of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar, public 

notice of the hearing was provided on The Florida Bar’s website, in The Florida 
                                           
1 Petitioner filed an unlicensed practice of law complaint/request for formal 
advisory opinion, which was originally investigated by the local circuit committee 
under Rules 10-5 and 10-6 of the R. Regulating Fla. Bar.  Finding that respondent, 
Jeffrey Paine, and his company, Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC, engaged in the 
unlicensed practice of law, the circuit committee offered respondent a cease and 
desist affidavit, which he refused to sign.  Because there is no Florida case law on 
point, the local circuit committee closed its investigation and forwarded the request 
for formal advisory opinion to the Standing Committee on the Unlicensed Practice 
of Law (hereinafter, “Standing Committee”). 
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Bar News, and in the Orlando Sentinel.  The Standing Committee held a public 

hearing on January 26, 2017.  Testifying on behalf of the petitioner were attorneys 

Ryan J. Hittel and Christopher M. Hittel.  Testifying on behalf of JAR was attorney 

Kevin Tynan and Jeffrey Paine (hereinafter, “Paine”).  Also testifying were 

attorneys Starlett Massey and Jonathan D. Kaplan (Tab B).  In addition to the 

testimony presented at the hearing, the Standing Committee received written 

testimony from the Petitioners and JAR/Paine which has been filed with this Court 

(Tab C). 

The question presented for consideration by the Standing Committee is 

whether a nonlawyer company is engaged in the unlicensed practice of law when it 

holds itself out as having special knowledge on how to recover excess proceeds 

from a tax deed sale held by the Clerk of Court under Chapter 197, Fla. Stat.; 

identifies and contacts owners of excess tax deed sale proceeds for the purpose of 

offering to recover the excess proceeds on their behalf from the Clerk of Court; 

offers the owners of excess proceeds a contingency arrangement using a purported 

assignment modified by an agreement to share the excess proceeds upon recovery, 

with the owner retaining a 60% interest in the excess proceeds; requests from the 

Clerk of Court the surplus funds based on the purported assignment; and files 

pleadings in interpleader actions to recover the surplus funds. 

GOLDBERG V. MERRILL LYNCH CREDIT CORP. 
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In Goldberg, the petitioners filed class action lawsuits to recover document 

preparation fees charged by respondent Merrill Lynch for services performed by its 

clerical personnel in processing mortgage loans.  Merrill Lynch moved to dismiss 

the complaints, arguing, among other things, that the circuit court lacked 

jurisdiction to hear any claims relating to the unlicensed practice of law.  The 

circuit court granted the motions and dismissed the cases.   The Fourth District 

Court of Appeal affirmed the dismissals because the respondents had not 

previously been prosecuted for the unlicensed practice of law by The Florida Bar 

or disciplined by this Court. This Court approved the Fourth District’s decision to 

affirm the dismissals finding that: 

To state a cause of action for damages under any legal 
theory that arises from the unauthorized practice of law, 
we hold that the pleading must state that this Court has 
ruled that the specified conduct at issue constitutes the 
unauthorized practice of law. (citation omitted)  Stated 
another way, a claimant must allege as an essential 
element of any cause of action premised on the 
unlicensed practice of law that this Court has ruled the 
activities are the unauthorized practice of law. (citations 
omitted)   

* * * 

[A] plaintiff will not be able to state a cause of action 
premised on the unauthorized practice of law on a case of 
first impression (where this Court has not ruled on the 
actions at issue).  In those cases, the pleading may be 
dismissed without prejudice or the action may be stayed 
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until a determination from this Court pursuant to the 
advisory opinion procedures of rule 10-9.1 or the 
complaint and injunctive relief procedures of rules 10-5, 
10-6, and 10-7 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. 
(citations omitted)  

Goldberg at 907-8.   

In staying the Manatee County interpleader action at issue here, the circuit 

court cited to Goldberg, and noted that the Supreme Court of Florida has exclusive 

jurisdiction to determine the issue of unlicensed practice of law (TAB A, p. 23).   

RULE 10-9.1 OF THE RULES REGULATING THE FLORIDA BAR 

In Goldberg, this Court recognized that rule 10-9.1(c) of the Rules 

Regulating The Florida Bar prevents a proposed formal advisory opinion from 

being issued “with respect to any case or controversy pending in any court or 

tribunal in this jurisdiction” thereby prohibiting the Standing Committee from 

issuing a proposed formal advisory opinion while the underlying action is stayed or 

dismissed without prejudice.  The Court, therefore, suspended the rule in the 

circumstances described in Goldberg and directed The Florida Bar to propose a 

rule change according to the opinion.  Subsequently, rule 10-9.1 was amended to 

add language to provide that “the [Standing Committee] shall issue a formal 

advisory opinion under circumstances described by the court in Harold Goldberg 

v. Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation, 35 So. 3d 905 (Fla. 2010) when the petitioner 

is a party to a lawsuit and that suit has been stayed or voluntarily dismissed without 
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prejudice.”  The Court, sua sponte, amended rule 10-9.1(c) in In re: Amendments 

to Rule Regulating The Florida Bar 10-9.1, 176 So. 3d 1273 (Mem) (Fla. 2015).2 

Consequently, if a proper Goldberg request is brought, a proposed advisory 

opinion must be issued.3 

Because this is a case of first impression, and the circuit court stayed the 

action pending a determination from this Court, this was a proper Goldberg 

request.  A public hearing was held on January 26, 2017, after which the Standing 

Committee voted to issue the proposed formal advisory opinion that follows. 

FACTS 

The factual allegations relating to Wall’s claim that JAR engaged in the 

unlicensed practice of law are contained in paragraphs numbered 15 – 47 of 

Defendant, James M. Wall’s Answer to Complaint for Interpleader and Objection 

and Defenses to Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC’s Claim to Surplus Funds (TAB A, 

pp. 12 – 17), Mr. Wall’s April 15, 2015 statement accompanying his unlicensed 

practice of law complaint (TAB A, pp. 3 – 4), and the January 13, 2017, Statement 

of Petitioner, James M. Wall, For Hearing on Request for Goldberg Advisory 

                                           
2 Consistent with Goldberg, the amendment deleted the requirement for a 
“voluntary” dismissal.  
3 Footnote 3 of Goldberg provides “To be clear, the Florida Bar shall issue a 
formal advisory opinion upon request of a party in the circumstances described 
herein.”  35 So. 3d at 908. 
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Opinion (TAB C, pp. 2 – 17).  Wall alleged the following operative facts which are 

summarized in relevant part as follows: 

1. Paine/JAR contacted Wall regarding a tax deed surplus being held in the 

court’s registry after a tax deed sale of Wall’s property.  (TAB A, p. 3 and p. 12, 

paragraph 15) 

2. Paine convinced Wall to hire JAR/Paine to recover the surplus funds on 

his behalf (TAB A, p. 12, paragraph 16).  Wall assumed he was dealing with a 

licensed attorney (TAB C, p. 3, paragraph 6).   

3. Paine sent a notary to Wall’s business with two documents to sign, an 

“Agreement” (TAB A, p. 5) and an “Absolute Assignment of Interest in Tax Deed 

Surplus Proceeds” (TAB A, p. 6).  Wall signed both documents. (TAB A, p. 13, 

paragraphs 17 and 19) 

4. Wall believed at the time he signed the Agreement and Absolute 

Assignment that Paine was agreeing to represent him. (TAB A, p. 4)  

5. The Agreement attempts to allow JAR to file documents to recover the tax 

deed surplus on Wall’s behalf, with 60% of the proceeds going to Wall and the 

remainder (minus any costs) going to JAR. (TAB A, p. 13, paragraph 18) 

6. Under the Agreement, Wall purports to transfer his interest in the surplus 

funds to JAR so that JAR can “file all necessary documents in order to recover any 
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and all monies available as a result of the tax deed sale.”  (TAB A, p. 15, paragraph 

33) 

7. The Agreement also states that JAR shall “make every effort to obtain any 

available funds through the Clerk of Court.” (TAB A, p. 15, paragraph 34) 

8. The essence of the Agreement is clear, JAR will file the necessary court 

documents to obtain payment from the Clerk of Court on a contingency basis, for a 

40% fee (which would amount to a fee near $94,000). (TAB A, p. 16, paragraph 

35) 

9. Because JAR is not a law firm, and Paine is not an attorney, the only way 

JAR could file documents with the court on Wall’s behalf was to come before the 

court as a straw-man assignee. (TAB A, p. 16, paragraph 36) 

10. JAR did not disclose the Agreement when filing his proof of claim with 

the Clerk of Court to recover the surplus tax deed funds nor did it disclose the 

Agreement to the court in the interpleader action so that it would not be apparent 

on the face of its claim that it was representing another party. (TAB A, p. 16, 

paragraph 37, and TAB A, pp. 7 – 9) 

11. Even though Wall signed the Absolute Assignment and Agreement he 

understood that JAR/Paine would receive 40% of all funds recovered in return for 

their work to recover the funds. (TAB A, p. 3) 
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12. At the time Wall signed the Absolute Assignment and Agreement, liens 

on the property held by the IRS and Manatee County Code Enforcement exceeded 

the amount of the surplus. (TAB A, p. 13, paragraph 20) 

13. After the tax deed sale, the IRS lien was paid in full at the closing of the 

sale of another property Wall owned, and the Manatee County Code Enforcement 

lien was substantially reduced.  The payment of the IRS lien and the reduction in 

the code enforcement fine resulted in the surplus funds available to the owner 

increasing from $0 to approximately $235,000.  (TAB A, p. 13, paragraphs 21 – 

23) 

14. JAR seeks to recover 40% of this $235,000. (TAB A, p. 13, paragraph 

24) 

15. Paine drafted a letter for Wall’s signature to the attorney for the Clerk of 

Court in the interpleader action (TAB A, p. 10).  The letter, which Wall did not 

sign, includes the following language: “I understand that Jupiter has filed an 

Answer and Cross Claim in this matter which protects my interest in these funds[]” 

and “Please consider this letter as notice that I shall not file a responsive pleading 

in this case and I consent to a default against me in this case.” (TAB A, p.10 and p. 

16, paragraphs 38 – 40) 

DISCUSSION 
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As this Court noted in The Florida Bar re: Advisory Opinion – Scharrer v. 

Fundamental Administrative Services, 176 So. 3d 1273, 1278 (Fla. 2015), it is not 

the Standing Committee’s role to sit as the trier of facts or to decide disputed facts: 

Although we recognize that the Standing Committee does 
not sit as a trier of fact, and it is not the Committee’s role 
to decide disputed issues of fact, our decision in 
Goldberg does authorize the Standing Committee to 
determine whether the specific facts as alleged in a 
petition for an advisory opinion, if those facts are taken 
as true, would constitute the unlicensed or unauthorized 
practice of law. 

Thus, in reviewing the alleged facts the Standing Committee takes as true 

those facts, and applies existing case law to the facts to determine whether the 

activity in question constitutes the unlicensed practice of law. 

Essentially, Wall alleged that JAR/Paine: (1) held himself out as an attorney 

and as having special knowledge on how to recover excess proceeds from a tax 

deed sale, (2) represented him in the interpleader action, and (3) prepared legal 

documents for him which affected his important legal rights.  

Holding Out 

Allegations regarding Paine holding himself out as an attorney are contained 

within paragraphs 2 and 4 above, and paragraph 43 of Wall’s Interpleader Answer 

(TAB A, p. 17), which states that:  

Mr. Paine also holds himself out to be an attorney on his 
website, despite not being licensed to practice law in 
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Florida.  See Composite Exhibit ‘E’, attached (Google 
search showing title of jupiterassetrecovery.com to be 
“Jupiter Asset Recovery | Jeffrey Paine Attorney”; 
Source code of jupiterassetrecovery.com containing the 
page title “Jupiter Asset Recovery | Jeffrey Paine 
Attorney”.)   

Taken as true, these allegations raise unlicensed practice of law concerns 

because it constitutes the unlicensed practice of law for nonlawyers to hold 

themselves out as lawyers.  The Florida Bar v. Warren, 655 So. 2d 1131 (Fla. 

1995).  As this Court found in The Florida Bar v. Gordon, 661 So. 2d 295 (Fla. 

1995), it constitutes the unlicensed practice of law for nonlawyers to “impliedly or 

expressly, personally or by use of advertisement, hold[] themselves out as lawyers 

and authorized to practice law in Florida and describing themselves as lawyers, 

attorneys, attorneys at law, esquire, counselor, counsel, or any other title that is 

designed to lead a member of the public into believing that respondents are 

licensed to practice law in Florida and able to render assistance with legal matters.” 

By contacting owners of excess tax deed sale proceeds for the purpose of 

offering to recover the excess proceeds on their behalf from the Clerk of Court, 

JAR/Paine is implicitly holding out as having special knowledge on how to recover 

the excess proceeds.  This raises unlicensed practice of law concerns because it 

constitutes the unlicensed practice of law for a nonlawyer to hold himself out as 

having special knowledge or expertise in legal areas.  The Florida Bar v. Davide, 

702 So. 2d 184 (Fla. 1997) (nonlawyer engaged in unlicensed practice of law and 
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enjoined from advertising that his or her company specializes in legal areas or that 

gives the public the expectation that the company has expertise in the field of law, 

and that describes legal procedures). 

Representation in Interpleader Action 

The gravamen of the allegations in paragraphs 3 – 15 above are that 

JAR/Paine had Wall execute both an Absolute Assignment and an Agreement to 

assist Wall in obtaining the tax deed surplus from the Clerk and the court.  

However, JAR/Paine only filed the Absolute Assignment with the Clerk and the 

court in the interpleader action, so that it would appear to the Clerk and court that 

Wall assigned his interest in the tax deed surplus to JAR/Paine.  The Absolute 

Assignment provides “This Agreement is complete, in and of itself, representing 

the entire agreement between all Parties hereto[.]”  However, the Agreement, 

executed contemporaneously with the Absolute Assignment, indicates that there 

was not an absolute or complete assignment.  The Agreement, which mandates that 

JAR make every effort to obtain the surplus funds, provides that Wall will receive 

60% of the surplus funds recovered by JAR.  The remaining 40% would go to 

JAR.  The effect of this Agreement, which was not disclosed to the Clerk or the 

court, is that any action that JAR took with the Clerk or the court in the 

interpleader action to obtain the tax deed surplus it took not only on its own behalf, 

but on behalf of Wall as well.  Before Wall filed his Answer in the interpleader 
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action, JAR/Paine prepared and sent him a letter to sign and send to the Clerk’s 

attorney, wherein Wall asserts his understanding that JAR filed an Answer and 

Cross Claim which protects his interest in the surplus funds and that he would not 

be filing a responsive pleading in the interpleader case and that he consents to a 

default judgment against him.  Wall did not sign this letter. 

Taken as true, the allegations in paragraphs 3 – 15 above raise unlicensed 

practice of law concerns because it constitutes the unlicensed practice of law for a 

nonlawyer to represent another in court.  As this Court stated, axiomatically, “It is 

generally understood that the performance of services in representing another 

before the courts is the practice of law.”4  See The Florida Bar v. Smania, 701 So. 

2d 835 (Fla. 1997) (nonlawyer enjoined from appearing in court on behalf of 

others other than as a witness); The Florida Bar v. Eubanks, 752 So. 2d 540 (Fla. 

1999) (nonlawyer engaged in unlicensed practice of law and enjoined from 

appearing in any Florida court, directly or indirectly, as a spokesperson or 

representative for litigants in any court proceeding); The Florida Bar v. Snapp, 472 

So. 2d 459 (Fla. 1985) (nonlawyer engaged in unlicensed practice of law and 

enjoined from representing an individual other than himself in court proceedings); 

The Florida Bar v. Strickland, 468 So. 2d 983 (Fla. 1985) (nonlawyer engaged in 

                                           
4 The Florida Bar v. Sperry, 140 So. 2d 587, 591 (Fla. 1962), judg. vacated on 
other grounds, 373 U.S. 379 (1963).  
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the unlicensed practice of law and enjoined from appearing in Florida courts on 

behalf of a party in family law matters); The Florida Bar v. Rich, 481 So. 2d 1221 

(Fla. 1986) (nonlawyer engaged in unlicensed practice of law and enjoined from 

representing others in court in eviction and criminal matters).  

Here, JAR/Paine was representing Wall because Wall still had an interest in 

the litigation.  This was not a situation where Wall signed over all of his interests 

in the proceeds of the sale to JAR/Paine so that JAR/Paine became the party to the 

action.  Instead, JAR/Paine offered Wall a contingency fee agreement where Wall 

retained an interest in the proceeds of the sale as he stood to gain 60% from any 

recovery.  Wall was, therefore, a party to the action and was being represented by 

JAR.  By so representing Wall, JAR/Paine engaged in the unlicensed practice of 

law.  

Preparation of Documents Affecting Legal Rights 

Taken as true, the allegations in paragraphs 9 and 15 above raise unlicensed 

practice of law concerns because it constitutes the unlicensed practice of law for a 

nonlawyer to prepare a document for another which affects their important legal 

rights.  The Florida Bar v. Sperry, 140 So. 2d 587, 591 (Fla. 1962), judg. vacated 

on other grounds, 373 U.S. 379 (1963); The Florida Bar v. Gordon, 661 So. 2d 

295 (Fla. 1995) (nonlawyer engaged in unlicensed practice of law and enjoined 

from allowing members of the public to rely on respondents to properly prepare 
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legal forms or legal documents affecting an individual’s legal rights); The Florida 

Bar v. Eidson, 703 So. 2d 442 (Fla. 1997) (nonlawyer enjoined from preparing and 

filing legal documents on behalf of another); The Florida Bar v. Williams, 388 So. 

2d 564 (Fla. 1980) (nonlawyer enjoined from assisting customers in preparing 

documents or forms necessary for submission to any court or governmental 

agency); The Florida Bar v. Miravalle, 761 So. 2d 1049, 1051 (Fla. 2000) (“This 

Court has repeatedly held that the preparation of legal documents by a nonlawyer 

for another person to a greater extent than typing or writing information provided 

by the customer on a form constitutes the unlicensed practice of law.” (citations 

omitted)).  Both the letter to the Clerk’s attorney consenting to a default judgment 

and the answer filed by JAR/Paine in the interpleader action would certainly affect 

Mr. Wall’s important legal rights by requesting from the Clerk of Court surplus 

funds. 

Further, taken as true, the above allegations raise unlicensed practice of law 

concerns to the extent Wall relied on JAR/Paine to file with the Clerk and court the 

necessary documents to obtain the surplus tax deed funds.  As this Court noted in 

The Florida Bar v. Brumbaugh, 355 So. 2d 1186, 1193-4 (Fla. 1978), “it is clear 

that her clients placed some reliance upon her to properly prepare the necessary 

legal forms for their dissolution proceedings.  To this extent we believe that Ms. 

Brumbaugh overstepped proper bounds and engaged in the unauthorized practice 
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of law.”  See also The Florida Bar v. Williams, 388 So. 2d 564 (Fla. 1980) 

(nonlawyer enjoined from allowing members of the public to rely on her to 

properly prepare legal forms or legal documents affecting a customer’s legal 

rights).  

PUBLIC HARM 

Separate from the unlicensed practice of law issue, the Standing Committee 

was also concerned that JAR/Paine’s business model of only filing the Absolute 

Assignment with the Clerk and court, and not also disclosing the 

contemporaneously executed Agreement, when attempting to recover the tax deed 

surplus was, at a minimum, misleading, and perhaps, a fraud on the court, because 

the true relationship between JAR/Paine and its customers is not disclosed to the 

Clerk and court.  Without knowledge of the Agreement, the court would have no 

way of knowing about the unlicensed practice of law occurring before it.  If an 

attorney filed misleading documents with a court that hid his or her true 

relationship with the client, the attorney would be subject to discipline for lack of 

candor toward the tribunal.  Just as lawyers must avoid conduct that undermines 

the integrity of the adjudicative process, this Court must ensure that nonlawyers do 

not undermine the integrity of the adjudicative process.  As this Court noted in The 

Florida Bar v. Moses, 380 So. 2d 412, 417 (Fla. 1980), “the single most important 
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concern in the Court’s defining and regulating the practice of law is the protection 

of the public from incompetent, unethical, or irresponsible representation.”   

The Standing Committee had similar concerns about the language in the 

Absolute Assignment, which provides that “This Agreement is complete, in and of 

itself, representing the entire agreement between all Parties hereto.”  The statement 

was patently false.  The Absolute Assignment did not represent the entire 

agreement between JAR/Paine and Wall; there was also the contemporaneously 

executed Agreement between the parties.  It was this Agreement which resulted in 

JAR/Paine’s improper representation of Wall before the Clerk and the court in the 

interpleader action.  The Standing Committee felt that this patently false language 

in the Absolute Assignment was, at a minimum, misleading, and perhaps a fraud 

on the court, and warrants the public’s protection by this Court.   

CONCLUSION 

It is the opinion of the Standing Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of 

Law that a nonlawyer company is engaged in the unlicensed practice of law when 

it holds itself out as having special knowledge on how to recover excess proceeds 

from a tax deed sale held by the Clerk of Court under Chapter 197, Fla. Stat.; 

identifies and contacts owners of excess tax deed sale proceeds for the purpose of 

offering to recover the excess proceeds on their behalf from the Clerk of Court; 

offers the owners of excess proceeds a contingency arrangement using a purported 
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assignment modified by an agreement to share the excess proceeds upon recovery, 

with the owner retaining a 60% interest in the excess proceeds; requests from the 

Clerk of Court the surplus funds based on the purported assignment; and files 

pleadings in interpleader actions to recover the surplus funds. 

The Standing Committee is not sitting as the trier of fact in this matter.  

Should this Court adopt the Standing Committee’s proposed formal advisory 

opinion, it would establish the precedent required by Goldberg and be the standard 

to be applied by the trier of fact in ultimately deciding whether the defendants 

engaged in the unlicensed practice of law. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

/s/ Kellie D. Scott by Jeffrey T. Picker 
Kellie D. Scott, Chair 
Standing Committee on  
Unlicensed Practice of Law 
The Florida Bar 
651 E. Jefferson Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300 
(850) 561-5840 
Fla. Bar No. 432600 
Primary Email: upl@flabar.org 

/s/ Jeffrey T. Picker 
Jeffrey T. Picker 
Fla. Bar No. 12793 

/s/ William A. Spillias 
William A. Spillias 
Fla. Bar No. 909769 
The Florida Bar 
651 East Jefferson Street 
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Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300 
(850) 561-5840 
Primary Email: jpicker@flabar.org 
Secondary Email: upl@flabar.org 
 
 

 



....., 
THE FLORIDA BAR 

Unlicensed Practice of Law 
Complaint Form 

There is a requirement for you to execute the oath at the end ofthis form. False statements made in bad 
faith or with malice may subject you to civil or criminal liability. A copy of your complaint may be sent 
to the nonlawyer during the course of the investigation. Additionally, if the nonlawyer asks who 
complained, your name will be provided. Further information may be found in the pamphlet "Filing an 
Unlicensed Practice of Law Complaint." 

Your 
Name: James Wall c/o Chris Hittel 

Address: 333 Sixth Ave., W. 

City: Bradenton 

State & Zip: FL 34205 

Telephone: 941-746-7777 

Nonlawyer's
Jeffrey Paine/ Jupiter Asset RecoveryName: 

c/0 Dennis Bayer, Esq., 109 S. 6th St.Address: 

Flagler Beach City: 

FL 32136State & Zip: 

386-439-2332Telephone: 

Describe your complaint and attach a copy of relevant documents. Please limit complaint and 
attachments to 25 pages. 

Please see 2 page letter by James Wall, Letter from attorney Christopher M. Hittel and attachments from 
Manatee County Circuit case No.: 2014 CA 3155. 

RETURN TO THE FLORIDA BAR 

UPL Department 
The Florida Bar 
Suite 2580 
4200 George J. Bean 
Pkwy. 
Tam a, FL 33607 

UPL Department 
The Florida Bar 
The Gateway Center 
Suite 1625 
1000 Legion Place 
Orlando, FL 32801 

UPL Department 
The Florida Bar 
Lake Shore Plaza II 
Suite 130 
1300 Concord Ter. 
Sunrise, FL 33323 

UPL Department 
The Florida Bar 
Rivergate Plaza 
Suite M-100 
444 Brickell Ave. 
Miami, FL 33131 

UPL Department 
The Florida Bar 
651 E. Jefferson St. 
Tallahassee, FL 
32399-2300 
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HITTEL LAW P.A. 
Christopher Mat Hittel 

Attorney at Law 
Certified Circuit Civil Mediator 

333 Sixth Avenue West 
Bradenton, Florida 34205 
www.HITTELLAw.com 

941- 746-7777 
941- 746-1133 FAX 
cmh@ HITTELLA w.com 

April 17, 2015 

E-mail tstroh@FlaBar.org and U.S. MAIL 

The Florida Bar 
UPL Department 
4200 George J. Bean Pkwy., Ste. 2580 
Tampa, FL 33607-1496 

RE: James Wall's Complaint against Jeffrey Paine and Jupiter Asset Revovery, LLC; 
Request for Goldberg Advisory Opinion 

Dear UPL Department: 

Enclosed is a copy of Mr. Wall's complaint and supporting documents. I have represented Mr. 
Wall since July 29, 2014 in case No.: 2014 CA 3155 in the interpleader action brought by the 
Clerk of the Court in Circuit Court of Manatee County and continue my representation as he files 
this complaint for the unlicensed practice of law against Jeffrey Paine and Jupiter Asset 
Revovery, LLC. 

I do believe that this is an issue that deserves review. Please review Mr. Wall's answer and 
objection to Jupiter/Paine's claim for surplus funds. Attached is Exhibit "E." 

In addition their attempt to unfairly take advantage of Mr. Wall, Jupiter/Paine made their claim 
based on the "Absolute Assignment" and did not file the "Agreement" which indicates that the 
assignment is not absolute and that Jupiter/Paine made themselves straw purchasers of Mr. 
Wall's interest in the surplus funds in order to conceal their representation of Mr. Wall. 

Please let this Complaint serve as a reqeust for a Formal Advisory Opinion from The Florida Bar 
as to the allegations of unlicensed practice of law raised in Case No.: 2014 CA 3155 in Manatee 
County. On March 20, 2015, the Circuit Court found it lacked jurisditicon to determine whether 
the allegations constitute the unlicensed practice of law and stayed the case "pending 
determination from the Supreme Court." See Goldberg. V Merrill Lynch Crecit Corp. 35 So.3d 
905 (Fla. 2010). See Exhibit "F." 

Please call with any questions you may have. 

Sincerely yours, 

8"~
Christoph~r bin;~tel, Esq. 
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James M. Wall 
501 General Harris Street 

Longboat Key Florida 34228 

I, James Wall submit this Unlicensed Practice of Law Complaint against Jeffery Paine 
and Jupiter Asset Recovery and state as follows: 

I was contacted by Jeffrey Paine on the telephone concerning money that remained in 
the Court's Registry after a County tax deed sale of my property. He said that he could 
help me recover some of that money. Another person came to my property with two 
documents to sign. I signed them both, my wife witnessed them and I believe it was the 
man who came that notarized them. They are attached Exhibits "A" and "B". On January 
16, 2014 Jeffrey Paine filed a request for the surplus funds in the Court's Registry. See 
Exhibit "C." Please note that even though I signed an "Absolute Assignment" and an 
"Agreement" I understood that Jupiter/Paine would receive 40% of all funds recovered 
in return for their work to recover the funds. At the time I signed those agreements there 
was a $238,500 code enforcement lien, and a Federal Tax lien in approximately 
$235,000 and a claim by the purchaser in the amount of $6,838.70. Those claims 
consumed the total amount in the Registry, leaving me nothing. After signing the two 
agreements with Jupiter/Paine, I sold a different property which from the proceeds of 
that sale were taken at closing to pay the Federal Tax Lien (which had a claim against 
the funds in the Court's Registry). In addition, the purchaser of this County tax lien 
property, with my help, negotiated a reduction of the code enforcement lien down to 
$10,200. On or about July 23, 2014, I received a letter from Jupiter/Paine, see Exhibit 
"D", in which Mr. Paine requested that I sign and deliver to attorney Edwin Mulock. It 
stated that I did not have a claim for any money in the Registry. I did not sign that letter. 

That on 6/26/2014 I received a summons for an interpleader in Case No.: 2014 CA 
3155 which at that time soon after I sought legal advice and hired attorney Christopher 
Mat Hittel with Hittel Law, P.A. who I hired and continues to represent me in this matter 
and who has assisted me in preparing this complaint. 

I answered the interpleader and included in my claim for the remaining balance and 
defenses against Jupiter/Paine which included the defense of Unlicensed Practice of 
Law. Mr. Hittel advised me that he believes besides being wrongfully taken advantage 
of, that Mr. Paine has engaged in the Unlicensed Practice of Law when he offered to 
take care of everything to resolve the claims which were superior to my claim as the 
owner at the time of the tax deed sale. I do not agree that Jupiter/Paine earned any 
amount near the $94,000 they are claiming, if anything at all. 

At some point the amount available to me in the Court Registry went from $0 to 
approximately $209,000. I requested that the Court distribute the undisputed funds 
which the Court agreed which afterward I did receive $115, 115.04 directly from the 
Court. The amount which remains is the $94,000 Jupiter/Paine are claiming as owners 
of the absolute assignment that I did sign and an amount set aside to pay attorney 
Mulock who represents the Clerk of the Court. See case No.: 2013 TD 313. 
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That I believed that at the time of signing the assignment and agreement that Mr. Paine 
was agreeing to represent me. I do not believe that he did anything except file his 
request for the surplus funds, until I objected to his right to receive them or the 
compensation he is requesting. 

I am filing this request for review because the Court in the interpleader action Case: 
2014 CA 3155 has requested that I either request a review from the Florida Bar or 
withdraw my unlicensed practice of law affirmative defense. I have chosen to request a 
review from The Florida Bar because even though I did sign the documents with 
Jupiter/Pain, I did feel as if he had agreed that he would represent me and do not feel 
that he did and have been advised that the services which Jupiter/Paine offered (and 
did not provide) should be regulated by the Bar in order to protect people from being 
taken advantage of in situations similar to mine. 

Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing document and that to 
the best of my knowledge and belief the facts stated in it are true. 

Dated this 151h of April, 2015 

2 
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EXHIBIT A 
- AGREEMENT

TBISAGRD:MENT • ....oeci•1111 /~4-ofJamJ.q,. 2014.~Jupl•Allet.._~ u.c 
of5642Calpanm W.y, W•Palm Beecb. FL 334070 (JUPf[BR).anll.Juua M:. W•B (SSl;LER), nmuddrc111 
11501 aa..J Hanis Slreet, .l..on&boalXl!r. PL .3422.I '. 

I 

TAX DEED#: 20J.S.GOUOl'D 

PROPER1Y DBSC&JPTION:ll07W.co .........Bn.......... 34210 

'Both,................ 

Selhr i.9by ..... to .0.11'-'irel CCllM)' 10 Jupiflir A.t~.U.C al'rit)il. tid8 ad inferelt in mad 
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~my lad an moniea IMllllMt•a NIDli are.• 4elDd .a. otdle ...a Jup111r AIRt ~. 
l.LC Is awue llait dllle 18110 .--edlll-ilaetftllll llllafl.be llVCClllll'ld. '° • la die ..-1Jmt
is... IO NCOVS tome.,. .. of.W lbddl.i it....pay. ponlan Selhr. 8.tcl mu--- to**'
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q..,._,
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........... 
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SELLER .,.. IO ...,, coopel9 will JUP1l'B'R. 9lld 1ll1De ao .ailDI\ did • widl JUPJTEll'• etlblta ID 
colloct lmds. s.n.r.._..aecvea 1111 cloownta 111H•*3' rodUPJTEJt. tD cun1P1e11e b eftbl'l at teclDWIY· 

JUPn'BR. apes 111> lllDI- \Villl "11 dit11unmem, a copy ofdlo oUck haIbo I ate ofCoat. 

JUPD'Ell ahall mate.,,_,.elllrt tD obtaill any a... aYldlable *'"'ch die ano1Camt: holftver no g...-of 
•)kind is-...orlmpiled. 

IN WTJWESS WHO.BOP.die lllllkr&lpedhave11-.uada.lir._...du.dq. 
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1Q h ..... " ..So d• 
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SBU.U: . 
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';:;:;1!~~~·~~~.....___ 
~ I 
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=tr\·'1.,~~

; "V'

\ . I 
STATE OP FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF MANATEE 

' ' - ( SMflA\.DCllUJI' lllltllY ......,. ......, Fladdl • 
' • • - comm. Ellpftl llln 1Z. 1114 • 
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EXHIBITS 

I ABSQLtJD ASSIGNMBNJ OP INIBllESI IN TAX 

I
DEED SYRPLUS PROcgDS

County: Manatee Tax.Deed No: 2013-000313TD Sale Date: V612014 SUrplas: 1239,580.26 
I 

THIS AGREEMENT, made and enb'cd into Chis ..lie. day ofJanwuy, 2014, bctwecD James M. Wall. Owner 

hr
(" gnor"). whose address is SOI General Harris Street. Longboat Key, PL 34228. and .Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC, 
or gns ("Assignee"). whOIO address is 5642 Corporate Way, West Palm Beach. PL 33407, for and in consideration of 
the ofSlO and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency ofwhich is hereby acknowledged, 

1
agree as follows: . 

, 

~,b,f ~' ... 

· 1. Assignor aGknowledges that ho is the foanet owner named in the above-styled tax deed case, and he has 
not assigned or otherwise relillqujshed any remainder interest iJl or to the proceeds of said sale. Assignor has 
been informed by Auignee that Surplus Punda in the approxhnat• amount of 123',581.26 may be due and owing to 
Ass , and may be available for disbursement from tho Qerk ofCourt in Manateo County, Florida. as the result of11ae 
capti!.med Tax Deed Salo. 

2. Assignor hereby srants. bargains. sells and assips. iUIJy and irrevocably, to Assignee, Jupiter Asset 
very, u.c. or assigns, any and an rigbt, titlo and interest m and to aD such surplus funds cmreat1y held by the 

Reirilld:rv oftho Court, as may be due fi'om the above-refenmced case. 

3. Both Parties enter into this Aateement intencting to be legally bound thereby. This AgreemeJlt is 
lete, mand af llselt representing the cotinl agreement between all Paities heteto. and my not be alteicd or amended 

in writing. 

CiNOR ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF nus AGRBEMENT, AND AGREES TO PROMPTLY 
PERATE WITH ASSIGNEE BY PROVIDING ANY ADDmONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION 

UESTED, OR BY EXECUTING ANY AND ALL ADDmONAL PAPBR.WORK ASSIGNEE DEEMS 
NE ARY IN CONJUNCilONWITH 1BIS AOREEMBNT. 

IN WITNBSS WHBREOP, I have hereunto set my band 1his day and dab:. 

scaled and delivered in our prcscnc:e: 

·. ~ame 

~~ATE
COUNTY 

OF FLORIDA
OF MANATEB 

11iB FOREGOING 1....-Lacknowledged before me this .J.QJb.. day ofJuwary, 2014, by lames M. WaD. who [ ] la 
~known lo-;;~.;;i;·hu produced p 1' D' r''n~ : identific:atioo.. 

: -- ~ ·
NOT :::.:: i . · ., Y~ . .. 1 

'. :. ..... .. i
• ···PRINT NAMB •. " _,./ -~ 

......·••. 
~81~ 

(~GR.LIS 
.\ ffolalJ Publlc • Sllte or Flolfda 
1My Comm. Eirplm New 12, 2014 

CallllllisSIOlt II Ee 39434 
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E.~U•B 1T ii
C.O~t-·· • '. c... ·-

1F'J.lQ·,fOR RECORD 
R. B..SHORE 

2014 JAN 2Z AH 8: OO 

Cl.ERK OF ItE ClnRT ~ 
M.W.JEE co. FlaiQ( . 

January 16, 2014 

• 
Manatee County Clerk of Courts 
1115 Manatee Avenue West 
PO Box 25400 
Bradenton, FL 34206 
ATIN: TAX DEED DEPT. 

RE: Tax Deed# 2013-000313TD 

Dear Tax Deed Dept: 

Please find enclosed the following for the above-mentioned for Tax Deed surplus 
funds after sale, which took place on January 6, 2014: 

• Assignment signed by James Wall, the fonner owner ofrecord. 
• Photo identification ofJames Wall. 
• Proof ofClaim Fonn 
• Photo identification of Jeffrey Paine, Managing Manager of Jupiter Asset 

Recovery. 
• W9fonn 

Thank you for your kind consideration in this matter. 

Very 

5642 Corporate Way, West Palm Beach, FL, 33407 Phone: 866-776-2859 Fax No. 561-223-2069 
www.jupiterassetrecovery.com 
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PROOFOFCLAIMFORPAYMENT 

County: Manatee Tax Deed No: 2013-000313TD Sale Date: 1/612014 Surplus: $239,580.26 

Ou this L day of January, 2014 before me, Diane Smith (notary) 
Personally appeared Jeffrey Paine, Managing Member of Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC. 

Property owner f Claimant 

I. He is the: Fonner owner _____________ 
Mortgage Holder _____________ 
SurvivmgSpousc ____________ 
Heir ________________ 

Court Appomted
Administrator _____________ 

Attomeyfor 

Estaw---------------~Lien Holder _______________ 

OtherParty_s_Assignee for the Beneficiary (or Owner) 

Legal Description ofProperty 
THAT PART OF THE N112 OF BLK 73, SPENCER AMENDED PLAT OF CORTEZ ADD DESC AS FOUOWS: BEG AT A PT FOUND BY 
MEASURING N LN OF SD SEC 12, A DIST OF 215 FT, TH S A DIST OF 50 FT TO THE S R/W ON OF SR 684 TO THE ABOVE 
MENTIONED POB, TH CONT S & PARALLEL TO THE E LN OF SD SEC 12, A DIST OF 227 FT, TH S 89 DEG 52 MIN E & PARALLEL 
TO THEN LN OF SD SEC 12, A DIST OF 200 FT, TH N & PARALLEL TO THE E LN OF SD SEC 12, A DIST OF 231.56 FT TO THE 
ABOVE MENTIONED SLY R/W LN OF SR 684, TH WLY ALG S R/W LN A DIST OF 200 FT, MIL TO THE AFORESAID POB, (OR 269 P 
145), SUBJ TO EASMT IN OR 765 P 616, LESS: RD R/W IN OR 1362 P 3315 DESC AS FOLLOWS: BEG AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
THE SLY EXISTING R/W LN OF STATE RD 684 (PER SECTION 1304-201) & THE Wl.Y EXISTING R/W LN OF 88TH ST W ALSO 
BEING THE E LN OF SD LOT 73; TH S 00 DEG 24 MIN 30 SEC W, ALG SO EXISTING R/W LN 60 FT; TH DEPARTING SD EXISTING 
WI.Y R/W LN N 89 DEG 35 MIN 30 SEC W, 13 FT; TH N 00 DEG 24 MIN 30 SEC E, 38 FT; TH N 29 DEG 05 MIN 21 SEC W, 24.34 FT 
TO SD SLY EXISTING R/W LN OF SR 684 AND THE BEG OF A CURVE CONCAVED NLY; TH ALG THE ARC OF SD CURVE HAVING 
A RADIUS OF 7689.44 FT, A CIA OF 00 DEG 11 MIN 11 SEC THE CHORD FOR WHICH BEARS N 88 DEG 32 MIN 56 SEC EA DIST 
OF 25 FT TO THE END OF SO CURVE AND THE POB LESS MINERAL RIGHTS PER OR 1571/4145 Pi.78645.000011 

We acknowledge that we Ol'e making the above representation under oath in order to receive payment of such 
surplus finds, and understand that, if it is later discovered or determined that payment ofsuch surplus funds to us 
was in error, we are personally liable/or the repayment ofsuch surplus funds to the Clerk and/or Manatee County 

Claimant: J 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF PALM BEACH 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this \ ~ day of Janaury, 2014, by Jeffrey Paine. is oersona]ly 
wu me or has produ (Type of identification). 

DIANE SMITH 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
comm# EE159949 

(SEAL) • ;icp1r.. 41212016 
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·PRINT NAME ', 

\ ;: 
~· 

ABSOLUTE ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST INTAX DEED SURPLUS PROCEEDS 

County: Manatee Tax Deed No: 2013-000313TD Sale Date: 1/6/2014 Surplus: $239,580.26 

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this ..lie. day of January, 2014, between James M. Wall, Owner 
("Assignor"), whose address is 501 General Harris Street, Longboat Key, FL 34228, and Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC, 
or assigns ("Assignee"), whose address is 5642 Corporate Way, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, for and in consideration of 
the sum of $10 and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
hereby agree as follows: 

1. Assignor acknowledges that he is the former owner named in the above-styled tax deed case, and he has 
not transferred, assigned or otherwise relinquished any remainder interest in or to the proceeds of said sale. Assignor has 
been infonned by Assignee that Surplus Funds in the approximate amount of $239,580.26 may be due and owing to 
Assignor; and may be available for disbursement from the Clerk of Court in Manatee County, Florida, as the result of the 
captioned Tax Deed Sale. 

2. Assignor hereby grants, bargains, sells and assigns, fully and irrevocably, to Assignee, Jupiter Asset 
Recovery, LLC. or assigns, any and all right, title and interest in and to all such surplus funds currently held by the 
Registry of the Court, as may be due from the above-referenced case. 

3. Both Parties enter into this Agreement intending to be legally bound thereby. This Agreement is 
complete, in and of itself, representing the entire agreement between all Parties hereto, and my not be altered or amended 
except in writing. 

ASSIGNOR ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS AGREEMENT, AND AGREES TO PROMPTLY 
CO-OPERATE WITH ASSIGNEE BY PROVIDING ANY ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION 
REQUESTED, OR BY EXECUTING ANY AND ALL ADDITTONAL PAPERWORK ASSIGNEE DEEMS 
NECESSARY IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this day and date. 

Signed, sealed and delivered in our presence: 

Print~ame 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF MANATEE 

THE FOREGOfNG instrument~acknowledged before me this 1fillL day of January, 2014, by James M. Wall, who [ ] is 
personally known to me or VJ~~ has produced •dda I»••,le·~ identification . =:

.;· --~ ·- .. 
NOT Y P'f\Wij<Q0119 
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EXHIBIT¥ 
~ t::> ~ 

JAMES M.. WALL 
501 GENERAL HARRIS ST., LONGBOA KEY, FL 34228 

July 23 2014 

Mr. Edward T. Mulock Esq. 
233 lSlh St. West 
Bradenton, FL 34205 

Dear Mr. Mulock: 

The purpose ofthis letter is t.o acknowledge that I have signed my interest 
in the funds involved in this matter to Jupiter Asset Rec :very LLC. 

I understand that Jupiter has filed an Answer and Cross laim in this matter 
which protects my interest in these fimds. 

Please consider this letter as notice that I shall not file responsive pleading 
in this case and I consent t.o a default against me in this e. 

Very Truly Yours,. 

James M. Wall 

• 
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e . 
Filing# 17359241 Electronically Filed 08/21/201412:45:16 PM 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR MANATEE COUNTY FLORIDA 

R.B. "CHIPS" SHORE 
CLERK OF COURT OF MANATEE COUNTY, 

Plalntlff, 
v. 

JAMES M. WALL; MANATEE COUNTY; 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE; 
JUPITER ASSET RECOVERY; 
PALLARDY, LLC; ET AL. 

Defendants. 

Case No.: 2014 CA 3155 

DEFENDANT, JAMES M. WALL'S, 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT FOR INTERPLEADER AND OBJECTION AND 

DEFENSES TO JUPITER ASSET RECOVERY. LLC'S CLAIM TO SURPLUS FUNDS 

Defendant, James M. Wall, by and through the undersigned attorney, hereby 

gives his Answer to the Complaint for lnterpleader and states as follows: 

1. Admit. 

2. Admit. 

3. Admit. 

4. Admit. 

5. Admit. 

6. Admit. 

7. Admit that Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC ("Jupiter") filed a statement of claim. 

However, the validity of the claim is denied. The below Objection and Defenses to 

Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC's Claim is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

8. Admit. 

9. Admit. 

10.Admit. 

Page 1of12 
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11.Without knowledge, therefore denied. 

12.Without knowledge, therefore denied. 

13. Without knowledge, therefore denied. 

14.Without knowledge, therefore denied. 

STATEMENT OF CLAIM TO SURPLUS FUNDS 

Pursuant to Fla. Stat. §197.502(4), James Wall, as the owner of record at the 

time of the tax deed sale, is entitled to the full proceeds after the payment of those 

lienholders deemed to hold an interest superior to that of Mr. Wall. 

Although James Wall signed a document purporting to assign his interest in the 

Tax Deed Surplus to Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC, that assignment is invalid due to the 

illegal and wrongful acts of the assignee (Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC) as more 

particularly described below. 

OBJECTION ANO DEFENSES TO JUPITER ASSET RECOVERY. LLC'S CLAIM 

Defendant, James M. Wall, Objects to the Claim for Surplus Funds made by 

Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC and asserts the following defenses thereto: 

General Allegations 

15.At some time prior to January 10, 2014, Jeffrey Paine, owner and manager of 

Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC (hereafter "Jupiter"} contacted James M. Wall 

regarding the tax deed surplus being held in the Court Registry in Case No. 2013 

TD 313. 

16. Mr. Wall was apparently convinced by Mr. Paine to hire Jupiter and Mr. Paine to 

"recover" those surplus funds on his behalf. 

Page 2of12 
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17.0n January 10th, 2014, Mr. Paine sent a notary to meet Mr. Wall at his business 

to sign an "Agreemenr (attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and hereafter "The 

Agreement") and an "Absolute Assignment of Interest in Tax Deed Surplus 

Proceeds" (attached hereto as Exhibit 'B' and hereafter "The Assignment"). 

18. The "Agreement" attempts to allow Jupiter to file documents to recover the 

$239,580.26 tax deed surplus on Mr. Wall's behalf, with 60% of the proceeds 

going to Mr. Wall, and the remainder (minus any costs) going to Jupiter. 

19.The "Agreement" and the Assignment were signed contemporaneously. 

20.At the time the Assignment and "Agreement" were signed, liens on the property 

held by the IRS and Manatee County Code Enforcement exceeded the amount 

of the surplus. 

21. However, subsequent to the Tax Deed Sale, the IRS lien was paid in full at the 

closing of the sale of another property owned by Mr. Wall. 

22.Also subsequent to the Tax Deed Sale, Manatee County Code Enforcement 

reduced its fine to only $10,020 from the original amount of $238,500 at the 

request of Ryan Snyder, Esq., counsel for Pallardy, LLC (the purchaser at the 

Tax Deed Sale.) 

23. The payment of the IRS lien and the reduction in the Code Enforcement fine has 

resulted in the amount of surplus funds available to the owner increasing from $0 

to approximately $235,000. 

24. Jupiter now seeks to recover the $235,000 and take its 40% commission on that 

amount. 
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Unlicensed Practice of Law 

25. Paragraphs 15 through 24 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein. 

26. Jeffrey Paine and Jupiter engaged in the unlicensed practice of law when they 

located the existence of surplus funds belonging to Mr. Wall, and then contacted 

Mr. Wall to make sign the Assignment and "Agreement" in an attempt to share 

the proceeds of the recovery. 

27. Such conduct has been specifically held by the Supreme Court of Florida to be 

the unlicensed practice of law in The Florida Bar v. Heller, 247 So.2d 434 (Fla. 

1971 ). 

28. In Heller, The Florida Bar petitioned the Supreme Court of Florida charging Leon 

Heller with the unlicensed practice of law. Id. at 434. In that case, Mr. Heller 

would search the public records of Florida for abandoned or unclaimed lands and 

money, including funds leftover on lands sold for delinquent taxes, and then 

contact who he determined to be the rightful owners of such lands and money, 

and if necessary, contact the heirs of such owners if the owner was deceased. Id. 

at 435. Mr. Heller would then approach them with a proposal to recover the funds 

upon agreement to share the proceeds of the recovery. Id. Mr. Heller would also 

secure admission of foreign probate records, and prepare documents to secure 

court orders. Id. 

29. The Supreme Court agreed with the report of the referee that Mr. Heller was 

engaged in the unlicensed practice of law, and enjoined him from "offering, 

proposing or soliciting any other person, firm or corporation, having, or appearing 
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to have any claim, or interest, in or to lands, properties or monies in the State of 

Florida, or engaging in any in any transaction with any such person, firm or 

corporation, by which he is to recover such lands, properties or monies, or any 

part thereof, for another, for compensation, either in money or thing ... " and from 

preparing documents to administer estates without the aid of a licensed attorney. 

Id. at436. 

30.Although the Heller Court clearly took issue with Mr. Heller's activities in the 

probate realm, which are not applicable to this case, Mr. Heller was enjoined 

from merely offering or soliciting to any person appearing to have an interest in 

unclaimed monies in the State of Florida. Clearly, the Supreme Court believed 

that activity to be the unlicensed practice of law if it enjoined Mr. Heller from 

doing so in the future. 

31. Such activity is identical to that committed by Jupiter and Mr. Paine in this case. 

Mr. Paine searched the public records, made a determination that Mr. Wall was 

entitled to funds held by the Clerk, and solicited Mr. Wall to obtain those funds on 

his behalf for a portion of the recovery (40%). 

32. The "Agreement" signed by James Wall is an illegal arrangement to provide legal 

services to Mr. Wall by Jupiter, a non-lawyer/non-law-firm. 

33. Under the "Agreemenr, Mr. Wall purports to transfer his interest in the surplus 

funds to Jupiter, so that Jupiter can "file all necessary documents in order to 

recover any and all monies available as a result of the tax deed sale." 

34. The "Agreement" also states that Jupiter shall "make every effort to obtain any 

available funds through the Clerk of Court". 
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35. The essence of the "Agreemenf' is clear: Jupiter will file the necessary court 

documents to obtain payment from the Clerk of Court on a contingency basis, for 

a 40% fee (which today would amount to a fee near $94,000.) 

36. However, because Jupiter Is not a law firm, and Jeffrey Paine is not an attorney, 

the only way Jupiter could file documents with the Court on Mr. Wall's behalf was 

to come before this Court as a straw-man assignee. 

37.Jupiter did not disclose the actual "Agreement" to the Court in this proceeding or 

in the Tax Deed action, so that it would not be apparent on the face of its claim 

that it was illegally representing another party before a tribunal. 

38.0n or about July 23, 2014, Mr. Paine prepared a letter, sent it to Mr. Wall, and 

asked Mr. Wall to sign the letter and send it to Edwin Mulock, Esq., counsel for 

the Clerk of Court in this action. The letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 'D'. 

39. Mr. Wall did not sign the letter. 

40. The letter includes a statement consenting to a default against Mr. Wall in this 

action. Mr. Paine undoubtedly acted as an attorney when he prepared that letter 

and instructed Mr. Wall to sign it. In reality, the letter was a legal document-a 

consent to default judgment-intended to be used in this proceeding. 

41. Such preparation of legal documents by a non-lawyer has been held to be the 

unlicensed practice of law. The Florida Bar v. Eubanks, 752 So.2d 540, 544 (Fla. 

1999). 

42. The Supreme Court of Florida has "repeatedly held that the preparation of legal 

documents by a nonlawyer for another person to a greater extent than typing or 

Page 6of12 
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writing information provided by the customer on a form constitutes the unlicensed 

practice of law." The Florida Barv. Miravalle, 761So.2d1049, 1051(Fla.2000). 

43. Mr. Paine also holds himself out to be an attorney on his website, despite not 

being licensed to practice law in Florida. See Composite Exhibit 'E', attached 

(Google search showing title of jupiterassetrecovery.com to be "Jupiter Asset 

Recovery I Jeffrey Paine Attorney"; Source code of jupiterassetrecovery.com 

containing the page title "Jupiter Asset Recovery IJeffrey Paine Attorney".) 

44.An attorney who sought a $94,000 fee for the simple act of filing a claim with the 

Clerk would certainly face punishment by the Florida Bar. See R. Regulating Fla. 

Bar 4-1.5 (prohibiting attorneys from charging clearly excessive fees or costs); 

Also see The Florida Bar v. Carlon, 820 So.2d 891 (Fla. 2002) ($3,340.10 fee for 

initial consultation and the mailing of several solicitation letters in effort to recover 

asset held to be clearly excessive; suspension imposed.) 

45. Surely, a nonlawyer, illegally providing legal services, cannot benefit from his 

status as a nonlawyer to charge clearly excessive fees for those illegally provided 

services. 

46. The single most important concern in the Supreme Court's regulation of the 

practice of law is the protection of the public from incompetent, unethical, or 

irresponsible representation. The Florida Bar v. Moses, 380 So. 2d 412, 417 (Fla. 

1980). 

47.Mr. Wall deserves protection from the unethical, clearly excessive fee sought by 

Jupiter and Mr. Paine. 
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Fraud on the Court 

48. Paragraphs 15 through 24 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein. 

49. On or about January 22, 2014, Jupiter filed a Claim for Payment in 2013 TD 313 

and attached thereto the previously mentioned Assignment {Exhibit 'B'), but 

without disclosing the existence of previously mentioned "Agreement" {Exhibit 

'A'). 

50. On or about July 15, 2014, Jupiter filed an Answer and Cross Claim in this action, 

again attaching the Assignment but without disclosing the existence of the 

"Agreement". 

51. Paragraph 3 of the Assignment states in part, "This Agreement is complete, in 

and of itself, representing the entire agreement between all Parties hereto ... " 

52. That statement is plainly false. As previously stated, the Assignment was not 

complete in and of itself; instead, the contemporaneously executed side 

"Agreement" existed in addition to the Assignment. 

53.Jupiter committed fraud on the Court when it filed the "Absolute Assignment of 

Interest in Tax Deed Surplus Proceeds" without disclosing the existence of the 

side "Agreement", without disclosing that the statement quoted in paragraph 51, 

above, was false, and without disclosing that the Assignment was not "Absolute" 

in any way, but instead was only a part of an arrangement for Jupiter to provide 

(extremely expensive and unlicensed) legal services to Mr. Wall. 

54. The side "Agreement" (Exhibit 'A') was not disclosed to the Court in either the 

Tax Deed Action or in Jupiter's Answer to this interpleader action. 
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55. The side "Agreement" (Exhibit 'A') was not disclosed in order to hide the fact that 

Jupiter and Mr. Paine were acting as an attorney for Mr. Wall on a contingent fee 

basis-and that truth was carefully and purposefully hidden from the Court by 

Jupiter and Mr. Paine. 

56. The Court has the inherent authority to dismiss claims as a sanction to parties 

who commit fraud on the Court. Morgan v. Campbell, 816 So. 2d 251, 253 (Fla. 

2d DCA 2002). 

Unjust Enrichment 

57. Paragraphs 15 through 24 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein. 

58. If Jupiter is determined to be entitled to any fee at all, Jupiter is not entitled to its 

fee to the extent that it was increased by Mr. Wall's payment of the IRS lien and 

reduction of the Code Enforcement fine subsequent to the Tax Deed Sale but 

prior to distribution of the surplus funds. 

59.Jupiter did nothing to earn such increased fee and would be obtaining a benefit 

only through the happenstance of Mr. Wall's payment of the IRS lien and the 

reduction in the Code Enforcement fine which was granted at the request of 

Ryan Snyder, Esq., counsel for Pallardy, LLC, the purchaser at the tax deed 

sale. 

60. Payment of such increased fee to Jupiter would amount to unjust enrichment. 

Unconscionability 

61. Paragraphs 15 through 24 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein. 
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62.Mr. Wall signed the Assignment and "Agreement" within a short time of speaking 

to Mr. Paine for the first time, and without the benefit of legal counsel. Mr. Wall 

was never advised by Jupiter or Mr. Paine that he should speak to an attorney 

before signing the Assignment and "Agreement". 

63.Although perhaps not explicitly applicable to the assignment of tax deed 

surpluses, Fla. Stat. §45.033(3)(a)(2), regarding assignment of mortgage 

foreclosure surpluses, requires the assignor to be warned that he does not need 

an attorney or other representative to receive surplus funds. 

64. Considering the legislature's decision to require that such a warning be afforded 

to assignors of foreclosure surpluses, and the lack of any material difference 

between one entitled to a surplus of a tax deed sale and one entitled to a surplus 

of a foreclosure sale, such a lack of warning is sufficient to establish procedural 

unconscionability. 

65. Further, Mr. Wall is 74 years old, has a poor memory, and as such is more 

susceptible than most to being taken advantage of. 

66. The substantive unconscionability of the agreement is obvious: a 40% fee to file 

a claim on a $235,000 surplus is clearly excessive and unconscionable. 

67. The "Agreement" and Assignment are both procedurally and substantively 

unconscionable and should be declared void. 

Exploitation of an Elderly Person 

68. Paragraphs 1 through 67 are realleged and incorporated by reference as if fully 

set forth herein. 
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69. Prior to signing the Assignment and "Agreement", Jupiter and Mr. Paine failed to 

inform Mr. Wall, an elderly person, that Jupiter's services were exorbitantly 

expensive, and that Jupiter's fee would increase as a result of Mr. Wall's 

independent payment of lien holders and as a result of Pallardy, LLC's efforts to 

reduce the Code Enforcement fine and lien. 

70. Jupiter's taking of the fee it seeks (approximately $94,000) would amount to the 

exploitation of an elderly person, as the services provided are not reasonably 

equivalent in value to the fee sought. 

71. Such exploitation is prohibited by Fla. Stat. §825.103. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant James M. Wall requests this Court to declare the 

Assignment and "Agreement" illegal, null and void, and against public policy, to set the 

same aside, to deny Jupiter any share of the funds held by the Clerk, to award Mr. Wall 

the full surplus after payment of any superior lienholder, and to grant any other relief 

deemed just and proper. 

REQUEST FOR DIRECT PAYMENT TO MR. WALL 

In the event that Jupiter is determined to be entitled to take any share of the 

surplus funds, James Wall requests that he be paid his own portion directly. 

DATED this 21st day of August, 2014. 
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Isl Christopher M. Hittel 
Christopher M. Hittel, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 0696048 
HITTEL LAW, P.A. 
333 Sixth Avenue, West 
Bradenton, Florida 34205 
(941) 746-7777 Office 
(941) 746-1133 Fax 
Designated E-mail Address for 
Service of Court Documents: 
service@hittellaw.com 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was furnished 
via e-mail to the parties listed below this 21st day of August, 2014: 

Edwin T. Mulock, Esq., Counsel for 
RB "Chips" Shore, Manatee County Clerk of Court 
Law Office of Edwin T. Mulock 
edmulock@mulocklaw.com 

Ryan L. Snyder, Esq., Counsel for 
Pallardy, LLC 
Snyder Law Group, P.A. 
ryan@snyderlawgroup.com 

James R. Cooney, Esq., Assistant County Attorney 
Manatee County 
james.cooney@mymanatee.org; trudy.morris@mymanatee.com; 
carol.owsianka@mymanatee.com 

Alfred Zucaro, Jr., Esq., Counsel for 
Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC 
Alfred Zucaro Jr. LLC 
al@alzucaro.com 

Richard Goldstone, Esq., Co-Counsel for 
Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC 
Richard Goldstone, P.A. 
goldstonelaw@aol.com 

/s/ Christooher M. Hittel 
Christopher M. Hittel, Esquire 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, 
IN AND FOR MANATEE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

R.B. "CHIPS SHORE 
CLERK OF COURT OF MANATEE COUNTY

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

JAMES M. WALL; MANATEE COUNTY 
FLORIDA DEP;\RTMENTOFREVENUE; 
JUPITER ASSET RECOVERY; 
PALLARDY, LLC, et al, 

Defendants. 

 

Case N-0. 2014 CA 003155 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FORREHEARING AND FINDING THAT COURT 
DOES NOT HAVE SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OVER THE ALLEGATION TO 

DETERMINE THE PNLICENSED PRACTICE OF LAW 

THIS CAUSE having come on to be heard on February 24, 2015 by the Court upon 

defendant, James M. Wall's ("Mr. Wall") niotion filed September 12, 2014 for a rehearing.to 

' . 
determine the circttit court's jUrisdiction over the allegations ofu:nlicensed practice oflaW and 

defendant; Jupiter Asset Recovery's ("Jupitef') memorandum oflaw filed October 27, 2014.in 

response to Mr. w~1•s motion to determine circuit court's jurisdiction.1 Christopher ~~t H;i:ttel 

appeared with Defendant Mr. Wall. Dennis K. Bayer aJ'>peared by telephone on behalf~f 

Defendant Jupiter. Edwin Mulock appeared on behalfofthe Plaintiff. The Court, after review 

of the transc~pt from.the hearing which occurred on October 20, 2014 and motion, memorandum 

of law and case law, hearing argument from counsel, a review of the motions and being 

otherwise fully advised as to the premises, finds as follows: 

1 Jupiter also filed a motion to strike Mr. Wall's motion for the circuit court to determine jurisdiction for 
the claim of unlicensed practice of law. · 
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1. On October 20, 2014, Judge Robert Farrance accepted jurisdiction of the 

allegations ofMr. Wall against Jupiter for the unlicensed practice oflaw. 

2. The ruling by Judge Farrance·at the hearing on October 20', 2014 was never 

memorialized in an order. 

3. The Florida Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction to determine the issue of the 

unlicensed practice of law. Goldberg v Merrill Lvnch Credit Corp.35 So. 3d 905 (2010) 

4. Unless Mr. Wall withdraws his allegations that Jupiter's conduct was the 

unlicensed practice of law or Jupiter consents that it did practice law without a license, the Court 

will not hear the allegations because it does not have subject matter jurisdiction. Therefore it is 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Mr. Wall's motion for rehearing on motion to 

determine circuit court's jurisdiction over allegationS ofthe unlicensed practice of law is 

GRANTED and this action is stayed pending a determination by the Florida Supreme Court as to 

whether Jupiter's conduct was the unlicensed practice oflaw. 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers in Bradenton, Manatee County, Florida, this 20th 

day of March, 2015. 

Copies to: 
Christopher Mat Hittel, Esquire 
Dennis K. Bayer, Esquire 

yan 
Edwin T. Mulock, Esquire 
James R. Cooney, Esquire 

Snyder, Esquire \R
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2016-2017
 

STANDING COMMITTEE ON UPL
 

FAO: #2017-1
 

IN RE:
 

Rule 10-9.1 Public Hearing: Shore v. Wall, et al.
 

Transcript of Proceedings held on Thursday,
 

January 26, 2017, commencing at 9:10 a.m., at the
 

Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention Center, Sanibel Room,
 

6000 West Osceola Parkway, Kissimmee, Florida and reported
 

by Rita G. Meyer, RDR, CRR, CBC, CCP, Realtime Reporter and
 

Notary Public, State of Florida at Large.
 

APPEARANCES:
 

JEFFREY T. PICKER, ESQUIRE
 
WILLIAM A. SPILIAS, ESQUIRE
 
ALQEISA VASQUEZ, ESQUIRE
 
The Florida Bar - UPL Department
 
651 East Jefferson Street
 
Tallahassee, FL 32399
 

On behalf of the Florida Bar
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APPEARANCES,  CON'T:
   
 
RYAN  J.  HITTEL,  ESQUIRE
  
CHRISTOPHER  M.  HITTEL,  ESQUIRE
  
Hittel  Law,  P.A.
  
333  6th  Avenue  W.,  Suite  333
  
Bradenton,  FL   34205-8820
  
941.746.7777
  
ryan@hittellaw.com
  
cmh@hittellaw.com
  
 
On  behalf  of  Petitioner
  
 

STARLETT  M.  MASSEY,  ESQUIRE
  
McCumber,  Daniels,  Buntz,  Hartig  &  Puig
  
4401  W.  Kennedy  Boulevard,  Suite  200
  
Tampa,  FL   33609-2048
  
813.287.2822
  
smassey@mccumberdaniels.com
  
 
and
  
 
JONATHAN  D.  KAPLAN,  ESQUIRE
  
3929  Versailles  Drive
  
Tampa,  FL   33634-7492
  
813.843.1248
  
jdktampa@gmail.com
  
 
On  behalf  of  Global  Discoveries
  
 
 
COMMITTEE  MEMBERS  IN  ATTENDANCE:
   
 
Jeffrey  M.  Kolokoff,  Chairperson
  
Monohar  Athavale,  Vice-Chairperson
  
Dwayne  L.  Dickerson
  
Amy  D.  Envall
  
David  Lanaux
  
Rupasri  S.  LLoyd
  
Susanne  McCabe
  
Rosanna  M.  Schachtele
  
Kellie  D.  Scott
  
Joseph  C.  Simmons
  
Andre  T.  Young
  

Also  Present:   James  Wall  &  Jeffrey  Paine
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MR. KOLOKOFF: Good morning again everyone.
 

I'm Jeffrey Kolokoff, the Chair of the Standing
 

Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of Law. We are
 

here for a public hearing.
 

During this time, this committee is considering
 

a request for an advisory opinion. Any information
 

which we learn at this hearing through testimony,
 

will not be deemed an admission or evidence on the
 

unlicensed practice of law. We will not initiate an
 

investigation of the activities or any company or
 

individual testifying today solely based upon their
 

testimony.
 

However, any ongoing investigations will
 

continue and if we receive a new unlicensed practice
 

of law complaint on any person present today, we
 

will open a file per the Bar's normal procedures.
 

If you are involved in an ongoing UPL
 

investigation or receive a UPL complaint and open a
 

file, your testimony will not be held against you.
 

Your testimony will not be deemed an admission or
 

evidence of the unlicensed practice of law and will
 

not be sent to the circuit committee. The reason
 

for this ruling by me is to encourage full and
 

candid testimony so the committee can reach a
 

determination in the matter at hand.
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This hearing is being held pursuant to Rule
 

10.9 of the rules regulating the Florida Bar.
 

Pursuant to the rule, notice of this hearing is
 

published in the Orlando Sentinel and the Florida
 

Bar News and also posted on the Florida Bar website.
 

This hearing came about as a result of our
 

receipt of a written complaint and request for a
 

formal advisory opinion from one or more of the
 

Defendants in the interpleader action who claims one
 

the other Defendants engaged in the unlicensed
 

practice of law.
 

That case, Shore versus Wall, et al, is
 

pending. It's actually stayed in the Circuit Court
 

of Manatee County. The judge stayed the case
 

pending a determination by the Supreme Court of
 

Florida as to whether the Defendant's conduct
 

constitutes the unlicensed practice of law.
 

The Supreme Court of Florida in the case of
 

Goldberg versus Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation
 

held the case of first impression. Cases where the
 

Florida Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the
 

actions at issue, the case may be stayed for
 

determination from the court pursuant to the
 

advisory opinion procedures of Rule 10-9.1 or the
 

complaint and injunctive relief procedures of Rule
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10.5, 10-6, 10-7 of the rules regulating the Florida
 

Bar. And this hearing is the initial step in the
 

advisory opinion process.
 

The questions today presented is whether a
 

non-lawyer company is engaged in the unlicensed
 

practice of law when it holds itself out as having
 

special knowledge on how to recover excess proceeds
 

from a tax sale -- tax deed sale held by the Clerk
 

of Court under Chapter 197 of the Florida Statutes.
 

Identifies and contacts owners of excess deed
 

sale proceeds for the purpose of offering to recover
 

the excess proceeds on their behalf from the Clerk
 

of Court.
 

Offers the owner of excess proceeds a
 

contingency arrangement using a purported assignment
 

modified by an agreement to share the excess
 

proceeds upon recovery with the owner retaining a 60
 

percent interest in the excess proceeds.
 

Requests from the Clerk of Courts to surplus
 

funds based upon the purported assignment and files
 

pleadings in the interpleader actions to recover the
 

surplus funds.
 

We have some witnesses here and if you haven't
 

signed in as a witness, please do so to the pad on
 

y'alls left.
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Mr. Hittel, attorney for the Petitioner, will
 

be the first to testify. We'll then take testimony
 

from anyone else who wishes to be heard. Before we
 

open for questions by committee members or for
 

committee members to ask questions, please identify
 

yourself for the court reporter.
 

Before we begin, we're going to go ahead and
 

introduce everyone. But I have a few more things
 

that I have to say before we actually begin that.
 

If any witnesses have any written materials
 

that you wish to provide to the committee, provide
 

them to Mr. Picker, who is sitting to my right. I
 

know that we have received some materials and the
 

committee has materials already.
 

The testimony will be limited to fifteen
 

minutes and we will conclude after all testimony is
 

taken. At that time, we will decide whether to
 

continue this hearing, but I expect that we will,
 

after the testimony is concluded, move into
 

executive session because the committee is going to
 

need the advice of counsel and that is -- that
 

advice is confidential and protected by
 

attorney/client privilege.
 

As a preliminary matter, I'd ask any members of
 

the committee to address any conflicts of interest.
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Rule 10-9.1 of the rules regulating the Florida Bar
 

states: Committee members shall not participate in
 

any matter in which they have either a material
 

pecuniary interest that would be affected by
 

proposed advisory opinion or committee
 

recommendation or any other conflict of interest
 

that should prevent them from participating.
 

However, no action of the committee will be invalid
 

where a full disclosure has been made and the
 

committee has decided that that -- not decided that
 

member's participation is improper.
 

At this time, I'd ask any members of the
 

committee communicate if they have any conflict they
 

have to disclose on the record or otherwise any
 

other conflict.
 

(No Response)
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Hearing no response.
 

With that, I already identified myself. My
 

name is Jeffrey Kolokoff. I'm the chair of the
 

committee. We'll move on to Mr. Picker. We'll go
 

this way (indicating).
 

MR. PICKER: I'm Jeff Picker. I'm assistant
 

UPL counsel in Tallahassee.
 

MR. RIVERS: I'm Jay Rivers, Tallahassee.
 

MR. DICKERSON: Morning. Dwayne Dickerson.
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I'm a land use and building attorney in Boca Raton.
 

Dunay, Miskel & Backman.
 

MR. SIMMONS: Good morning. My name is Joseph
 

Simmons. I'm a public member from Tampa.
 

MR. ATHAVALE: Good morning. Manny Athavale,
 

public member from Lake Worth.
 

MS. ENVALL: Morning. Amy Envall, attorney from
 

Orlando.
 

MS. McCABE: Good morning. I'm Susanne McCabe
 

and I'm an attorney member from Volusia County.
 

MS. SCHACHTELE: Rosanna Schachtele, public
 

member, Okeechobee.
 

MS. MURPHY: Morning. Nancy Murphy, public
 

member, Tallahassee.
 

MS. SCOTT: I'm Kellie Scott. I am an attorney
 

from Tallahassee.
 

MR. LANAUX: David Lanaux, public member from
 

Ft. Myers, Florida.
 

MS. LLOYD: Rupasri Lloyd. I'm an attorney
 

from Gainesville.
 

MS. VAZQUEZ: I'm Allie Vasquez. I'm branch
 

UPL counsel in Fort Lauderdale.
 

MR. SPILIAS: And Will Spilias, UPL counsel,
 

Tallahassee.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Hittel, attorney for the
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Petitioner, the floor is yours, sir.
 

Sir, we don't have the benefit of a microphone.
 

If you'd speak up so that everyone can hear you,
 

that would be great.
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: Sure thing.
 

Thank you very much everyone and good morning.
 

Thank you to the committee for being here today.
 

My name is Ryan Hittel. That's H-I-T-T-E-L.
 

I'm here with co-counsel Christopher Hittel and
 

we're here on behalf of Mr. James Wall, who's also
 

here today.
 

It is Mr. Wall's position that the question
 

presented should be answered in the affirmative.
 

Although people may generally represent themselves
 

in court, they should not be allowed to use an
 

assignment to make it look like they are
 

representing themselves in court when in reality,
 

they are acting in a representative capacity. If
 

that were to be allowed, anyone could practice law
 

in Florida as a plaintiff without a license.
 

There's a difference between a bona fide
 

assignment for value and the type of assignment
 

arrangement described in the question presented. A
 

bona fide assignment for value is a common
 

occurrence and parties often bring claims on their
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own behalf pursuant to such an assignment, such as a
 

debt collector who purchases a bad debt from a bank
 

and then files suit in its own name, hoping to
 

recover more than what they paid to make a profit.
 

In such a circumstance, there's generally not an
 

agreement to pay back the money to the bank that the
 

assignment was purchased from or anything like that.
 

Here we're dealing with a purported assignment
 

that is modified by an agreement under which the
 

assignee has agreed to give back 60 percent of the
 

assigned proceeds back to the assignor. That type
 

of assignment does not reflect the genuine transfer
 

or sale. Instead, it is a contrivance designed to
 

circumvent the Bar's rules requiring that people who
 

represent others in court be licensed to practice.
 

An opinion answering the question presented in
 

the affirmative would not disturb settled law on
 

assignments, nor would it be unworkable in practice.
 

It would simply provide guidance and empower our
 

courts to look past the form of an assignment to the
 

true substance of the arrangement between the
 

assignor and assignee to determine that -- to
 

determine that the -- what is being presented
 

accurately reflects the nature of the agreement.
 

I have not found a Florida Supreme Court case
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directly addressing this issue. However, I have
 

found case law from other states that does address
 

this issue or a similar issue in some way. I'd like
 

to start with the matter of In Re: UPL Advisory
 

Opinion 2002-1, and that is an opinion from the
 

Georgia Supreme Court.
 

The case there, the question presented there
 

was whether a collector could bring suit on his own
 

behalf when he was assigned an account from a
 

physician. The court answered the question saying
 

it depends on the nature of the assignment. If the
 

physician is truly relinquishing all right and title
 

of the assigned account to the collector, it would
 

be proper for the collector to bring suit in his own
 

name. However, if the assignment is part of an
 

agreement under which the proceeds are to be shared
 

or that the assignment is being used as a vehicle
 

for collection, then the collector would be
 

practicing law on behalf of the physician and that
 

would be the unauthorized practice of law and would
 

not be allowed.
 

So the opinion says that the Court should look
 

at the assignments carefully and determine the
 

nature of the agreement between the parties there to
 

determine whether it is a true assignment or whether
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it is being used to practice law.
 

I have other cases that address this issue in
 

some way and I'll be happy to provide those to the
 

committee. I only have one copy with me today, but
 

I'll be happy to provide all those.
 

Basically, what these cases say is that an
 

assignment that is modified or is not complete is
 

not a true assignment. And if the assignor retains
 

an interest in the assigned subject matter of the
 

assignment, then the assignee is acting in a
 

representative capacity. And since the issue in the
 

question presented involves the assignee going
 

before a court, going before the Clerk of Court,
 

because the assignee would be acting in a
 

representative capacity, that should not be allowed.
 

It is a serious concern that people could
 

practice law as a plaintiff without a license if
 

this type of assignment modified by an agreement
 

arrangement could be used, such as it is described
 

in the question presented.
 

I don't see any reason why a personal injury
 

claim could not be assigned in the same way that
 

Mr. Wall's tax deed surplus claim was assigned and
 

why someone could not solicit clients in the
 

hospital room to try and obtain an assignment of
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their claim, not for value, but for a promise to
 

bring the claim to court on behalf of the injured
 

person. I think it's obvious why that would be
 

problematic.
 

A couple other things that I'd like to mention
 

is, first of all, is that the type of -- the subject
 

matter here of tax deed sales, tax deed surplus,
 

obtaining it from the Clerk of Court, this is a
 

subject matter that average people are not
 

comfortable with and are not familiar with. When
 

we're talking about forced sales and liens, tax deed
 

surpluses, that is the realm of attorneys. And when
 

people hire someone to help them navigate that
 

world, they expect that that person would be an
 

attorney. And Mr. Wall has told me that when he
 

hired Jupiter, that he believed that he was hiring
 

an attorney.
 

And Mr. Wall is here today and if you all would
 

like to hear from him, I'd be happy to have him
 

testify to that effect as well.
 

So the fact that Mr. Wall thought that he was
 

hiring an attorney is just simply evidence to back
 

up what I'm saying that in this type of -- in this
 

world of tax deed sales, this is something that
 

people expect to be handled by attorneys.
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The other issue is that -- and it's not
 

strictly on the question presented, but the -- in
 

the case, in the underlying case, Jupiter Asset
 

Recovery did not disclose the agreement that
 

modified the assignment to the Clerk of Court.
 

Instead, only disclosed the assignment. Title and
 

absolute assignment. So we have one paper called an
 

absolute assignment and we have another paper called
 

an agreement, where the assignee is agreeing to give
 

back 60 percent of the money.
 

Taken together, that's not an absolute
 

assignment. It's a partial assignment at best. So
 

we have a lack of candor to the courts. Someone
 

acting in a representative capacity, a lack of
 

candor in that regard. And that highlights the need
 

for the rules regarding candor and the other rules
 

to protect people who are being represented by
 

others in court.
 

I can conclude there and I'm happy to take any
 

questions from any members of the committee if there
 

are any.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: The floor is open if any
 

committee members have any questions.
 

Go ahead, Mr. Lanaux.
 

MR. LANAUX: Did anyone -- did Mr. Wall ask if
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this gentleman was an attorney or his firm was a
 

representation of an attorney firm?
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: I don't believe so. It was
 

not specifically explicitly asked.
 

MR. LANAUX: Was there any -- did he find any
 

publications or anything that indicated that this
 

gentleman was an attorney of some sort? Is there
 

anything of record that, you know, a search or does
 

he put himself out to be an attorney in any form or
 

fashion that we know of?
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: There are websites out there.
 

There's the Jupiter Asset Recovery website, which
 

until -- I don't know the date of it offhand. But
 

for a time, the title of the website did have the
 

word attorney in it.
 

I don't think, in all honesty, that Mr. Wall
 

had ever seen the website, but the website was there
 

and there were other people, I'm sure, that did see
 

the website.
 

Mr. Wall was contacted by phone by Jupiter
 

Asset Recovery and this arrangement was pitched to
 

him and he went along with it and assumed the entire
 

time that this was an attorney he was dealing with.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Hittel, was the telephone
 

contact that your client received, a cold call
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solicitation variety or was there something that led
 

up to that -

MR. RYAN HITTEL: He was -

MR. KOLOKOFF: -- that phone call?
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: It was a cold call. He
 

was -- he was solicited directly and he did not
 

reach out to them in any way.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Go ahead.
 

MS. McCABE: I just wonder -- I'm Susanne
 

McCabe from Volusia County, attorney member.
 

When the question was asked is it a cold call,
 

but was there some knowledge that the caller had or
 

was it just a random luck that he called a gentleman
 

who happened to have the possibility of surplus
 

funds? So -

MR. RYAN HITTEL: Sure. No, Jupiter Asset
 

Recovery, as I understand, searches the records and
 

finds people to contact who have tax deed surpluses
 

and actually seeks them out.
 

MS. McCABE: Okay. So there was an attempt to
 

contact somebody who had the possibility of an
 

interest in surplus funds.
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: Correct.
 

MS. McCABE: All right.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Anyone else? Thank you,
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Mr. Hittel.
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: Could I say, if I have any
 

time for rebuttal?
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Your testimony has been
 

submitted, sir.
 

MR. RYAN HITTEL: Thank you very much.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Tynan?
 

MR. TYNAN: Thank you.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Tynan, I assume that you're
 

going to speak on behalf of your client.
 

MR. TYNAN: I am. If I could do it here, it
 

might be easier for the committee rather than
 

back -- hopefully I can read my notes from afar.
 

My name is Kevin Tynan. I represent Jupiter
 

Asset Recovery and Mr. Paine. Mr. Paine is here
 

with us. If the committee has questions of
 

Mr. Paine, I'm certainly going to make him available
 

to you.
 

My client and his company have been in business
 

since 2009. They have an A-plus rating from the
 

Better Business Bureau and this is a legitimate
 

enterprise.
 

We're here today, I think, more to take the
 

bigger view, the global view of the industry and how
 

they operate rather than necessarily what happened
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here. I know we're not here to re-litigate the
 

litigation that's pending between my client and
 

Mr. Hittel's client, but the Bar's looking at this,
 

is this industry, the way they do things, is that
 

improper, is it the unlicensed practice of law.
 

You know, we have our view. I set forth in the
 

paperwork that we submitted that we're here really
 

because Mr. Hittel's client doesn't want to honor
 

the agreement that he signed, but that's for another
 

day; a different forum. We're here because the Bar
 

is concerned that this industry somehow is engaged
 

in the practice of law. I hope when we finish
 

today, to show you that it is not in the manner in
 

which my client does his work.
 

As you know, there's a statute that's involved.
 

The statute is 197 and the sections that follow
 

that, and that's the tax surplus statute.
 

Unfortunately, it doesn't describe what people can
 

or cannot do other than provide the methodology for
 

recovery. The statute does not address assignments,
 

which is the key issue before you.
 

I did provide in our paperwork an Attorney
 

General opinion, which is 84-59. At question four,
 

they share, it says: "If a non-interested third
 

party has been given a legal assignment, payment of
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the claim under 197.292 -- and that's been since
 

renumbered to the current 197.582 -- may be made to
 

the assignee based upon the priority of claim."
 

Basically depending on where they fit in the pecking
 

order under the statute to get paid. So certainly,
 

the State of Florida recognizes an assignment. And
 

that people can purchase an assignment of these
 

different tax surplus monies.
 

How it works. And behind me, signed in are
 

other individuals, one of which is a former county
 

attorney who practiced in this area and now actually
 

represents one of Mr. Paine's competitors. And we
 

also have someone, I believe, who is testifying who
 

also represents a competitor. So you get a little
 

flavor for what the industry does.
 

How it works, Jupiter researches until they
 

find a claim. They find -- looks like a viable
 

claim to pursue. They realize what's there; make
 

sense for them to purchase it. They go out and they
 

contact the person that they believe to be the
 

beneficiary of that res or that money that's sitting
 

aside.
 

They enter into a contract with them. But
 

prior to the contract, they've already performed
 

substantial services to locate the claim. And if
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you were to hear from my client, he'll testify
 

before you that most people have no idea they have a
 

claim, which is surprising, but that's, you know,
 

that's a reality. They don't understand there's
 

something out there.
 

If my client approaches them and they do not
 

enter into a contract, we have provided something of
 

value already. Knowledge that there is a claim and
 

a specific knowledge. Unlike the air hunting
 

companies that are out there that are basically
 

trying to sell the information. My client is up
 

front, tells them we have a claim, here's what it
 

is; I'd like to purchase your claim.
 

So we locate the individual. There's a
 

conversation; there's an agreement to sign a
 

contract.
 

You have two documents that have been presented
 

to the committee. Yes, they work together, but it's
 

really the assignment, in my opinion, that rules how
 

we resolve this question.
 

The first thing is a contract. The contract
 

basically says, you're giving me an assignment and
 

here's the consideration or additional consideration
 

that I'm giving you for that. And that is
 

percentage based. While the paperwork that's been
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submitted for this committee talks about a 60
 

percent -- actually, it's a 40 percent fee; 60
 

percent return. That's not the case always. It
 

depends, you know, what that percentage breakdown's
 

going to be.
 

The second document, the important document
 

that is signed, is the actual assignment. I know
 

from the prior contact with the Bar and its counsel,
 

you know, the committee, the grievance committee
 

level of this case was concerned when you take the
 

two together, is that a valid assignment.
 

Unfortunately, as Mr. Hittel pointed out, there
 

really isn't a lot of case law or precedent out
 

there that dictates this position. It's a clean
 

slate. The best I was able to find was a very old
 

Supreme Court opinion which talks about
 

consideration for an assignment does not have -- it
 

can be made in the future. And that's really -- and
 

here, it's not all of the consideration for the
 

agreement, it's partial consideration. Again,
 

consideration up front is providing the knowledge
 

that they can go pursue.
 

Once my client gets the assignment, he can act
 

on it or not. If you read all the documents, it's
 

his claim. He can decide to pursue it, invest more
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time, effort of his own or his corporation, and in
 

this instance, you'll see that when my client gets
 

an assignment, the company, itself, will make a
 

claim. If needed, they hire a lawyer to represent
 

themselves in the -- in any litigation that might
 

arise.
 

What you'll hear again, if you want to ask my
 

client, a lot of cases do not get resolved by way of
 

an interpleader action. That's the exception rather
 

than the rule. A lot of times you submit your
 

paperwork; you get paid. You might have some other
 

give-and-take. In this instance, there was an
 

interpleader. And that happens when there's
 

conflicting claims to the money.
 

If a lawyer is retained, that lawyer represents
 

Jupiter. It does not represent the person who
 

assigned the interest.
 

In our view, the key to this question is the
 

actual assignment. It's a passing of ownership. We
 

would agree, and I set this forth in our paperwork
 

that we've previously submitted, and I know some in
 

the industry operate by using a power of attorney.
 

Well, power of attorney is that -- depending on what
 

the power of attorney does, if it's not just to sign
 

documents, I don't think that's an issue, but if
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it's to act in some form of representative capacity,
 

we would agree with this committee that that would
 

not be correct.
 

Others in the industry might disagree with
 

Jupiter and myself, but again, an assignment to act
 

as a representative would be, in our view, the
 

unlicensed practice of law because it's -- not an
 

assignment. A power of attorney to act in a
 

representative capacity would be the unlicensed
 

practice of law because it's a representative
 

capacity.
 

Here, ownership is transferred upon the
 

execution of the assignment. Again, that document
 

shows that it is my client that owns that interest
 

in the res and they have all the legal right and
 

interest to pursue it.
 

I do want to talk briefly about what Mr. Hittel
 

talked about. The Georgia Supreme Court opinion, is
 

it a true assignment? Well, number one, it's not a
 

Florida case. Not that we can't look outside
 

because there is no real precedent here in Florida
 

that I have seen. I hope -- I'm sure my colleagues
 

at the Bar have looked mightily and may share some
 

of that with you in private. But from what we can
 

tell, there's nothing on point in Florida. And
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again, it goes to what is an assignment.
 

You heard some comments, what I refer to as a
 

slippery slope argument, well, gee, maybe we'll
 

start assigning personal injury cases. I believe
 

there are rules and regulations that prevent that
 

already. In fact, I think there's a statute on it.
 

I wasn't prepared to argue that today, but I believe
 

there's a statute. It just doesn't happen.
 

Question, I'll be very brief with it, and I'm
 

not sure if the underlying grievance file was
 

available to your committee. I know certainly Bar
 

counsel is here; can talk to it. There was a
 

question about a website. When you look in the
 

file, you'll see that website was -- and some of the
 

information that was available there was not known
 

to my client. It had been hacked and some things
 

had been put on it.
 

Again, that's sort of a side issue. My client
 

does not represent that he's a lawyer, does not
 

represent that he's going to be acting in a
 

representative capacity.
 

(Mr. Andre Young enters the committee room)
 

MR. TYNAN: The last question that was raised
 

by counsel is that we, quote, do not disclose our
 

contract with anyone unless asked, you know, if
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we're making a claim. Well, what the Court's need
 

to see or the county governments need to see is the
 

assignment, because it shows the legal right to
 

pursue it.
 

There are occasions, especially in an
 

interpleader action, that that contract might become
 

relevant because you have to show how you got your
 

assignment. And that would be disclosed at the
 

appropriate time. There's nothing misleading with a
 

company such as Jupiter, filing their assignment,
 

showing they have the legal right to pursue the
 

claim, and then pursuing it on their own behalf.
 

Again, I'm not sure where I am on time. I
 

would defer to the committee or anyone else that has
 

questions of me or my client.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Dickerson?
 

MR. TYNAN: Okay.
 

MR. DICKERSON: For the Record, Dwayne
 

Dickerson, attorney member from Boca Raton, Florida.
 

So Counselor, is it your position that the
 

representations of attorney or the word attorney
 

that was placed on your client's website, was as a
 

result of the website being hacked and with no
 

knowledge of your client -- with no knowledge of
 

your client and your client did not put that on
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there?
 

MR. TYNAN: That is correct, sir. As my client
 

whispered in my ear and reminded me, there actually
 

is an affidavit in the underlying grievance file
 

from, no offense, to a techie that explained that
 

not only was there a website, there was stuff
 

unlinked and all sort of stuff posted out there on
 

the internet that my client was unaware of and
 

really took a long time to get rid of. It was
 

difficult. We don't know necessarily who did it and
 

we have our suspicions, but it was an attack on
 

Mr. Paine and his company. And to the best of our
 

ability, that's been cleaned up. But it's not
 

something Mr. Paine put out there in the ethernet.
 

MR. DICKERSON: And my other question was we
 

know that the local UPL circuit committee found that
 

your client engaged in the unlicensed practice of
 

law. I'm curious to hear why you believe that local
 

circuit committee found that.
 

MR. TYNAN: Again, the issue that's squarely
 

before your committee is that assignment. We
 

respectfully disagreed with my friend and colleague
 

and her committee that that assignment was not a
 

full assignment and that it was not legal. And
 

again, our argument is if we have a full assignment,
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it is our piece of property that we're pursuing and
 

we're not doing it in a representative capacity.
 

That's where we have a respectful disagreement.
 

MR. DICKERSON: The disagreement is it was not
 

an assignment as far as the UPL found; and therefore
 

you were representing -

MR. TYNAN: Our own interests. And again,
 

you'll have to look at the whole -- the debate on
 

that, but again, we believe, as well as the few
 

people in the industry that I've talked to, that
 

they believe these assignments are valid.
 

The best I can show you, again, is a slightly
 

dated Attorney General opinion that says it's
 

allowed and a really dated Supreme Court opinion
 

that says interest or payment to be made in the
 

future doesn't change the validity of the
 

assignment.
 

MR. DICKERSON: Thank you.
 

MS. McCABE: Susanne McCabe, attorney member
 

from Volusia County.
 

When you first opened with your comments about
 

the absolute assignment, it sounds very persuasive
 

to say that an absolute assignment includes the
 

right to not pursue the claim. But the assignment
 

doesn't say that in this instance and the agreement
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actually says that Jupiter shall. So that's an
 

imperative word. It's not -- it doesn't say may.
 

It says Jupiter shall make every effort to obtain
 

any funds.
 

So you have an absolute assignment that appears
 

to give your client the right to either pursue the
 

claim or not, but an initially undisclosed document
 

that actually requires Jupiter to pursue the claim
 

because of that imperative language shall.
 

Earlier in the agreement, it says the parties
 

agree that Jupiter intends. But at the bottom it
 

says they shall. So I'm having trouble with that
 

because were both documents revealed, it would
 

become clear that it's not exactly an absolute
 

assignment if Jupiter is required to pursue the
 

claim on behalf of the assignor.
 

How do you respond to that?
 

MR. TYNAN: Good question. And now that I'm
 

listening to the question, I see that there's a -

that little language that concerns you, certainly
 

I'd go back and change that in the contract so going
 

forward, that shall language won't be there.
 

But your question is, is that some sort of
 

mandate to go forward. Does the contract trump the
 

assignment. And again, but if I've got a full
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assignment and I can do or not do, because it's my
 

property. And your point is, by contract, am I
 

breaching my contract by not pursuing it?
 

Obviously, when my client goes and purchases these
 

assignments, he wants to pursue it because he thinks
 

there's money there that he can earn by pursuing it
 

and make money on it. So obviously, it's in his
 

best financial interest to pursue it.
 

I can't give you an example. Again, if you
 

want to hear directly from Mr. Paine on this, but
 

there are times you purchase the assignment, you go
 

forward; you realize, this is impossible. For
 

whatever reason, there's an impediment.
 

Here, there were all sorts of impediments that
 

luckily resolved themselves and made this claim
 

viable. But going into it, it was a very difficult
 

matter and there are times when you walk away from
 

it.
 

I hope I did the best I can with it.
 

MS. McCABE: Thank you.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Lanaux?
 

MR. LANAUX: David Lanaux, public member from
 

Ft. Myers.
 

I guess I have two quick questions. The first
 

one is probably very rudimental and I don't know if
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it's been asked. Who prepared the assignment? Who
 

prepared the actual assignment agreement?
 

MR. TYNAN: It comes from Jupiter. The
 

original drafter of that.
 

MR. PAINE: Attorneys.
 

MR. TYNAN: Attorneys for the company. The
 

original drafters are attorneys for the company.
 

MR. LANAUX: For the company?
 

MR. TYNAN: For the company. And basically,
 

it's kind of a fill-in-the-blank when it gets
 

signed.
 

MR. LANAUX: See, I'm in the title business and
 

I've got strict laws as to practicing law when I'm
 

preparing instruments.
 

MR. TYNAN: Right.
 

MR. LANAUX: When I'm issuing title, unless I'm
 

issuing title insurance, I can't do that.
 

MR. TYNAN: Correct.
 

MR. LANAUX: Otherwise, it would be the
 

practice of law. And one of the things that we do
 

to protect ourselves in our industry is any time
 

there is any chance of an opinion that needs to be
 

made, that we disclose to the client that we're not
 

attorneys and that we advise them to seek the advice
 

of an attorney.
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And we have that in all of our documents, you
 

know, in which case, in most of the legal documents
 

that we use, when it is forming an opinion, to let
 

them know that we're not giving an opinion; that
 

we're actually advising them to seek the, you know,
 

the counsel of an attorney. I don't see this in any
 

of this assignment.
 

MR. TYNAN: No.
 

MR. LANAUX: I don't see this in the agreement.
 

So I guess my question is, you know, what we look at
 

as the unpracticed license of law is someone putting
 

them out there as if they are an attorney when
 

they're not really an attorney.
 

MR. TYNAN: Right.
 

MR. LANAUX: And so when the language is
 

lacking in the instruments, it sort of tells me that
 

they really don't want to disclose that information
 

because maybe they would lose the integrity of what
 

they do or perhaps the services that they perform
 

would not be perceived as representation that I, as
 

a layman, would expect in a case like this.
 

MR. TYNAN: Right. Two quick responses. I've
 

got a good friend who's a non-lawyer title company,
 

and I understand, because I've seen his paperwork -

he's done some of my personal closings -- that
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there's sort of like a non-representation agreement
 

that shows up in all his packages.
 

Certainly if the committee is going to suggest
 

something like that, I don't see where that's a
 

burden at all on my client to do something like
 

that. And again, I learn as we go along that that's
 

not a bad thing, either, to have a stand-alone third
 

document that's signed, or something built into the
 

contract to say, this, you know, really clear up
 

that issue.
 

But if you look at the industry, most of these
 

are non-lawyer owned entities. There are some
 

lawyer owned, but working through a corporate
 

entity. So it's, again, technically, they are
 

non-lawyers. But you know, I'm not aware of -

again, there could be, but I'm just not aware of
 

anybody else that does something like that. But
 

that's actually very good advice that I plan on
 

giving my client when we're finished.
 

MR. LANAUX: I can appreciate that. And you're
 

going to change some language from shall to then and
 

now you're going to add a disclosure that you're not
 

an attorney. But we're here today because of
 

past -

MR. TYNAN: Right.
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MR. LANAUX: -- practices and I don't know what
 

his industry does on a whole, because that's not
 

what we studied here. But we're being asked to
 

decide whether or not what has been done was the
 

unlawful practice of law -

MR. TYNAN: Right.
 

MR. LANAUX: -- not what might be in the
 

future. So that's the struggle that I have with
 

this is that it is a very important thing what he
 

does and I understand what he does and I think
 

overall, there's nothing wrong with it. People like
 

myself, who are not familiar with the procedure,
 

need help doing it. I just have a problem when
 

someone calls me; represents to me that they can
 

help me in a, what I would consider a legal aspect.
 

There's legally bound language in the assignment.
 

Everything I read sort of makes me indicate that,
 

you know, shame on me for not asking if you're an
 

attorney. But you know what? I didn't. Or the
 

client didn't at this point.
 

But I have a problem with the past. I know you
 

can fix the future pretty quickly with a few
 

disclosures and changing of some language, but we're
 

here today to judge on what has happened. Not what
 

he needs to do to keep this from happening again.
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If he had that language in this document, we
 

wouldn't even be here today talking to your client.
 

You'd be litigating this on the other matter that's
 

involved in this, which is a more important issue.
 

So that's just my comment.
 

MR. TYNAN: If I can add one thought to that.
 

The contract is not with an individual. It's with a
 

company. Not a law firm. And I agree with you, it
 

would be nice if we had done some of these things.
 

And now that I'm hearing great ideas to include
 

going forward. And I understand that we're talking
 

about in the past.
 

But we're here to, you know, you've got to look
 

at what was presented to this individual. I'm a
 

company. I'm looking to buy your interest and,
 

yeah, you're going to get some money on the end, you
 

know, if this works out. But I'm buying your
 

interest. You signed a separate document that said
 

you're giving me all your legal right in this claim.
 

MR. LANAUX: I think that's for the Supreme
 

Court to decide. We're just deciding whether or not
 

he held himself out to be an attorney -

MR. TYNAN: Right.
 

MR. LANAUX: -- by not disclosing certain
 

information -
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MR. TYNAN: Okay.
 

MR. LANAUX: -- in advance. That's all I ask
 

the council to look at.
 

MR. TYNAN: Okay.
 

MR. LANAUX: That's all I have to look at.
 

MR. TYNAN: Okay.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Thank you, Mr. Tynan.
 

MR. TYNAN: Thank you very much. I hope I
 

didn't go over.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Kaplan and Ms. Massey signed
 

in together.
 

MR. KAPLAN: I'm Jonathan Kaplan.
 

MS. MASSEY: Jonathan, did you hear his
 

question?
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: You both signed in together.
 

Same line. Do you have separate -

MS. MASSEY: We both work for McCumber Daniels
 

and represent Global Discoveries.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: So to be fair to you, one is
 

going to speak or both of you?
 

MR. KAPLAN: Both, because I'm going to speak
 

to something completely different.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Fair enough. Okay. Mr. Kaplan,
 

your time begins now.
 

MR. KAPLAN: Jonathan Kaplan, attorney over 30
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years. Clerk's attorney for eleven years almost.
 

My primary function was director of tax deeds and
 

legal liaison to the tax deed department. My
 

primary responsibility in that was involved in
 

litigation over tax deed funds, which is a big issue
 

currently, and also distributing millions of dollars
 

in tax deed surplus funds.
 

I currently am employed by McCumber Daniels as
 

a contract attorney and one of our clients is Global
 

Discoveries, who's part of this industry.
 

I'm not going to speak as to Global -- I'll
 

leave that to my partner, Ms. Massey -- but I'm
 

going to speak to the general industry from the
 

perspective of a Clerk's attorney.
 

Currently in Hillsborough County, I would
 

estimate there's over $10 million being held by the
 

Clerk to distribute for tax deed excess proceeds.
 

This is a lot of money. It doesn't have a lot of
 

direction on the regulation side nor on the
 

statutory side and this industry provides a valuable
 

service.
 

When I started at the Clerk's office, I came
 

into contact with a gentleman who was in this
 

industry. He's no longer in the industry. He was a
 

former FBI agent. And he stated to me that he
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believed that the industry was regulated by the
 

Department of Insurance; that you had to have a
 

private investigator license.
 

I contacted the Department of Insurance
 

regarding this and they said, absolutely not. That
 

surplus funds from a tax deed are not unclaimed
 

funds because we don't know who the owner is, but
 

they are surplus funds and you don't need that
 

licensing. I said, is there any licensing that you
 

need? They said, absolutely not.
 

I was familiar with the Attorney General
 

opinion that counsel cited from 1984, where the
 

Attorney General blessed the idea of clerks paying
 

on valid assignments. The question then becomes,
 

what is a valid assignment? I'm not here to speak
 

about that as well, but I would point out I'd been
 

involved personally in many situations where because
 

the members of this industry have the ability to
 

compromise or to withdraw their claims because it is
 

their claim, they don't pursue invalid claims. I'll
 

give you an example.
 

There was one circumstance where several
 

different individuals assigned the claim to
 

different recovery service firms. Turns out, none
 

of these people had authority from the estate or
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were even the beneficiaries of those funds. That it
 

belonged completely to someone entirely different.
 

When it came to my attention that none of these
 

firms had authority to pursue those funds, I
 

notified them, because they had an assignment, it
 

was their claim; they properly withdrew those
 

claims. I, as the clerk's attorney, was then able
 

to resolve the claim and pay out the proper funds to
 

the proper party.
 

The Clerk's under a fiduciary duty to
 

distribute these funds in the correct manner, in the
 

correct priorities in accordance with Statute
 

197.582. As the part author of both the Best
 

Practices for Tax Deed Sales and Tax Deed Surplus
 

Distribution for the Clerk's Association, I'm
 

intricately familiar with what valuable service the
 

industry provides. Most of what the industry does
 

is not pursue individuals but pursues institutions,
 

and a lot of what the surplus that's currently being
 

held on the books of the counties and the clerks, is
 

monies that belong to institutions and not to
 

individuals.
 

The state is currently facing a crisis. It's a
 

very difficult -- there's not enough resources in
 

clerk and comptroller offices, nor at the state
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level to distribute these funds. This industry
 

provides a very valuable service.
 

The facts of this case is not really of my
 

concern. I'm here to speak generally for the
 

industry. And whatever your opinion, it has to be
 

cognizant of what valuable service and how well
 

these firms work in the system.
 

However, like any other industry, there's
 

situations that I could go into -- not involving
 

Mr. Paine or Jupiter -- that warranted additional
 

work on my part to prevent them from collecting
 

funds in certain instances. And so, I never thought
 

that they were practicing law. Everything was above
 

board to me as the state representative for
 

distributing these monies. But they can withdraw
 

the claims if it's brought to their attention and
 

it's warranted. And for me, that was the operative
 

fact and that answered some of your questions as to
 

whose claim it was and whether or not it was in a
 

representative capacity.
 

The industry provides a valuable function for
 

the state and for this industry and I'm happy to
 

take any questions.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Any questions for Mr. Kaplan?
 

MR. KAPLAN: Okay. Thank you.
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MR. KOLOKOFF: Ms. Massey?
 

MS. MASSEY: Good morning. I'm Starlett
 

Massey. I am outside counsel for Global
 

Discoveries, which works out of Modesto, California.
 

I handle all of their recovery of tax deed surplus
 

funds in the state of Florida. They do work in many
 

states; obviously, I only handle the Florida work.
 

And I just wanted to explain so that you're aware of
 

how their practice is different.
 

I don't know Mr. Paine; I'm not familiar with
 

Jupiter, but I saw that you had some questions about
 

the practice, and to the extent you determine that
 

any actions that Jupiter has taken constitute a UPL,
 

I want to be certain that the advisory opinion would
 

at least recognize distinctions so that my client's
 

practices are not at issue.
 

They have very complicated IT systems -- that I
 

couldn't begin to understand -- that locate surplus
 

funds from tax deed sales. And they are able to do
 

this very, very quickly. This provides a valuable
 

service to banks and institutional clients who, as
 

many of us may be aware, often can't, you know, keep
 

up with summonses that have been served upon their
 

registered agents. They are letting properties go
 

to tax deed sales, the banks, because they are not
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aware that taxes are delinquent. So the banks are
 

also not often aware that surplus funds exist. They
 

have master agreements with Global Discoveries and
 

Global Discoveries goes to them and says, this money
 

is available; gives the assignment of interest
 

pursuant to the master agreement and then either, in
 

some counties, files the claim directly with the
 

county using documents that they have prepared. And
 

I realized when I came on board in 2012 or for a lot
 

of counties, they will go ahead and refer the claim
 

to my office immediately for filing with the county.
 

We know that, for instance, Miami-Dade does not
 

pay on assignments without a court order. So we
 

know that we may have to file an action for
 

declaratory judgment to recover the funds at all
 

because there's often a big backlog. As Jonathan
 

was saying, the clerks don't often have the
 

resources they need to disburse the funds and often,
 

court action is necessary. So we will file dec
 

actions seeking disbursements of the funds.
 

Interpleaders do happen in some smaller
 

counties like Osceola, which I think was the county
 

here, because they don't have the volume of tax deed
 

surplus files that the larger counties do. So the
 

practice is entirely different.
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All documents state that Global is not an
 

attorney and will hire legal representation when
 

counsel is required or anything really beyond the
 

filing of the claim with the county, and they don't
 

even file the claims with the county in all cases.
 

I also wanted to point out that there is a
 

Fifth DCA opinion, Muntzing versus Global
 

Discoveries, that states that Global Discoveries had
 

a valid lien for distribution purposes. The
 

underlying issue there was whether -- and this was
 

the mortgagor was claiming Global did not have
 

authority to obtain the funds because it did not
 

produce the original note. The court held that
 

under the statutory scheme for tax deed sales, the
 

original note was not required and Global was
 

entitled to distribution under the assignment of
 

interest from the institutional customer.
 

And so, I don't think I have anything else, but
 

I am available to answer questions, although I
 

cannot, obviously, disclose any details of our
 

client's documents without their approval and I do
 

not have that at this point.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Does anyone have any questions
 

for Ms. Massey? Thank you, Ms. Massey.
 

MS. MASSEY: Thank you.
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MR. KOLOKOFF: Is there anyone who did not sign
 

in who wishes to testify?
 

MR. CHRIS HITTEL: My name is Chris Hittel and
 

I believe I did sign in. There was two Hittels that
 

signed in.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Fair enough, sir.
 

MR. CHRIS HITTEL: My son, Ryan, I think, went
 

over everything pretty thoroughly. However, the
 

question of unlicensed practice of law has many
 

factors. One of the factors is whether or not you
 

identify yourself as an attorney. However, an
 

additional factor is whether you provide legal
 

services. So it's still unlicensed practice of law
 

if you put on bold letters, we're not attorneys, but
 

offer a legal service. Okay?
 

Just because we might disclose that we're not
 

attorneys -- and I'm not talking about myself. I'm
 

talking about the Defendant here. If a company
 

discloses that it's not an attorney and offers a
 

legal service as a non-attorney, then I believe that
 

the rules of unlicensed practice of law will apply.
 

And that's the issue here.
 

Partly is it, is it, are they open that they're
 

not attorneys? In our case, I think it's pretty
 

clear that they weren't. However, in addition, they
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offered a service. Even under the assignment,
 

there's a service being offered that they're going
 

to retrieve the funds from the court. And as they
 

do this, who's waiting to get the result of what
 

they're going to do? Mr. Wall. He's the one that
 

signed the assignment, he signed the agreement and
 

he's expecting and waiting for a service to be
 

performed on his behalf. The assignment says, we're
 

acting on our behalf. The agreement says, we're
 

acting on our behalf as well as Mr. Wall's behalf.
 

When we look at cases about agreements and so
 

forth, we look at, it might say one thing, but what
 

is the essence? What does it really mean?
 

I believe that the committee needs to look at
 

what actually happened and decide whether or not if
 

somebody's going to make application to the court
 

and someone else is going to benefit from that
 

application, is that the practice of law. And if
 

so, it was done by an unlicensed company.
 

Also, just because a firm hires an attorney
 

doesn't mean that it's an attorney that represents
 

the client. They were clear, I believe the
 

testimony by Mr. Tynan was that our attorneys only
 

represent our company, not Mr. Wall. Well, they can
 

say that, but the agreement says that what they're
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doing is to get 60 percent of the money from
 

Mr. Wall. Nobody has, has said that that's not
 

happening here. And I believe the practice of where
 

companies come and get an assignment on a
 

contingency basis afterwards, is offering a service
 

based on the amount of recovery. And if that
 

service is considered the practice of law, I believe
 

it's the unlicensed practice of law.
 

I'm open for any questions.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Any questions for Mr. Hittel?
 

Seeing no questions, thank you, Mr. Hittel.
 

Is there anyone else that wishes to testify?
 

MR. CHRIS HITTEL: Mr. Wall, did you want to
 

talk? Thank you. Thank you very much.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Thank you everyone who has
 

presented testimony. The committee now will take
 

the matter under advisement.
 

MR. TYNAN: I'm sorry. Mr. Paine just asked if
 

he could have thirty seconds on the floor because I
 

ended up with two lawyers speaking that we didn't
 

anticipate.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Fair enough.
 

MR. PAINE: Sorry.
 

MR. TYNAN: Real quick.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Mr. Paine, I have to put you
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under oath. Madame court reporter, will you please
 

swear in the witness?
 

(Mr. Paine sworn by the Court Reporter)
 

MR. PAINE: I swear.
 

THE COURT REPORTER: Spell your last name,
 

please.
 

MR. PAINE: P-A-I-N-E.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Go ahead, sir.
 

MR. PAINE: A lot has been said about documents
 

and what responsibilities we have and I'll let you
 

all decide that, but I think it's important to note
 

that we've been in business for -- I say we. It's a
 

company, not me. We've been in business for a long
 

time. We represent attorneys. We do these -- we
 

handle these matters for attorneys. Attorneys give
 

us -- ask us to handle these matters for clients of
 

theirs and we get assignments from their clients by
 

these attorneys.
 

By the way, the documents have been reviewed by
 

law firms all over the country, including the
 

largest law firm in Manhattan, which opined about
 

these documents. It took about three weeks.
 

And I appreciate the comments that you made.
 

All I can say is the documents were reviewed and
 

passed upon by that law firm, as well as many other
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law firms.
 

If any question comes up in a discussion with
 

an individual who has a claim, we tell them that we
 

will work -- we ask to work with their attorneys.
 

We tell them, show this to your attorney or let us
 

discuss this with your attorney. Let us -- we'll
 

e-mail your attorney and we'll discuss it with your
 

attorney. So we offer to talk to their attorneys.
 

I also would like to mention, I'm not in a
 

position, I suppose, to ask a question, but
 

Mr. Kaplan was with -- was the county attorney for
 

Hillsborough for many years. He knows me and he
 

knows my company and I would appreciate if I could
 

ask him whether in all those years there was any
 

issue that gave rise to any question about the way
 

we do business or our responsibility in handling
 

these matters. If I could ask him that, I'd
 

appreciate if he would answer that question.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Well, Mr. Paine, with all due
 

respect, the answer to the question is not really
 

relative to the matter at hand. The conduct, this
 

specific allegation.
 

MR. PAINE: It seems to me that the reason that
 

I think that it is relevant is because there's -

aspersions have been cast upon the industry and upon
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the way we do business. And by the way, it's not
 

just me. There are hundreds of companies use exact
 

word for word the exact same documents that we use.
 

Companies have taken -- we've been in business the
 

longest, we believe, or at least among the longest.
 

They have taken our documents and use them and
 

everybody uses the same documents. So what you're
 

dealing with here is not a single issue, not just
 

with regard to our company. It's with regard to the
 

industry.
 

I appreciate your looking into this and I guess
 

I just, I just want -- I'm concerned about, about
 

the reputation of the industry and about our
 

reputation, because it is virtually unmarred. We
 

are rated A-plus by the Better Business Bureau.
 

We've never had a complaint. So if you have any
 

questions, I'll be happy to answer them.
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Does anyone have any questions
 

for Mr. Paine? No questions? Thank you, Mr. Paine.
 

MR. DICKERSON: Mr. Chairman, can I ask
 

Mr. Wall a question?
 

MR. KOLOKOFF: Okay. Well, that will conclude
 

the testimony in the pending matter. At this point,
 

the remainder of the meeting is confidential and
 

we'll go to executive session, so thank you very
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much, everyone, for coming and testifying.
 

(Proceedings concluded at 10:15 a.m.)
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER
 

STATE OF FLORIDA:
 

COUNTY OF ORANGE:
 

I, RITA G. MEYER, RDR, CRR, CBC, CCP, do hereby
 

certify that I was authorized to and did stenographically
 

report the foregoing proceedings and that the foregoing
 

transcript is a true and correct record of my
 

stenographic notes.
 

I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am not a relative,
 

employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties, nor
 

am I a relative or employee of any of the parties,
 

attorneys or counsel connected with the action, nor am I
 

financially interested in the outcome of the action.
 

DATED on this 31st day of January, 2017.
 

_________________________
RITA G. MEYER, RDR, CRR, CBC, CCP 
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THE FLORIDA BAR 

In Re: R.B. Shore v. James Wall, et al. File No.: FAO 2017-1 

STATEMENT OF PETITIONER, JAMES M. WALL, 
FOR HEARING ON REQUEST FOR GOLDBERG ADVISORY OPINION 

Petitioner, James M. Wall, by and through the undersigned attorney, submits this statement 

in regards to the pending request for formal advisory opinion pursuant to R. Reg. Fla. Bar. 10-9.l 

and Harold Goldberg v. Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation, 35 So. 3d 905 (Fla. 2010), and states 

as follows: 

BACKGROUND 

1. Petitioner, James M. Wall, whose address is 501 General Harris Street, Longboat 

Key, Florida, 34228, is the victim of unlicensed practice of law committed by Jupiter Asset 

Recovery, LLC (hereafter referred to as "Jupiter".) 

2. Petitioner and Jupiter are co-defendants in an interpleader action filed by the Clerk 

of Court of Manatee County (R.B. Shore) (Case No. 2014 CA 3155) regarding surplus funds from 

a tax-deed sale. In that action, Jupiter has attempted to take approximately $94,000 from the 

surplus (40% of the total surplus of approximately $240,000) for its services in representing Mr. 

Wall in the original tax-deed action (Case No. 2013 TD 313, Manatee County.) Jupiter's 

representation of Mr. Wall in that action consisted solely of filing the simple claim form with the 

Clerk. 

3. Petitioner resisted Jupiter's claim in the interpleader action, asserting, among other 

things, that Jupiter engaged in the unlicensed practice of law (UPL) in representing Mr. Wall and 

is therefore not entitled to the fee it seeks. 
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4. As a result, The Honorable Gilbert A. Smith, Jr. for the Circuit Court of Manatee 

County, found that the Circuit Court did not have jurisdiction over the UPL allegations and stayed 

the matter pursuant to the directives of Harold Goldberg v. Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation, 35 

So. 3d 905 (Fla. 2010). The Circuit Court's Order is attached as Exhibit 'A'. 

OPERATIVE FACTS 

5. At some time prior to January 10, 2014, Jeffrey Paine, owner and manager of 

Jupiter, contacted Petitioner regarding the tax deed surplus being held in the Court Registry in 

Case No. 2013 TD 313 in Manatee County. 

6. Petitioner was convinced by Mr. Paine to hire Jupiter to "recover" those surplus 

funds on his behalf. Mr. Wall will testify that he assumed he was dealing with a licensed attorney 

through his dealings with Jupiter and Jeffrey Paine. 

7. On January 10, 2014, Mr. Paine sent a notary to meet Petitioner at his business to 

sign a purported "Agreement" (attached hereto as Exhibit 'B' and hereafter referred to as "The 

Agreement") and an "Absolute Assignment oflnterest in Tax Deed Surplus Proceeds" (attached 

hereto as Exhibit 'C' and hereafter referred to as "The Assignment"). 

8. The Agreement purported to allow Jupiter to file documents to recover the 

$239,580.26 tax deed surplus on Petitioner's behalf, with 60% of the proceeds going to Petitioner, 

and the remainder (minus any costs) going to Jupiter. The Agreement and the Assignment were 

signed contemporaneously. 

9. Under the "Agreement", Jupiter is supposed to "file all necessary documents in 

order to recover any and all monies available as a result of the tax deed sale" and to "make every 

effort to obtain any available funds through the Clerk of Court". 
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10. The essence of the "Agreement" is that Jupiter will file the necessary court 

documents to obtain payment from the Clerk of Court on a 40% fee contingency basis, which today 

would amount to a fee near $94,000. However, because Jupiter is not a law firm, and Jeffrey Paine 

is not an attorney, the only way Jupiter could file documents with the Court on Mr. Wall's behalf 

was to come before this Court as a "straw-man" assignee. 

11. At the time the Assignment and Agreement were signed, liens on the property held 

by the IRS and Manatee County Code Enforcement exceeded the amount of the surplus. However, 

subsequent to the Tax Deed Sale, the IRS lien was paid in full at the closing of the sale of another 

property owned by Petitioner, and the Manatee County Code Enforcement Lien was reduced to 

only $10,020 at the request of counsel for the purchaser at the tax-deed sale (Ryan Snyder, Esq. 

on behalf of Pallardy, LLC.) 

12. The payment of the IRS lien and the reduction in the Code Enforcement fine 

resulted in the amount of surplus funds available to the owner (Petitioner) increasing from $0 to 

nearly $240,000. 

13. Jupiter did not disclose the actual "Agreement" to the Court in the interpleader 

action or in the Tax Deed action, so that it would not be apparent on the face of its claim that it 

was illegally representing another party, as opposed to representing itself. 

14. On or about July 23, 2014, Jupiter (or its counsel) prepared a letter, sent it to 

Petitioner, and asked Petitioner to sign the letter and send it to Edwin Mulock, Esq., counsel for 

the Clerk of Court in the interpleader action. A copy of the letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 'D'. 

The letter includes a statement consenting to a default against Petitioner in the interpleader action. 

Petitioner did not sign the letter. 
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THE NEED FOR A FORMAL ADVISORY OPINION 

15. The undersigned is not aware of any Florida Supreme Court precedent explicitly 

holding that it is the unlicensed practice of law for a person to obtain a "straw" assignment of a 

pending claim (one made in consideration only for agreeing to bring and process the claim through 

the court system), so that the assignee can represent "itself' in court, when it is actually acting on 

behalf of the assignor. However, it is respectfully suggested that such conduct should be held to 

be the unlicensed practice of law. 

16. Although people may generally represent themselves in court, they should not be 

able to do so pursuant to a scheme where a straw assignment is used to make it appear to the 

tribunal that the party is acting on its own behalf, when the true substance of the relationship 

between the assignee and assignor is attorney and client. The attorney-client nature of the 

relationship between the Petitioner and Jupiter, here, is practically admitted in the consent-to

default letter proposed by Jupiter to Mr. Wall (Exhibit 'C'), in which Jupiter attempts to have 

Petitioner say that "he understands that [Jupiter's court filings] protects [his] interest in the funds." 

17. If non-lawyers could use misleading assignments to represent other people's 

interests in court, the Florida Bar would be severely hampered in its ability to regulate the practice 

of law in Florida. 

18. Jupiter, through its actions towards the Petitioner, reinforces the need for strong 

regulation of persons representing others in court. It has held up approximately $94,000 of Mr. 

Wall's money in attempt to obtain a clearly excessive fee. 

19. Petitioner argued to the Circuit Court that it could exercise jurisdiction over the 

UPL claims under the authority of The Florida Bar v. Heller, 247 So.2d 434 (Fla. 1971), but that 
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argument was impliedly rejected by the Order finding no jurisdiction. 1 Because the Circuit Court 

has held it does not have jurisdiction over the unlicensed practice of law claims raised by the 

Petitioner, the Goldberg advisory opinion procedure appears to be his only available method of 

redress. 

THE QUESTION PRESENTED AND SOME CONSIDERATIONS 

20. The Petitioner believes that the question presented, set forth below, accurately sets 

forth the UPL issue in this case: 

Whether a non-lawyer company is engaged in the unlicensed practice of law when 
it holds itself out as having special knowledge on how to recover excess proceeds 
from a tax deed sale held by the Clerk of Court under chapter 197, Fla. Stat., 
identifies and contacts owners of excess tax deed sale proceeds for the purpose of 
offering to recover the excess proceeds on their behalf from the Clerk of Court, 
offers the owners of excess proceeds a contingency arrangement using a purported 
assignment modified by an agreement to share the excess proceeds upon recovery, 
with the owner retaining a 60% interest in the excess proceeds, requests from the 
Clerk of Court the surplus funds based on the purported assignment, and files 
pleadings in interpleader actions to recover the surplus funds. 

21. Ultimately, Jupiter's role towards its clients is to file papers in court so that money 

being held by the government will be paid out to Jupiter's clients. However, it is the established 

public policy of this State that those who bring legal claims and file court documents on behalf of 

others should be regulated by the Florida Bar and be held to high ethical standards, including 

standards regarding excessive fees. 

22. The undersigneds suggest that the following issues are relevant and should be 

considered in answering the questions presented: 

1 The Court originally determined it could exercise jurisdiction by Jupiter's consent. Petitioner sought rehearing on 
that issue as lack of subject matter jurisdiction cannot be cured by consent of the parties. N.W.T. v. L.H.D. (In the 
Interest ofD.N.H.W.), 955 So. 2d 1236, 1240 (Fla. 2d DCA 2007). 
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a. Mr. Wall assumed that Mr. Paine was an attorney based on the nature of 

Petitioner's dealings with Jupiter; 

b. If Jupiter's practice here is to be allowed, anyone can practice law for 

Plaintiffs without the need for admission to the bar, and to allow Jupiter to take a clearly excessive, 

$94,000 fee for filing a simple claim form with the Clerk of Court would make a mockery of the 

rules designed to protect the people of Florida from unethical legal representation; 

c. Jupiter discloses only the inaccurately described "absolute 

assignment"(which is not absolute), to the tribunals it appears before, purposely omitting the 

"agreement" which discloses the true nature of Jupiter's relationship with its clients; 

d. The only consideration for the assignment signed by Petitioner was the 

provision of legal services; 

e. When substance is properly elevated over form, the attorney-client 

relationship of Petitioner and Jupiter is evident. 

CONCLUSION 

23. The presented question should be answered in the affirmative. By representing 

people in Court, Jupiter is practicing law. 

WHEREFORE, Petitioner requests that a formal advisory opinion be issued, answering 

the question presented in the affirmative. 
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DATED this 13th day of January, 2017. 

Respectfully submitted, 

HITTEL LAW, P.A. 
3 3 3 6th A venue, West 
Bradenton, Florida 34205 
(941) 7 46-7777 Office 
(941) 746-1133 Fax 
E-mail: service({z!hittellaw.com 

By: /s/ Christopher Mat Hittel, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 0696048 

/s/ Ryan Jeffrey Hittel, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 0123566 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned certifies that on 13th day of January, 2017, a true copy of the foregoing 

/s/ Ryan Jeffrey Hittel, Esq. 
Florida Bar No. 0123566 
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Exhibit 'A' 

Order Granting Motion for 
Rehearing and Finding that Court 

Does Not Have Subject Matter Jurisdiction 

Manatee County Case No. 2014 CA 3155 

Hon. Gilbert A. Smith 

March 20, 2015 
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I· 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TWELFTH JUDlCIAL CIRCUIT, 
IN AND FOR MANATEE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

R.B. "CHIPS SHORE 
CLERK OF COURT OF MANATEE COUNTY 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

JAMES M.WALL; MANATEE COUNTY 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE; 
JUPITER ASSET RECOVERY; 
P ALLARDY, LLC, et al, 

Defendants. 

Case No. 2014 CA 003155 

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR REHEARING AND FINDING THAT COURT 
DOES NOT HAVE SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION OVER THE ALLEGATION TO 

DETERMINE THE UNLICENSED PRACTICE OF LAW 

THIS CAUSE having come on to be heard on February 24, 2015 by the Court upon 

defendant, James M. Wall's ("Mr. Wall") motion filed September 12, 2014 for a rehearing to 

determine th~ circy.it court's jurisdiction over the allegations ofunlicensed practice of; la)V and 

~efendarit; JUpiter Asset Recovery's ("Jupiter") memorandum of law filed October 2,7~ 2.014 in 

response to Mr. Wall's motion to determine circuit court's jurisdiction.1 Christopher Iv:t:~t Hittel 

with 
: ·; .. 

appeared Defendant Mr. Wall. Dennis K. Bayer appeared by telephone on behalf ijr · . 

Defendant Jupiter. Edwin Mulock appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff. The Court, aftefreview 

of the transc#pt from the hearing which occurred on October 20, 2014 and motion, memorandum 

. oflaw and c~se law, hearing argument from counsel, a review of the motions and bemg 

otherwise fully advised as to the premises, finds as follows: 

. / 

1 
Jupiter also filed a motion to strike Mr. Wall's motion for the circuit court to determine jurisdiction for 

the claim ofunlicensed practice of law. 
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II 

1. On October 20, 2014, Judge Robert Farrance accepted jurisdiction of the 

allegations ofMr. Wall against Jupiter for the unlicensed practice oflaw. 

2. The tuling by Judge Farrance at the hearing on October 20:, 2014 was never 

memorializedin an order. 

3. The Florida Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction to determine the issue of the 
. . . 

unlicensed practice oflaw. Goldberg v Merrill Lynch Credit Corp.35 So. 3d 905 (2010) 

4. Unless Mr. Wall withdraws his allegations that Jupiter's conduct was the · 

unlicensed practice of law or Jupiter consents that it did practice law without a license, the Court 

will not hear the allegations because it does not have subject matter jurisdiction. Therefore it is 

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Mr. Wall's motion for rehearing on motion to 

determine circuit court's jurisdiction over allegations ofthe unlicensed practice of law is 

GRANTED and this action is stayed pending a determination by the Florida Supreme Court as to 

whether Jupiter's conduct was the unlicensed practice oflaw. 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers in Bradenton., Manatee County, Florida, this 20th 

day ofMarch, 2015. 

Copies to: 
Christopher Mat Hittel, Esquire 
Dennis K. Bayer, Esquire 
EdwinT. Mulock, Esquire 
James R. Cooney, Esquire 
RyatrSnyder, Esquire \ 

2 
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....__ 
PRlNTN'AME 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF MANATEE 

! 

I 

- AGREEMENT

TBIS AGREEMENT, ...-c:ci iuto Ibis /,/"dll.y ofJanuary,. 2014. ~~ Jupi• Asset Racowsy. u.c 
of5642 Corpamte Way, Wesi Plllm 8CICb, FL 33407. (JUPIT.ER). and.Janes M. W•U (SELLE~ whme addrem 
is 501 Ocoenl Harris Street, LcJngboat Jeq, PL 34221 ; 

TAX DEED#: 2013-IOIL113TD 

PROPERTY DBSCJUPTION:"8'7W. Cortcs~BndatOll.FL 34210 

Both partiell.,_a foRcnn: 

Sellor--to..i~---to~ surpluS monies being held by the Cou~ fbr 1110 abOft-mmdoaed _--·~"'----lnmJ . 

The padies fbrther apee tllllt Jupbr Aasd llaco\lay. LLC illlmds tAl file all njK: 111ary docume.- i11 Older' ID 
~~and all malliea ..,..'lUle u • Nllllt olthe ~ cSticd .ie ofthe ral ~ Jupi\w Asm9t Recowcry. 
Ll.C is lllftft lhat lhcte ia no parallOe that ha em.ts sllall.be succeufid. H~. in dUI ~ t1mt 1bo CXJlllPllll1 
is able IQ recover some or all ofseid ~it shall pay a ponicm co Seller. Said~ almJ.1 amount to~ofaU 
fllllds roccwered. · i 

I 
Any and all exp:llll:S mm-.:ted 'Wida acquiring smpl\ls finds wbl lie die e:xdusiwr ofJUPITER. Under DO 
ciicumsulnc• Will SELLER.S be liable 1br any J>SY.ment. whatloeffr. 

..,-.. ...

:~:n~~":e:=.~-::;=.~;:~rr::a-~!:!!:~tD 
JUPITER ap111s IJO incJl&de. widl any dislNncme:m. a copy oftho ct.k Ji'om the CJC:lk ofCourt 

I 
I 

JUPn'f.lt shaU make nayelfort IJO oblaill any limds available duvuglt lhe Clerk o~Comt; however no gW8l'lllltfle of 
any kind is express or implied.. i 

IN WJTNSSS WHEREOF. the underslped have herevatoset di.cir bands 1hisday. I 
WlTNr~ . 

~L-- C..J.J/ 
.._$ta n d• h )A VJ 
.,.__ 

~ 

SBLLER: .I 

I 
~~~Piliiii~dj~~~.......,---

I 

fUK:Jup.k ASSlltllecovay. U.C 

I

--· 
<SMftAlomwa G) ..... Public: • Slltl or Flarln 

lllJ Camm. Expim Nn 12. 014 
.....~ Camalisslon • m394M

13
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. llll : ,_ 
..... .- -· PR1NT NAME -.._•. /

•. 

•
l¥.~b\-\ ~ 

I ABSOLYlJi ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN TAX DBED SURPLUS PROCEEDS 

I County: Manatee Tax Deed No: :Z013-000313TD Sale Date: 1/612014 Surplus: $239,580.26 

l TIDS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this~ day of January, 2014, between James M. WaD, Owner 
("~g11or"), whose address is SO1 General Harris Street. Longboat Key, FL 34228, and Jupiter Asset Recovery, UC, 
or ~gas("Assigneej, whose address is 5642 Corpomte Way, West Palm Beach. FL 33407, for and in consideration of 
the W,m of$10 and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged. 
hereir agree as follows: 

I 

j l. Assig11or acknowledges that he is the former owner named in the above-styled tax deed case, and he has 
not $nsferred, assigned or otherwise relinquished any remainder interest in or to the proceeds ofsaid sale. Assignor has 
beenIinformed by Assig11ee that Surplus Funds in the approximate amount of $139,580.26 may be due and owing to 
Assignor; captiroo and may be available for disbursement from the Clerk of Court in Manatee County, Florida, as the result of the

Tax need Sale. 

J 2. Assignor hereby grants. bargains, sells and assigns, fully and hrevocably, to Assignee. Jupiter Asset 
Recqvery, LLC. or assigns, any and all right, title and interest in and to all such surplus funds currently held by the 
ReP,tly of the Court, as may be due from the above-referenced case. 

- j 

exct
3. Both Parties enter into this Agreement intending to be legally bound thereby. This Agreement is 

coJiete, in and of itself, representing the entire agreement between all Parties hereto, and my not be altered or amended 
in writing. 

A~~!_<?NOR ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF TIIlS AGREEMENT, AND AGREES TO PROMPTLY 
copPERATE WlTII ASSIGNEE BY PROVIDING ANY ADDmONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION 
R.EqUESTED, OR BY EXECUTING ANY AND ALL ADDmONAL PAPERWORK ASSIGNEE DEEMS 
NE1ESSARY IN CONJUNCTION WITH 1HIS AGREEMENT. 

i "IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this day and date. 

Si~ed, sealed and delivered in our presence: 
l 

WITNESSES: 
'

{t)ad_

: ;fl J,..A lL)ft // 
Pri1itN 

~---

t-,,t.a 

J.~~ 
stiATE OF FLORIDA 
CC1>UNTY OF MANATEE 

THE FOREGOING in...tn•m,...Lacknowledged before me this.lQ!lL. day of January, 2014, by James M. Wall, who [ ] is 
p~onally known to m;;--V')"~b;; has produced "adda .,.._Hee~ .-7 as identification._ 

i -r- ~ 
I . • 

n 

~---~.......,.._.......,.._, • NOT Y ~lf&CQu •: :. _;.
1,..•"""~ (sea)) 
~ ~"' .- -itONAlO GIUIS 

fldl,.""'•~ \ Notary Public - Sllle of Aorlda 
-!~I• •: 
~ .7.4.-5 My Comm. Expires Nov 12, 2014 

·r·:,,.....~~...... Commission# EE 39434 
4iit~P 
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JAMES M. WALL 
501 GENERAL HARRIS ST., LONGBOA KEY, FL 34228 

Mr. Edward T. Mulock Esq. 
233 151h St. West 
Bradenton, FL 34205 

RE: R.B. Chips S rev Wall etal 

Dear Mr. Mulock: 

The purpose ofthis letter is to acknowledge that I have 
in the funds involved in this matter to Jupiter Asset Rec 

I understand that Jupiter has filed an Answer and Cross 
which protects my interest in these funds. 

Please consider this letter as notice that I shall not file 
in this case and I consent to a default against me in this 

Very Truly Yours~ 

James M. Wall 

signed my interest 
v~ LLC. 

laim in this matter 

responsive pleading 
e. 

• 

£'d 
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LAW OFFICES 

RICHARDSON & TYNAN, P.L.C. 
BI 42 NORTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE 

TAMARAC, FLORIDA 33321 

KEVIN P. TYNAN 

NOLA M. RICHARDSON 
TELEPHONE 

(954) 72 1-7300 

January 7, 201 7 

Standing Committee on Unlicensed Practice of Law 
c/o Jeffrey T. Picker, Assistant UPL Counsel 
The Florida Bar 
651 East Jefferson Street 
Tallahassee, FL 332399 

Re: F AO 2017-1; Shore v. Wall, et. al. 

Dear Committee Members: 

This office is pleased to represent Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC ("Jupiter") and its principal, 
Jeffrey Paine. At issue before your committee is whether Jupiter, and other companies that engage 
in surplus fund recovery, are participating in the unlicensed practice. While your committee 
should be concerned that the initial complaint to The Florida Bar was more about avoiding the 
enforcement of a valid contract than about a true belief that rriy client's business practices were 
improper, we understand that the Bar must look at the issues presented to determine if any action 
should be taken. 

Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC 

Jupiter was formed in March of 2009 and is proud to maintain an A+ rating from the Better 
Business Bureau. They are headquartered in West Palm Beach, Florida but conduct business 
throughout the state of Florida and have helped individuals from all around the World. 

Jupiter, as is denoted in its full name, is an asset recovery company. They research property 
records and government web sites to determine if monies could be due a third party from 
government-imposed tax deed sales. Former property owners whose property was sold at a 
government auction due to non-payment of taxes may be due a balance from the sale of their 
property after the payment of those delinquent taxes. Jupiter locates surplus funds and then enters 
into a contract with the former owners, receives an assignment of the claim and then recovers the 
surplus monies pursuant to the agreement. A copy of a typical Agreement entered into between 
Jupiter and the original stakeholder is attached hereto as Exhibit A. A typical Assignment, 
executed at the same time as the contract, is attached hereto as Exhibit B. Depending on the nature 
of the claim, Jupiter, who through the aforementioned assignment is now the record owner of that 
surplus, will attempt to recov_er ~he funds by filing a claim with the part~~l_ar c~nty~~?l~e~upiter 
employs legal counsel to assist m the recovery of these funds. 1. .11'f\ ir ':;u11~..t::,l ~~ar 

y·:··o·
i~~~{. 

J1\N 1 2 2017 

LI~GAL DIVISION 
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 18
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The Industry 

There are many companies which are engaged in the exact same line of business as Jupiter. These 
companies are headquartered in Florida as well as nationally. Some are lawyer owned but engage 
in business through an entity other than a law firm. 

The great majority of these companies follow the same business model as Jupiter (search for 
surplus funds, locate the potential owner of said funds, secure an assignment of the claim, pursue 
such claim on their own behalf and remit payment to the original owners of the claim) and use 
similar contracts and assignments that are used by Jupiter. While we are aware of certain 
companies that do not, in our view, secure an assignment but instead pursue the claim on behalf 
of the original owner of that claim. We would agree that in the instance wherein a nonlawyer or a 
nonlawyer entity acts in a representative capacity to secure the surplus funds that this would 
constitute the unlicensed practice of law. However, that is not the model followed by Jupiter and 
the great majority of the industry. 

Other nonlawyer entities that engage in this industry include: Estate Trust Asset Recovery, 4509 
NW 23rd Ave, Suite 17, Gainesville, FL 32606-6570; Asset Intervention Inc., 3959 Van Dyke 
Road, Lutz, FL 33558; Global Discoveries, 1120 13th Street, Modesto, CA 95354 and over 100 
other companies. 

Statutory Provisions 

Fla. Stat. § 197.102, et. seq., provides the statutory framework for tax deeds. In particular, Fla. 
Stat. § 197.582 discusses the provisions for the disbursement of tax deed sale proceeds. There does 
not appear to be any provision in the statutes that allows a nonlawyer or nonlawyer entity to act in 
a representative capacity in representing a claim holder. However, if a nonlawyer purchases an 
assignment of the interest in a tax deed surplus, the actions taken to collect said surplus by the 
nonlawyer are on their own behalf and therefore would not be the unlicensed practice of law. 

Assignments 

An assignment of an interest in a res is the transfer of all rights and interest to that res. See for 
example Lauren Kyle Holdings, Inc. v. Heath-Petersen Construction, 864 So. 2d 55 (Fla. 5th DCA 
2004). The assignment used by Jupiter is a full assignment of the original owner's interest to the 
tax fund surplus. Upon execution ofthe assignment, my client is vested as the owner ofthe interest 
in the tax surplus and has the legal right to proceed to collect same or not to collect same. The 
previous owner has no ability to take action to recover the surplus or to force my client to take any 
action whatsoever, except to pay for said assignment. 

The fact that the original owner is compensated at a later date, if Jupiter recovers the funds, does 
not change the fact that there was a valid assignment. While we were unable to locate precedent 
exactly on point, guidance is supplied by an old U.S. Supreme Court Opinion Boesch v. Graff, 10 
S.Ct. 378 (US 1890). The facts of Boesch indicate that there was an assignment of an interest to a 
patent and that the very next day the consideration for same was changed to payments in the future. 
The Boesch Court found that the consideration to make payment in the future did not make an 
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executory contract but instead specifically found that there was an absolute and enforceable 
assignment. The Assignment used by Jupiter fits squarely under this scenario. There is an absolute 
assignment upon the execution of the Assignment and the fact that the consideration for same 
comes in the future does not change this fact. 

The Florida Attorney General's Office provides guidance in this regards also. In Fla. AGO 84-59, 
1984 WL 182507 (copy enclosed) there is a discussion, among other things, on the assignment 
issue at "Question Four". In particular the Opinion letter explains that " ... if a noninterested third 
party has been given a legal assignment, payment of a claim under § 197.291(2), F.S., may be 
made to the assignee based on the priority of such claim." Thus, tax surplus fund claims are 
assignable and payment to assignee are proper. 

Conclusion 

We agree with The Florida Bar staff that an nonlawyer or a nonlawyer entity cannot act in a 
representative capacity for a third party to seek the recovery of a tax surplus fund claim. However, 
under the terms of Jupiter's Contract and Assignment, Jupiter does not act in a representative 
capacity. Rather, they secure an assignment of the claim and then pursue that claim in their own 
name. We would respectfully request that any advisory opinion that is issued finds that there was 
a valid assignment, that Jupiter, as the new owner of the claim did not act in a representative 
capacity for a third party and that accordingly Jupiter did not and does not engage in the unlicensed 
practice of law. 

Please let me know if w~A~an be of any further assistance. 

KPT/itm 

cc: client 
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EXHIBIT A 
- AGREEMENT

Tll.IS AGREli:MENT,. ~ iuto tis /gPday of1~ 2014. ~ Japitl!:r Asset~ LLC 
of.5642 CorporaR Way, West.Paha Beach. FL 33407. (.JUPflEl). amt.James M. WaB (SELLER). whme address 
is SO t Gan:ra.I Hanis Street, Longboat~. FL 34221 ; 

I 

TAX DEED#: 20.G-000.)UJ"D 

PROPERTY DBSC1UP'J10N:"8'7W. CenaRoad,~.ft. 34210 

Boeh par&....... fbllows: l 
Saller ba:e!Jy apres to sell, trwfmr' aod coneey to JllpW Asaet ~·i;~afrig)d,. tide and interest in snd 
to ~smpmsmonies~halclb.Y the Couty mrlheab~ftllll • 

The padics further agnie 11.s: JupiDe:r Asset ~. llC illlmds 1.0 file all ~y d.oawllls ia Cider- ID 
~any and an monies available as a le:llllli ofihe sax docd. sale Ofdtc rat~ Jupiter Asset RCCO¥C::rY. 
LLC is ~ dmt dlel9 la .no parnalOO dlllt its efftlm sbail .be sur;cessfid. Bawcver. ill die CYcat that 1bo COIDlpllllJ 
is abks ro recover $Orne or 1111 ofsaW ~ il shall pay a port.km lO Selhr. Said~ shall amouut to 6CI% ofall 
fimds~ I 

I 
I 

Any aad all ftP"lli"" COIUlldell wldl acquiliJig smph.s finds wiJI 'be tbt: e:ia:lusiYe ~ofIUPfT.ER.. Under no 
circdmstanees will SELLEllSbe liable tbr any payment, wbalioewr. 

SELLER agrees to tblly coopmar.e willl JUPJTBR and late no ac&ij)n that wiD ~ with JUPn".Ell's effnds tu 
c:ollcct 

............. 
ftmds. Sel1er agmn tD ~ aU docaments 1H1CCSSaQ' for.JUPITER to cxmpet:e its dl'ort at n:cnvery. 

Ju., I.DA agrees b'J 
. mcJlldt, \¥1da . any dislQscmem. a copy oftho check .&om lbe ....'-"'lk l ofCourt 

I 
I 

JUPITE.lt ahall mateevayeif"ort lo obtaili any fiuuk available dntlglt die Clerk o~Comt; !to\ftver no gamntee of 
any kind is express or implied.. i 

iN" WllWESS W1iEREOP. die Jllldcrsigned have hereuotoset lbirbads1his day. l 
wrrn;ssES: 
.pq,J. ,, ~>Rd 
~:!zd rd' (4 )A" 

.~ 
~~ 

'SBLLER: 

I 
'":::;:;:1!~~if'-91~~~~---

J'OR!J~Assu:Reanoay.u.c 

\ 1~ 
PRJNTN..otE 

STATE OF FWRIDA 
COUNTY OF MANATEE 
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I 
EXHIBITB 

I ABSOLUI'E ASSIGNMENT OF INTEREST IN TAX DEED SURPLUS PROCEEDS 

/ County: Manatee Tax.Deed No: 2013-000313TD SaJe 1/6/2014 Surp..: $239,580.26 
I 

~

< TIIlS AGREEMENT. made and entered into this~ day ofJanuary. 2014. between .James M. Wall, Owner
orj. whose address is 501 General Harris ~Longboat.Key. FL 34228, and Jupiter Asset Recovery, LLC, 

or 
:':!°·

gns \Assignee"). whose address is 5642 Corporate Way. West Palm Be.ach, FL 33407, for and in consideration of 
the of SI 0 and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 

1 

I 

agree as . - - .. 

!

herer fo~: 
· l Assignor acknowledges that he JS the foaner owner named m the above-styled tax deed case. end he has 

not assigned or otherwise relinquished any remainder interest in or to the proceeds of said sale. Assignor has 
been by Assignee that Surplus Ponds in the approximale amount of $239,580.26 may be due and owing to 
Assi!nor; 
captipned 

and may be available for disbursement from the Cl.etk. of Court in Manatee County, Florida, as the result ofthe
Tax Deed Sale. 

} . 2. Assignor hereby grants. bargains. sells and assigns. fully and irrevocably. to Assignee. Jupiter Asset 
Recqveiy, U.C. or assigns. any and all right, title and interest in and to all such surplus funds cmreudy held by the 
¥,t;r:y of the Court. as may be due from the above-reference case. 

~ 3. Both Parties enter into this Agreement intending to be legally bound thereby. This Agreement is 

cxcer 
co Iete. in and of itsctt: representing lbe entire agreemeot between all Parties hereto, and my not be altered or amended 

in writing. 
I 

ASSIGNOR ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT OF A COPY OF TIDS AGREEMENT, AND AGREES TO PROMPTLY 
co-OPERATE WITH ASSIGNEE BY PROVIDING ANY ADDITTONAL DOCUMENTATION OR INFORMATION 

VESTED, OR BY EXECUTING ANY AND ALL ADDmONAL PAPERWORK ASSIGNEE DEEMS 
SARY 1N CONJUNCITONWI1H THIS AGREEMENT. =I 

! IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 1h.is day and date. 

Si1ed, sealed and delivered in ompresence: 

WfTNESSBS= 

Aam."'a lLJo.u 
~ca~ b<& kJfi // 

PrilitN 

~
1.-agt 
 

~ ..·,- _.i 
.-· 
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Mr. Irvin S. Cowie, 1984 Fla. Op. At.en. 146 (1984) 

1984 Fla. Op. Atty. Gen. 146 (Fla.AG.), Fla. AGO 84-59, 1984 WL 182507 

Office of the Attorney General 

State of Florida 
AGO 84-59 

June 21, 1984 

TAXATION-DECEDENTS' ESTATES-PROBATE AND PROBATE PROCEEDINGS-distribution of excess 
proceeds of tax deed sales, priorities. §§ 197 .256, 197 .291, F .S. 

*l Mr. Irvin S. Cowie 
Polk County Attorney 
Post Office Box 60 
Bartow, Florida 33830 

Dear Mr. Cowie: 

This is in response to your request for an Attorney General Opinion on the following questions: 
1. WHERE A TAX CERTIFICATE FOR UNPAID AD VALOREM TAXES IS SOLD, AND AN EXCESS OF 
FUNDS FROM THAT SALE RESULTS OVER THE ST A TUTORY BID OF THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER AND 
THE AMOUNT NECESSARY FOR PAYMENT OF GOVERNMENT LIENS, MAY AN HEIR OF A PERSON TO 
WHOM THE PROPERTY WAS ASSESSED ON THE TAX ROLL FOR THE YEAR IN WHICH THE PROPERTY 

WAS LAST ASSESSED(§ 197.256[l][a]6, F.S.) ASSERT A CLAIM TO THE EXCESS FUNDS? 

2. WHERE AN OUT-OF-STATE HEIR OF A QUALIFIED CLAIMANT UNDER§ 197.256(l)(a) 1 THROUGH 

6, F.S., ASSERTS A CLAIM TO EXCESS FUNDS, MAY THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
REQUIRE THE HEIR TO ESTABLISH THROUGH ANCILLARY PROBATE PROCEEDINGS HIS RIGHT TO 

THE CLAIM AS A CONDITION PRECEDENT TO RELEASING THE FUNDS? 

3. WHERE A CLAIMANT WITH SECONDARY PRIORITY UNDER§ 197.256, F.S., FILES A CLAIM BEFORE 
ANY CLAIMANT WITH PARAMOUNT PRIORITY WITHIN THE STATUTORILY-PRESCRIBED TIME 

LIMITS, MUST THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS DEFER PAYMENT OF THE CLAIM UNTIL 
AFTER THE TIME LIMIT HAS EXPIRED TO PROTECT THE INTERESTS OF PARAMOUNT CLAIMANTS? 

4. WHERE A CLAIM IS MADE UNDER§ 197.256, F.S., AND ASSIGNED TO A NON-INTERESTED THIRD 
PARTY, MUST THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ISSUE THE FUNDS TO THE THIRD PARTY, 

OR MAY THE BOARD RESTRICT PAYMENT TO ONLY THE CLAIMANT? 

A number of your questions are phrased in terms of the duties and responsibilities of the board of county commissioners 

under§ 197.256, F.S. Section 197.256, F.S., is in pari materia with and must be considered with§ 197.291, F.S. These 
sections prescribe the duties of the clerk of the circuit court with regard to notification of tax deed sales and the 
disbursement of proceeds of a tax deed sale and do not expressly or impliedly prescribe or impose any duties or 
responsibilities on the board of county commissioners. Although§ 197.186, F.S., which is referred to and incorporated 

by reference in§ 197.291(2), F.S., provides for two year limitation or barring of all claims to unclaimed excess proceeds, 
neither section imposes any duties on the board of county commissioners regarding the retention and distribution of 
the balance of undistributed funds from a tax deed sale as discussed herein. Therefore, no consideration is given to 
the provisions of§ 197.186, F.S., as incorporated by reference in§ 197.291(2), F.S., since it is the latter section (which 

© 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 
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Mr. Irvin S. Cowie, 1984 Fla. Op. At.en. 146 (1984) 

prescribes the duties of the clerk of circuit court in the retention and distribution of the balance of undistributed funds 
from a tax deed sale) which is relevant to your inquiry. 

*2 Pursuant to§ 195.002, F .S., the Department of Revenue is charged with supervision over property tax collection and 
all other aspects of the administration ofsuch taxes. Such supervision is to consist of aiding and assisting county officers in 
assessing and collecting these taxes. The Department of Revenue is authorized pursuant to§ 195.027(1), F.S., to prescribe 
reasonable rules and regulations for the assessment and collection of taxes to be followed by the property appraisers, tax 
collectors, clerks of the circuit court and property appraisal adjustment boards. As is clearly stated by these statutory 

provisions, it is the duty and responsibility of the Department of Revenue to assist county officers, including the clerk of 
circuit court, with regard to the collection and administration of such taxes. This opinion is issued in the absence of any 

rules or regulations of the Department of Revenue addressing the matters discussed herein and in an effort to provide 
guidance until the promulgation of such rules or regulations by the department. Further questions in this regard should 
be submitted initially to the Department of Revenue. 

QUESTION ONE 

For purposes of your first and second questions I must assume that your use of the term "heir" is coextensive with the 
definition of "beneficiary" in§ 731.201(2), F.S., which provides inter alia that" '[b]eneficiary' means heir at law, in an 
intestate estate; devisee, in a testate estate;" and that, unless otherwise noted, the persons referred to are Florida residents. 

Section 197.291, F.S., sets forth provisions governing the disbursement of proceeds from a tax deed sale. Relative to 
your inquiry, subsection (2) in pertinent part states that "[i]f, after all liens of record of the governmental units upon 
the property are paid in full, there remains a balance of undistributed funds, the balance of the purchase price shall be 
retained by the clerk [of the circuit court] for the benefit of the persons described ins. 197.256(l)(a), as their interests 
may appear." (e.s.) As prescribed by§ 197.256(1)(a), F.S., the persons for whose benefit the clerk is to retain the excess 

proceeds of sale are: 1) any legal titleholder of record; 2) any lienholder of record who has recorded a lien against the 
property described in the tax certificate; 3) any mortgagee of record; 4) any vendee of a recorded contract for deed, or 
ifthe contract is not recorded, any vendee who has applied to receive notice pursuant to§ 197.072(2), F.S.; 5) any other 
lienholder who has applied to receive notice of the tax deed sale, and 6) any person to whom the property was assessed 

on the tax roll for the year in which the property was last assessed, if the address of such person or entity as described 
in (1) through (6) appears on the record of conveyance of the affected lands, recorded contract for deed, recorded lien, 

recorded mortgage or, in the case of an unrecorded contract for deed or nonrecord lienholder, if proper application to 
receive notice pursuant to§ 197.072(2), F.S., is made or an address is supplied to the tax collector. No mention of the 
retention of the excess proceeds of a tax deed sale for the benefit of a beneficiary or heir of any of the persons described 
in§ 197.256(1)(a), F.S., is made in that section or§ 197.291(2), F.S. 

*3 Section 733.608, F.S., of the Florida Probate Code (Chs. 731-735, F.S.), which broadly outlines the general power 
of a personal representative of a decedent's estate states that: 
All real and personal property of the decedent ... within this state and the rents, income, issues, and profits from it shall 
be assets in the hands of the personal representative: 

(1) For the payment of devises, debts, family allowance, estate and inheritance taxes, claims, charges, and expenses of 
administration. 

(2) to enforce contribution and equalize advancement. 

(3) For distribution. 

© 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 2 
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Mr. Irvin S. Cowie, 1984 Fla. Op. At.en. 146 (1984) 

A "personal representative" is defined in§ 731.201 (25), F.S., to mean the fiduciary appointed by the court to administer 
the estate and refers, inter alia, to both an administrator and an executor as well as an ancillary administrator or executor. 

Further, § 733.612(3), F.S., authorizes the personal representative, without order of court, to "[r]eceive assets from 
fiduciaries or other sources." And see generally, 18 Fla.Jur.2d Decedents' Property§§ 556, 558, 562. 

Subject to the statutory provisions cited above, it would appear that any personal property of a decedent including 
monies retained by the clerk for the benefit of the decedent pursuant to§§ 197.291(2) and 197.256(l)(a), F.S., would 
constitute assets of the decedent to be paid over to and received by the personal representative of the decedent's estate for 
payment of the decedent's debts and for distribution to the decedent's heirs and beneficiaries. But see, Parts I and II, Ch. 
735, F.S., making provision for family and summary administration, respectively, which do not require or necessitate the 
appointment of a personal representative to administer such estates; § 735.107(3)(b ), F.S., authorizing and empowering 
persons holding property of the decedent to comply with an order of family administration by paying, delivering or 

transferring to those persons specified in the order the parts of the decedent's estate assigned to them by the order and 
§ 735.206(3)(b), F.S., making identical provision for delivering or transferring property of a decedent pursuant to an 
order of summary administration; and§ 735.301, F .S., providing for the disposition of certain personal property without 
administration. 

In sum, it is my opinion that a beneficiary (or heir at law) of a decedent for whom excess proceeds of a tax deed sale are 
retained by the clerk of the circuit court pursuant to§ 197.291(2), F.S., is not authorized (in the absence of an order of 
family administration under Part I, Ch. 735, F.S., or an order of summary administration under Part II, Ch. 735, F.S., 

or a letter or other writing under seal of the court under§ 735.301, F.S.) to assert a claim to such excess proceeds of 
sale (or estate assets) prior to completion of the probate or administration of the decedent's estate as provided by law 
or appropriate court order. Rather, such excess proceeds constitute personal property and assets of the decedent's estate 
which are to be paid or delivered to and received for payment of the decedent's debts and/or distribution to the decedent's 
heirs or beneficiaries by the appropriate court-appointed personal representative or fiduciary of the decedent. 

QUESTION TWO 

*4 I will assume for purposes of your second question that both the beneficiary and the decedent are residents of a 

foreign jurisdiction. 

I would note that§ 197.256(1)(a), F.S., addresses the duties and responsibilities of the clerk of the circuit court and does 
not expressly or impliedly authorize the board of county commissioners to take any action in this regard. 

As concluded in question one, personal property of a decedent, including excess proceeds of a tax deed sale, retained 
by the clerk for the benefit of the decedent pursuant to§§ 197.291(2) and 197.256(1)(a), F.S., represents assets of the 

decedent's estate to be paid over to and received by the court-appointed personal representative of the decedent for 

payment of the decedent's debts and/or distribution to the heirs or beneficiaries of the decedent. 

However, with regard to estate assets present in this state which are the property of a foreign decedent, a personal 
representative deriving authority from a court in a foreign jurisdiction would have no right to exercise his or her official 
functions over property present in this state in the absence of any authority to do so under Florida law. If an executor 
or administrator is permitted to exercise any control over property beyond the foreign jurisdiction or to make any 
disposition of such property, authority to do so must come from the statutes of the state in which the property is located 
or must be permitted by comity. See generally, 18 Fla.Jur.2d Decedents' Property§ 684. Therefore, a foreign personal 

representative would have no authority to receive estate assets (excess proceeds of tax deed sale) located in this state for 
purposes of probate or administration of the decedent's estate and distribution of the assets thereof without statutory 
authority to do so. 

© 2017 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 3 
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Mr. Irvin S. Cowie, 1984 Fla. Op. A~en. 146 (1984) 

Chapter 734, F.S., makes provision for ancillary administration, i.e., that administration of a decedent's estate which 
is granted in pursuance of the laws of a government other than that of the decedent's domicil, for the collection and 

disposition of property left by the decedent within that jurisdiction. See generally, 18 Fla.Jur.2d Decedents' Property§ 
684. Pursuant to§ 734.102(1), F.S., 

If a nonresident of this state dies leaving assets in this state, credits due him from residents in this state, or liens on 
property in this state, a personal representative specifically designated in the decedent's will to administer the Florida 

property shall be entitled to have ancillary letters issued to him, if qualified to act in Florida. Otherwise, the foreign 
personal representative of the decedent's estate shall be entitled to have letters issued to him, ifqualified to act in Florida. 
If the foreign personal representative is not qualified to act in Florida and the will names an alternate or successor who 
is qualified to act in Florida, the alternate or successor shall be entitled to have letters issued to him. Otherwise, those 

entitled to a majority interest of the Florida property may have letters issued to a personal representative selected by 
them who is qualified to act in Florida. If the decedent dies intestate and the foreign domiciliary personal representative 
is not qualified to act in Florida, the order of preference for appointment of a personal representative as prescribed in 
this code shall apply .... 

*5 Pursuant to subsection (6) of this section, ancillary personal representatives have the same rights, powers and 
authority as other personal representatives in Florida. See, §§ 733.608 and 733.612, F.S., discussed herein, regarding 
the powers of a personal representative. Clearly then, Florida statutory law authorizes a personal representative of a 

nonresident decedent's estate to perform his or her official functions with regard to property of the decedent located in 
this state through ancillary administration. Cf.,§ 734.101(4), F.S., authorizing persons in possession of personal property 
of a decedent's estate who have received no written demand from a personal representative or curator appointed in 

this state for delivery of the property to deliver the personal property to the foreign personal representative after the 
expiration of 60 days from the date of his or her appointment. In addition to the provisions discussed herein regarding 
ancillary administration, the provisions of Part I, Ch. 735, F.S., regarding family administration, Part II, Ch. 735, F.S., 

dealing with summary administration and§ 735.301, F.S., providing for the disposition of certain personal property 
without administration, may apply authorizing or empowering the debtors of a decedent and those holding property 
of the decedent to comply with the order of family administration, order of summary administration or letter or other 
writing under the seal of the court by paying, delivering, or transferring property of the decedent to those whom such 

order or letter or other writing specifies. See,§§ 735.107(3)(b), 735.206(3)(b), and 735.301, F.S. 

Therefore, I would conclude that in order to exercise his or her powers as a personal representative over property 
in this state, such as excess proceeds from a tax deed sale, a personal representative of a nonresident decedent must 
proceed through ancillary administration as prescribed by Ch. 734, F. S ., in the absence of an order of family or summary 
administration under Part I or Part II, Ch. 735, F.S., or a letter or other writing under the seal of the court under§ 
735.301, F.S. 

Further, payment of any such excess funds to the personal representative of a decedent by the clerk of circuit court would 

be appropriate only when and if a determination is made that the decedent's claim to such funds is superior to that of 
other statutorily prescribed claimants. 

QUESTION THREE 

Your third question specifically concerns the priority of payment available to those persons listed in§ 197.256(l)(a), F.S., 

who have applied for the "balance of the purchase price" or surplus proceeds of the tax deed sale "retained by the clerk 
for the benefit of[such persons], as their interests may appear," after any recorded government liens have been satisfied. 
Other than specifying that the excess proceeds are to be held by the clerk for the benefit of the designated persons "as 
their interests may appear" (which does not appear to refer to the priority of claims, see, 4 Words and Phrases As His 
Interest May Appear p. 538, As Interest May Appear p. 540; 22 Words and Phrases Interest May Appear p. 241), the 
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statute itself does not establish any priority of payment for distribution of the funds to those persons listed who have 
applied for the excess proceeds of the sale. 

*6 The Department of Revenue is currently drafting an administrative rule (tentatively designated Rule 12D-13.65, 

F.A.C.) providing for the disbursement of proceeds of a tax deed sale, establishing priorities of payment, prescribing 
procedures for the clerk of circuit court in notifying persons who may have a claim to such funds and setting time limits 
for making such claims. Therefore, consideration of your third question should be deferred until this rule is adopted 
and promulgated by that department. Upon publication of such rule, any questions concerning the priority of claims 
and payments under the provisions of§ 197.291(2), F.S., and the rule adopted thereunder, should be submitted to the 
Department of Revenue by the clerk of the circuit court. 

QUESTION FOUR 

Section 197.291(2), F.S., provides in pertinent part that "[i]f, after all liens of record of the governmental units upon 
the property are paid in full, there remains a balance of undistributed funds, the balance of the purchase price shall 
be retained by the clerk for the benefit of the persons described in s. 197.256(l)(a), as their interests may appear." As 

discussed herein, the persons described in§ 197.256(l)(a), F.S., include the legal titleholder of record of such property, 
any lienholder of record who has recorded a lien against the described property, any mortgagee of record, any vendee 
under a recorded contract for deed or, if the contract is not recorded, any vendee who has properly applied to receive 
notices of the sale, any other lienholder who has applied to the tax collector to receive notice if an address is supplied 
to the collector, and any person to whom the property was assessed on the tax roll for the year in which the property 
was last assessed, if the address of such person or entity appears on the record of such recorded conveyance, contract, 
mortgage or lien or, in the case of an unrecorded contract or other lienholder, if application is made by the vendee of 

the unrecorded contract to the tax collector to receive notice pursuant to§ 197.072(2), F.S., or an address is supplied 

to the tax collector by such lienholder. 

The term "assignment" is defined to mean "[a] transfer or making over to another of the whole of any property, real 
or personal, in possession or in action, or of any estate or right therein .... " Black's Law Dictionary 109 (5th ed. 1979). 
A general discussion of assignments states that the word in its most general sense refers to the transfer or making over 

to another of the whole of any property, real or personal, in possession or in action, or of any estate or right in such 
property. 6A C.J.S. Assignments§ 2. Further, unless an assignment is qualified in some way, it is properly the complete 

transfer of the whole thing granted or of a completed transfer of the entire interest of the assignor in the particular subject 
matter. Id. at p. 591. An assignment is the act by which one person transfers to another or causes to vest in another 
his or her right of property or interest in such property. 4 Fla.Jur.2d Assignments § 1. In sum, if a claim made to the 
excess proceeds of a tax deed sale pursuant to§ 197.291, F.S., were duly assigned to a noninterested third party, the 
claimant's entire right to or interest in such property would pass to the assignee. I am not aware of, nor have you brought 

to my attention, any statutory restriction or prohibition against such a transfer or the payment of a claim to such excess 
proceeds which has been duly assigned. 

*7 Therefore, it is my opinion that, if a noninterested third party has been given a legal assignment, payment of a claim 
under§ 197.291(2), F .S., may be made to the assignee based on the priority of such claim. 

In sum, it is my opinion until otherwise provided by the Legislature or authorized implemental rule or judicial 
determination: 

1) An heir or beneficiary of a decedent for whom excess proceeds of a tax deed sale are retained by the clerk of the circuit 
court pursuant to§§ 197.291(2) and 197.256(l)(a), F.S., is not authorized (except as provided in Part I, Ch. 735, F.S., or 
Part II, Ch. 735, F.S. or§ 735.301, F.S.) to assert a claim to such excess proceeds of sale (or estate assets) prior to the 

completion of probate or administration of the decedent's estate as provided by law or appropriate court order. Rather, 

such excess proceeds constitute personal property and assets of the decedent's estate which are to be paid or delivered 
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to and received by the appropriate court-appointed personal representative or fiduciary for payment of the decedent's 

debts and/or distribution to the decedent's heirs or beneficiaries. 

2) In order to exercise his or her powers as a personal representative over a decedent's property in this state, such as excess 
proceeds of a tax deed sale retained by the clerk ofcircuit court for the benefit of a decedent pursuant to§§ 197.291(2) and 

197.256(l)(a), F.S., a personal representative of a nonresident decedent must proceed through ancillary administration 
as prescribed by Ch. 734, F.S., in the absence of an order of family administration pursuant to Part I, Ch. 735, F.S., 
or an order of summary administration pursuant to Part II, Ch. 735, F.S., or a letter or other writing under the seal of 
the court under§ 735.301, F.S. 

3) Any excess proceeds of a tax deed sale should be distributed by the clerk of the circuit court as provided in rules now in 
the process of being adopted and promulgated by the Department of Revenue, and any questions concerning the priority 
of claims and payments under the provisions of§ 197.291(2), F.S., and the rules adopted and promulgated thereunder, 

should be submitted to the Department of Revenue by the clerk. 

4) Aclaim to the excess proceeds ofa tax deed sale pursuant to§ 197.291(2), F.S., which is duly assigned to a noninterested 

third party, conveys the claimant's entire right to or interest in such proceeds or property to the assignee and payment 
of such claim under§ 197.291(2), F. S., may be made to the assignee based on the legal priority of the claim. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Smith 
Attorney General 

Gerry Hammond 
Assistant Attorney General 

Prepared by: 

1984 Fla. Op. Atty. Gen. 146 (Fla.AG.), Fla. AGO 84-59, 1984 WL 182507 
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BOESCH et al. 
v. 

GRAFF etal. 

March 3, 1890. 

Appeal from the circuit court of the United States for the 
northern district of California. 

West Headnotes (3) 

[1] Assignments 

@-» Agreements to assign 

Patents 

.., Agreements to assign 

Patents 

.., Construction and Operation of 

Assignments and Grants 

S., by an absolute assignment, transferred, 

for a certain consideration, title to a patent, 

and on the following day he and the 

assignee entered into a contr;act, reciting that, 

instead of the consideration mentioned in the 

assignment, the assignee should pay certain 

sums on future dates, and if he should fail to 

do so the title to the patents should return 

to S. Held, that the transaction was not an 

executory contract to assign, but an absolute 

assignment, and vested the legal title to the 
patent in the assignee. 

7 Cases that cite this headnote 

(2] Patents 

.., Importation and sale or use of imported 
article 

A dealer residing in the United States cannot 

purchase in another country articles patented 

there, from a person authorized to sell them, 

and import them to and sell them in the United 

States, without the license of the owners of the 

United States patent. 

40 Cases that cite this headnote 

(3] Patents 
.., Elements, measure, and amount in 

general 

In a suit for infringement of a patent 

on lamp burners, the evidence showed 

that complainants, during the time of the 

infringement, sold 6,000 of the burners, 

after reducing the price, and that defendants 

sold only 114 of them. In competition 

with complainants, defendants sold various 

other kinds of burners, not protected by 

complainant's patent. Held, that the evidence 

was not sufficient to show that the reduction 

of price by complainants was caused by 

defendants' infringement, and they should 

recover only for the profits made by 

defendants in the infringing sales . 

13 Cases that cite this headnote 

Attorneys and Law Firms 

**378 *698 J. J. Scrivner, for appellants. 

J. H Miller, for appellees. 

Opinion 

FULLER, C. J. 

Albert Graff and J. F. Donnell filed their bill in the circuit 

court of the United States for the northern district of 

California against Emile Boesch and Martin Bauer, to 

recover for infringement ofletters patent No. 289,571, for 

an improvement in lamp-burners, granted on December 

4, 1883, to Carl Schwintzer and Wilhelm Graff, of Berlin, 

Germany, assignors of one-half to J. F. Donnell & Co., 

of New York, all rights being averred to be now vested in 

the complainants. Claim 1, alleged to have been infringed, 

reads as follows: 'In a lamp-burner of the class described, 

the combination, with the guide tubes, of a ring-shaped 

cap provided with openings for the wicks, said cap being 
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applied to the upper ends of the guide tubes, so as to close 
the intermediate spaces between the same, substantially 
as set forth.' *699 The patent was granted December 
4, 1883, but prior to that, November 14, 1879, January 
13, 1880, and March 26, 1880, letters patent had been 
granted to Carl Schwintzer and Whilhelm Graff by the 
government of Germany for the same invention. After a 
hearing on the merits, an interlocutory decree was entered, 
finding an infringment, and referring the case to a master 
for an accounting. The opinion will be found reported in 
33 Fed. Rep. 279. A petition for a rehearing was filed, 
**379 and overruled. The case then went to the master, 

who reported that the infringement was willful, wanton, 
and persistent; that the appellees had sustained demages 
to the extent of$2,970.50; and that they waived all claims 
to the profits realized by the infringement. Exceptions 
were filed to this report, and overruled, and a final decree 
entered in favor of Graff and Donnell for $2,970.50, with 
interest, and costs, from which decree this appeal has been 
prosecuted. Appellants urge three grounds for reversal: 
First, that a title to the patent sufficient to maintain a 
suit for infringement was not, at the date of filing the 
bill, vested in the complainants; second, that Boesch and 
Bauer could not be held for infringement, because they 
purchased the burners in Germany from a person having 
the right to sell them there, though not a licensee under 
the German patents; third, that the damages awarded were 
excessive. 

These propositions are presented by some of the errors 
assigned, and are the only errors alleged which require 
attention, that which questions the infringement not being 
argued by counsel, and that which goes upon the refusal 
of the circuit court to grant a rehearing not being open 
to consideration here. Buffington v. Harvey, 95 U.S. 99, 
100; Steines v. Franklin Co., 14 Wall, 15, 22; Railway Co. 
v. Heck, 102 U.S. 120; Kennon v. Gilmer, 131 U.S. 22, 
24, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 696. The assignment by Schwintzer 
to Albert Graff was dated the 22d day of April, 1885, 
was absolute in form, and transferred title to six twenty
fourths of the patent, for the expressed consideration of 
'the sum of one hundred dollars, and for other valuable 
considerations;' but a contract between Schwintzer *700 
and Albert Graff was produced by the latter upon his 
examination by the respondents, which read as follows: 
'S. 1. Mr. Albert Graff binds himself to pay to Mr. Carl 
Schwintzer, instead of the, in the patent letter mentioned, 
one hundred dollars for the first year, the sum of two 
hundred and fifty marks, payable on the 1st February, 
1886, and each following year on the same date the sum 

five hundred marks, (not less,) till the amount of four 
thousand marks are paid in all. S. 2. Should Mr. Albert 
Graff, of San Francisco, not be able to sell more than 
one thousand burners, called 'Diamond' or 'Mitrailleuse' 
burners, No. 10,621, manufactured by Mess. Schwintzer 
& Graff, of Berlin, he reserves to himself to make up a 
new agreement with Mr. Carl Schwintzer. S. 3. Should not 
Mr. Albert Graff, San Francisco, against all expectation, 
stick to the agreements mentioned in S. 1 & 2, all titles 
of the patent letter ceded to him by Carl Schwintzer shall 
him return. S. 4. Mr. Carl Schwintzer, partner of the 
firm Schwintzer & Graff, engages to deliver to Mr. Albert 
Graff the said burners at the same price as before, if the 
market price of the metal does not exceed,-make 150% 
kos.; and promise likewise to effect any order promptly, if 

in his power.' 

Albert Graff testified in respect to the words, 'instead of 
the, in the patent letter mentioned, one hundred dollars 
for the first year,' etc., that they meant that, instead of 
the $100 mentioned in the assignment, he was to pay 250 
marks the first year, and that the contract was made on 
day later than the assignment. Counsel contends that the 
two documents must be construed together, and amount 
simply to an executory contract to assign when Graff 
shall have paid the sum of 4,000 marks; that, therefore, 
Graff could, at most, only be regarded as a licensee 
of the interest under the patent, until such time as his 
contract should be executed according to its terms; and 
that the legal right as to six twenty-fourths of the patent 
remained in Schwintzer, who was therefore a necessary 
party. It is evident that the agreement was not drawn by 
parties well versed in English, *701 but their intention 
is sufficiently apparent. The assignment, being absolute 
in form, conveyed the legal title, and on the next day the 
parties signed this contract, relating to the consideration, 
probably to enable Albert Graff to pay the 4,000 marks 
out of the sales of the burners; at all events, it provides 
that, if Graff failed to carry out his covenants, then the 
title was to return to Schwintzer, which provision was in 
the nature of a security to him that he should be paid. 
The condition that if Mr. Albert Graff did not, 'against 
all expectations, stick to the agreements mentioned in S. 
1 & 2, all titles of the patent letter ceded to him by Carl 
Schwintzer shall him return,' is a condition subsequent. 
The title had already vested, but was liable to be defeated 
in futuro, on failure of the condition. There has been no 
such failure, but, on the contrary, Albert Graff has paid 
the 4,000 marks in full. We shall therefore not reverse the 
decree on the ground first referred to. 
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Letters patent had been granted to the original patentees 
for the invention by the government of Germany in 1879 
and 1880. A portion of the burners in question were 
purchased in Germany from on Hecht, who had the right 
to make and sell them there. By section 5 of the imperial 
patent law of Germany, of May 25, 1877, it was provided 
that 'the patent does not affect persons who, at the time 
of the patentee's application, have already commenced to 
make use of the invention in the country, or made the 
preparations requisite for such use.' 12 0. G. 183. Hecht 
had made preparations to manufacture the burners prior 
to the application for the German patent. The official 
report of a prosecution against Hecht in the first criminal 
division of the royal district court, No. I, at Berlin, in its 
session ofMarch 1, 1882, for an infringement of the patent 
law, was put in evidence; wherefrom it appeared that he 
was found not guilty, and judgment for costs given in his 
favor, upon the ground 'that the defendant has already 
prior to November 14, 1879,-that is to say, at the time 
of the application by the patentees for and within the 
state,-made use of the invention in question, especially, 
however, had made the necessary preparations for its use. 
Section 5, eodem. Thus *702 Schwintzer & Graffs patent 
is of no effect against him, and he had to be acquitted 
accordingly.' 

It appears that appellants received two **380 invoices 
from Germany, the burners in one of which were not 
purchased from Hecht, but, in the view which we take 
of the case, that circumstance becomes immaterial. The 
exact question presented is whether a dealer residing in 
the United States can purchase in another country articles 
patented there, from a person authorized to sell them, 
and import them to and sell them in the United States, 
without the license or consent of the owners of the United 
States patent. In Wilson v. Rousseau, 4 How. 646, it was 
decided that a party who had purchased and was using the 
Woodworth planing-machine during the original term for 
which the patent was granted, had a right to continue the 
use during an extension granted under the act of congress 
of 1836; and Mr. Chief Justice TANEY, in Bloomer v. 
McQuewan, 14 How. 539, 549, says, in reference to it, that 
'the distinction is there taken between the grant ofthe right 
to make and vend the machine and the grand of the right 
to use it.' And he continues: 'The distinction is a plain one. 
The franchise which the patent grants consists altogether 
in the right to exclude every one from making, using, or 
vending the thing patented without the permission of the 
patentee. This is all that he obtains by the patent. And, 

when he sells the exclusive privilege of making or vending 
it for use in a particular place, the purchaser buys a portion 
of the franchise which the patent confers. He obtains a 
share in the monopoly, and that monopoly is derived 
from, and exercised under, the protection of the United 
States. And the interest he acquires necessarily terminates 
at the time limited for its continuance by the law which 
created it. * * * But the purchaser of the implement 
or machine, for the purpose of using it in the ordinary 
pursuits of life, stands on different ground. In using it 
he exercises no rights created by the act of congress, nor 
does he derive title to it by virtue of the franchise or 
exclusive privilege granted to the patentee. The inventor 
might lawfully sell it to him, whether he had a patent 
or not, if no other patentee stood in his way. And when 
*703 the machine passes to the hands of the purchaser it 

is no longer within the limits of the monopoly. It passes 
outside of it, and is no longer under the protection of 
the act of congress.' In Adams v. Burke, 17 Wall. 453, 
it was held that 'where a patentee has assigned his right 
to manufacture, sell, and use within a limited district an 
instrument, machine, or other manufactured product, a 
purchaser of such instrument or machine, when rightfully 
bought within the prescribed limits, acquires by such 
purchase the right to use it anywhere, without reference 
to other assignments of territorial rights by the same 
patentee;' and that 'the right to the use of such machines 
or instruments stands on a different ground from the right 
to make and sell them, and inheres in the nature of a 
contract of purchase, which carries no implied limitation 
to the right of use within a given locality.' Mr. Justice 
BRADLEY, with whom concurred Mr. Justice SWAYNE 
and Mr. Justice STRONG, dissented, holding that the 
assignee's interest 'was limited in locality, both as to 
manufacture and use.' The right which Hecht had to make 
and sell the burners in Germany was allowed him under 
the laws of that country, and purchasers from him could 
not be thereby authorized to sell the articles in the United 
States in defiance of the rights or patentees under a United 
States patent. A prior foreign patent operates under our 
law to limit the duration of the subsequent patent here, but 
that is all. The sale of articles in the United States under a 
United States patent cannot be controlled by foreign laws. 
This disposes of the second error relied on. 

This brings us to the consideration of the damages 
reported by the master, which report was confirmed by the 
court; and we are met on the threshold by the objection 
that the exceptions taken in the circuit court were not 
sufficiently specific to entitle appellants to raise the 
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questions here upon which they submit argument. These 
exceptions are as follows: 'First Exception. For that the 
said master has in and by his said report certified on page 
six thereof that 'the cap was *704 the essential feature 
of the Graff burner. The respondent adopted Graffs 
arrangement, and then reduced the price of the burner, 
forcing Graffto do the same in order to hold his trade. The 
evidence shows that the reduction in prices by Graff was 
solely due to the respondents' infringement. So far as the 
evidence shows, the only competitor with Graff in the use 
of his cap arrangement during the period covered by the 
accounting was the respondent;' whereas, the said master 
ought to have certified that respondent came innocently 
into possession of the burners by purchase in the ordinary 
course of business from legitimate manufacturers thereof 
in Germany, and that immediately upon being notified 
that they were claimed to be an infringement he ceased 
to sell the same. The evidence shows that at about the 
time Graff made the alleged reduction in the price of his 
burners there were thrown upon the market lampburners 
of other kinds, of equal or greater power, which came 
directly in competition with the Graff burner, and that 
the reduction in price was the result of such competition; 
that the sale of 14 infringing burners by respondent, in 
the course of three years' trade, could not have been 
a sufficient competition to plaintiffs business to cause 
him to make a reduction of price, where the testimony 
shows that during the period from March 1, 1886, when 
complainant reduced the price of burners, until October 
31, 1887, he sold about 6,000 of said burners. Second 
Exception. For that the said master hath certified 'that the 
amount of damages which the complainant has suffered 
and sustained from and by reason of said infringement 
is two thousand nine hundred and seventy dollars and 
fifty cents;' whereas, he should have reported nominal 
damages. In all which particulars the report of the said 
master is, as the said respondent is advised, erroneous, and 
the said respondent appeals therefrom to the judgment of 
this honorable court.' 

It is conceded that these exceptions raise two points, 
namely, that the infringement was not willful, and that 
the reduction of **381 prices was not caused solely 
by it; and this, as it seems to us, is quite sufficient to 
permit the real question *705 involved to be passed 
upon. The master awarded $2,970.50 as damages for the 
reduction in price, which, he holds, was caused by the 
respondent's infringement. He says: 'After the reduction in 
his prices, complainant sold, at wholesale, one thousand 
three hundred and twelve ten-wick burners, at a price 

twenty-five cents less on each than his original price; 
four hundred and fifty twelve-wick burners, at fifty cents 
less; five hundred and ninety-two sixteen-wick burners, 
at seventy-five cents less; and seven hundred and sixteen 
twenty-wick burners, at seventy-five cents less,-a total 
difference between the original and the reduced prices 
of one thousand five hundred and thirty-five dollars and 
fifty cents. In addition, be sold at retail, on an average, 
five burners on each of the five hundred and seventy-four 
business days between the time when his prices were first 
reduced and October 31, 1887; the number ofburners thus 
sold being two thousand eight hundred and seventy, which 
were sold at a minimum reduction offifty cents each under 
original prices,-a total difference between the original 
and the new prices of fourteen hundred and thirty-five 
dollars; which sum, added to the said sum ofone thousand 
five hundred and thirty-five dollars and fifty cents, gives 
an aggregate amount of two thousand nine hundred and 
seventy dollars and fifty cents.' 

The report of a master is merely advisory to the court, 
which it may accept and act upon, in whole or in part, 
according to its own judgment as to the weight of the 
evidence. Kimberly v. Arms, 129 U. S. 512, 523, 9 
Sup. Ct. Rep. 355. Yet, in dealing with exceptions to 
such reports, 'the conclusions of the master, depending 
upon the weighing of conflicting testimony, have every 
reasonable presumption in their favor, and are not to be 
set aside or modified unless there clearly appears to have 
been error or mistake on his part.' Tilghman v. Proctor, 
125 U.S. 136, 149, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 894. We think there was 
error here, within that rule. Where the patenteegranted no 
licenses, and had no established license fee, but supplied 
the demand himself, and was able to do so, an enforced 
reduction of price is a proper item of damages, if proven 
by satisfactory evidence. *706 Manufacturing Co. v. 
Sargent, 117 U. S. 536, 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 934. The damages 
must be actual damages, but where the patented feature 
is the essential element of the machine or article, as in 
the case just cited, if such damages can be ascertained 
they may be awarded. When, however, a plaintiff seeks to 
recover because he has been compelled to lower his prices 
to compete with an infringing defendant, he must show 
that his reduction in prices was due solely to the acts of 
the defendant, or to what extent it was due to such acts. 
Cornely v. Marek wald, 131 U. S. 159, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 
744. There must be some data by which the actual damages 
may be calculated. New York v. Ransom, 23 How. 487; 
Rude v. Westcott, 130 U.S. 152, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 463. 
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• ~oesch v. Graff, 133 U.S. 697 (18

10 S.Ct. 378, 33 L.Ed. 787 

The master reported 'that the number of lamp-burners 
proven to have been sold by respondents, containing 
the invention claimed in and by the first claim of 
complainants' letters patent, is fourteen, provided that 
only the capped burners sold contain said invention, and 
that the number is one hundred and fourteen, if the half 
capped burners so sold are to be held to contain said 
invention.' The evidence established that the first invoice 
of lampburners contained 50 20-wick burners with caps, 
of which respondents sold 4; and 50 12-wick burners with 
half caps, of which respondents sold 12; and 50 16-wick 
burners with half caps, of which respondents sold 44; 
and that respondents altered the 46 remaining 20-wick 
burners by changing their caps to half caps, and sold 
44. This makes the 100 with half caps, referred to by 
the master. Of the second invoice, the respondents sold 
4 20-wick capped burners and 6 16-wick capped burners, 
making, with 4 20-inch burners with caps sold out of 
the first invoice, the 14 capped wick burners reported as 
thus disposed of. The original bill in this case was filed 
September 17, 1886. It had been preceded by another 
suit, which had been dismissed. The goods in the second 
invoice, it is testified, had been ordered before this suit 
was commenced, but the invoice is dated October 16, 1886. 
This invoice contained 100 20 and 100 16-wick burners 
with caps, of which respondents sold 4 20-wick and 6 16
wick burners unchanged, as before *707 stated. Most of 
this lot were still on hand at the time the testimony was 
taken, though some had been altered into what was called 
the 'Boesch Burner,' which had no caps at all, and sold as 
such. 

The evidence tends to establish a profit of $1.85 on the 
20-wick burners, $1.50 on the 16-wick, and 75 cents on 
the 12-wick. This would show a profit of $23.80 on the 
14 capped burners, being 820-wick and 6 16-wick burners; 
and a profit of $156.40 on the 100 half-capped burners, 
being 44 20-wick, 44 16-wick, and 12 12-wick burners. 
Respondents had been advised by their counsel that the 
burners with half caps were not an infringement. The cap 
was the invention in question. The claim infringed, as 
already seen, was a combination, with the guide tubes, of a 
ring-shaped cap provided with openings for the wicks, said 
cap being applied to the upper ends of the guide tubes, so 
as to close the intermediate spaces between the same. The 
half cap admitted the air directly to each wick, and in that 
respect differed from the claim of the patent. It is argued, 
however, with much force, on behalf of the appellees, that 
the difference was a difference in degree, and not in kind, 

as the air reached the wick when the full cap was used, 
and the functions of the latter as a strengthening band, a 
protector of the tops of the tubes, and in other particulars 
were performed by the half cap; and this position is not 
resisted by counsel for appellants. But, assumiug that the 
sale of 100 burners with half caps was an infringement, we 
are not prepared to concede that the sale of 114 burners 
under the circumstances detailed could have had the effect, 
in compelling a reduction ofprice, which has been ascribed 

to it. 

It is remarked by the master that 'it is a fact of common 
knowledge that there is **382 to be found on sale in the 
market a great variety of lamp-burners, among which, as 
shown by the evidence, have been for many years burners 
of the same general class as complainants'.' This being so, 
and Boesch & Bauer being dealers in burners generally, 
it is not to be presumed that Graff reduced his prices, 
for 19 months, *708 on 6,000 burners, not on account 
of competition in burners, but because of the effect upon 
his particular burner created by the sale of 14 of the 
same kind, and of 100 differing, but the same in principle. 
Conceding that as Graff granted no licenses, and had no 
established license fee, but supplied the demand for his 
burner himself, and was able to supply that demand, and 
that, therefore, if he was compelled to lower the price 
by the infringement he could recover for the loss thus 
sustained, does the evidence satisfactorily establish that 
the reduction in prices was due solely to the acts of the 
defendants in infringing? The opinion of Mr. and Mrs. 
Graff to that effect is not sufficient, and even that is so 
qualified as to fall far short of expressing it. The master 
allowed upon 3,070 burners sold at wholesale, and on 
2,870 sold at retail, by the complainants, between March 
1, 1886, and October 31, 1887, or 5,940 in all. The sales of 
104 out of the 114 sold by the respondents apparently took 
place prior to the filing of the bill. Boesch had been in the 
business for 20 years. The firm of Boesch & Bauer carried 
a large stock of lamps, embracing a hundred varieties 
in styles and sizes, under a very large variety of names. 
Graffs burner was a 'mitrailleuse' burner, and called 
'Diamond,' as the Miller burner was. Boesch testified that 
there was no difference between the selling price of the 
Hecht, the Miller, and the Boesch burners; that there was 
no demand in their trade for a mitrailleuse burner with a 
cap; and that in his judgment the Boesch burner was better 
than the Hecht. This evidence may properly be considered 
in connection with the fact that but 114 were sold. We 
cannot concur with the conclusion that the result of the 
sales of the 114 burners was to keep Graffs prices for his 
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particular burner down from March l, 1886, to October 
31, 1887. IfBoesch and Bauer had a burner which satisfied 
the public just as well as Graffs, and which they could 
sell cheaper, Graff cannot complain of the consequences. 
If Graffs burner was so much better than *709 any 
other that the public must have it, he could make his own 
price, and, if within the bounds of reason, find a sufficient 
market. In the state of the case disclosed by this record, 
the complainants must be content with the protection of 

an injunction, and a recovery of the profits realized from 
the infringing sales. The decree is reversed, and the cause 
remanded for further proceedings in conformity with this 

opinion. 

All Citations 

133 U.S. 697, 10 S.Ct. 378, 33 L.Ed. 787 
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Opinion 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION 

PAP AK, Magistrate Judge: 

Plaintiff pro se Mary Wickenkamp filed this action against defendants AC3, Inc. ("AC3"), Marilyn 
Preston Suarez ("Marilyn"), and First American Title Insurance Company ("FA TIC") on October 16, 
2014. Wickenkamp amended her complaint effective April 2, 2015, adding as additional defendants First 
American Title Company C'FATC"), Old Republic Title Insurance Company ("ORTIC"), Bruce Hampton 
("Bruce"), Venese Hampton ("Venese"), Scott Hampton ("Scott" and, collectively with Bruce and Venese, 
the "Hamptons"), Charles Wikstrom ("Charles"), D. Rahn Hostetter ("Rahn"), Jonel Ricker, Jodi Riggs, 
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Bill Bushlen, General Land Office ("GLO"), and Charlene Wikstrom ("Charlene" and, collectively [*2] 

with Charles, the "Wikstroms"), and amended her complaint a second time on May 14, 2015, abandoning 
her claims to the extent alleged against FATIC and GLO and adding Caitlin Hostetter ("Caitlin"), D. 
Zachary Hostetter ("Zachary" and, collectively with Rahn and Caitlin, the "Hostetters"), and Efrain Suarez 
("Efrain" and, collectively with Marilyn, the "Suarezes") as additional defendants. 1 By and through her 
second amended complaint, Wickenkamp alleges defendants' liability in thirteen separately pled claims as 
follows: (i) the liability of defendants FATC and AC3 to Judith Trackwell ("Judith") under Oregon 
common law for breach of fiduciary duty in connection with an "exchange-facilitator contract" executed 
in 2005, (ii) the liability of defendants FATC and AC3 to Judith under Oregon common law for breach of 
the exchange-facilitator contract, (iii) the liability of defendants F ATC and AC3 to Judith under Oregon 
common law for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing implied in a "title-insurance 
contract" executed in 2005, (iv) the liability of defendants FATC and AC3 to Judith under Oregon 
common law for breach of the title-insurance contract, (v) the liability of defendant [*3] AC3 to Judith 
under Oregon common law for breach of an "escrow contract" executed in 2005, (vi) the liability of 
defendant AC3 to Judith under Oregon's Unfair Trade Practices Act ("UTP A"), Or. Rev. Stat. 
646.608(1)(u), for unfair trade practices taking place from 2005 to 2013, (vii) the vicarious liability of 
defendant FATC to Judith under the UTP A for conduct of Marilyn and Riggs taking place between April 
1 and October 23, 2013, (viii) the liability of Marilyn to Judith for the complained-of conduct of AC3 on 
an alter-ego theory, (ix) the liability of defendants AC3, Marilyn, and ORTIC to Judith under Oregon's 
antitrust law, Or. Rev. Stat. 646.730 and 646.780, (x) the liability of defendants Marilyn, Ricker, Rahn, 
Zachary, Bushlen, and the Hamptons to Judith under Oregon common law for conspiracy to interfere with 
economic relations in connection with Judith's operation of a ranch she purchased in 2005, (xi) the 
liability of defendants the Suarezes, the Hostetters, the Hamptons, Riggs, and the Wikstroms to Judith 
under Oregon common law for conspiracy to interfere with economic relations in connection with the 
2013 auction and sale of the ranch Judith purchased in 2005, (xii) the liability of defendants Rahn, the 
Suarezes, Bruce, and Ricker [*4] to Judith for racketeering in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(3), and (xiii) 
the liability of defendants the Wikstroms, Zachary, Caitlin, Vanese, Scott, Bushlen, Efrain, and Riggs to 
Judith for racketeering in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1961(4). Wickenkamp further alleges that she is 
Judith's assignee and therefore the real party in interest for purposes of all of the foredescribed claims, and 
in support of that allegation offers as an exhibit to her second amended complaint a document styled as an 
"Assignment of Claims" signed by the Trackwells and purporting to assign "all right title and interest" in 
claims belonging to the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate to Wickenkamp "in order that she may prosecute 
and recover all such claims for the benefit of the [Trackwells'] bankruptcy estate and remit the proceeds of 
such claims to said estate." The Assignment of Claims recites no consideration tendered by Wickenkamp 
to the Trackwells in exchange for such assignment. Wickenkamp seeks damages in an amount "believed 
to be at this time ... of $7,000,000." This court has jurisdiction over Wickenkamp's federal claims 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and may properly exercise supplemental jurisdiction over her state-law 
claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367; in addition, according [*5] to the allegations of Wickenkamp's 
second amended complaint, this court further has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 
1332 based on the complete diversity of the parties and the amount in controversy. 

Now before the court are FATC's motion ( #41) to dismiss and request for judicial notice and defendants 
AC3's and Marilyn's motion (#44) to dismiss and request for joinder in FATC's motion to dismiss and 

1 Certain of Wickenkamp's allegations suggest that she may have intended, in addition, to allege one or more claims against a person 
identified as Jeff Edison, but she has not done so. 
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request for judicial notice. I have considered the motions, all of the pleadings and papers on file, and oral 
argument on behalf of the parties. For the reasons set forth below, the moving defendants' motions should 
be granted in part and denied in part as discussed below and: 

(i) all of Wickenkamp's claims asserted herein should be dismissed without prejudice for lack of 
standing; 

(ii) in the alternative, each ofWickenkamp's claims to the extent not premised on Judith's purchase of 
the ranch should be dismissed without prejudice on judicial estoppel grounds, and each of her claims 
to the extent premised [*6] on Judith's purchase of the ranch should be dismissed with prejudice as 
incurably time-barred; or 
(iii) in the further alternative, Wickenkamp's antitrust claim should be dismissed without prejudice on 
merits grounds; and, to the extent that any of Wickenkamp's claims as to which she has standing and 
faces no judicial estoppel barrier survives dismissal with prejudice, Wickenkamp should be directed 
to amend her pleading to restate such claim in a manner compliant with'Federal Civil Procedure Rule 
8(a) and to effect service within thirty days on any defendant named in such claim that has not yet 
been served. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

To survive dismissal for failure to state a claim pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), a complaint must contain more 
than a "formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action;" specifically, it must contain factual 
allegations sufficient to "raise a right to relief above the speculative level." Bell Atlantic Corp. v. 
Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555, 127 S. Ct. 1955, 167 L. Ed. 2d 929 (2007). To raise a right to relief above 
the speculative level, "[t]he pleading must contain something more ... than... a statement of facts that 
merely creates a suspicion [of] a legally cognizable right of action." Id., quoting 5 C. Wright & A. Miller, 
Federal Practice and Procedure § 1216, pp. 235-236 (3d ·ed. 2004); (*7] see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a). 
Instead, the plaintiff must plead affirmative factual content, as opposed to any merely conclusory 
recitation that the elements of a claim have been satisfied, that "allows the court to draw the reasonable 
inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 129 S. 
Ct. 1937, 1949, 173 L. Ed. 2d 868 (2009). "In sum, for a complaint to survive a motion to dismiss, the 
non-conclusory 'factual content,' and reasonable inferences from that content, must be plausibly 
suggestive of a claim entitling the plaintiff to relief." Moss v. United States Secret Serv., 572 F.3d 962, 
970 (9th Cir. 2009), citing Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949. 

"In ruling on a l 2(b )( 6) motion, a court may generally consider only allegations contained in the 
pleadings, exhibits attached to the complaint, and matters properly subject to judicial notice." Swartz v. 
KPMG LLP, 476 F.3d 756, 763 (9th Cir. 2007). In considering a motion to dismiss, this court accepts all 
of the allegations in the complaint as true and construes them in the light most favorable to the plaintiff. 
See Kahle v. Gonzales, 474 F.3d 665, 667 (9th Cir. 2007). Moreover, the court "presume [s] that general 
allegations embrace those specific facts that are necessary to support the claim." Nat'! Orgfor Women v. 
Scheidler, 510 U.S. 249, 256, 114 S. Ct. 798, 127 L. Ed. 2d 99 (1994), quoting Lujan v. Defenders of 
Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561, 112 S. Ct. 2130, 119 L. Ed. 2d 351 (1992). The court need not, however, 
accept legal conclusions "cast in the form of factual allegations." Western Mining Council v. Watt, 643 
F.2d 618, 624 (9th Cir. 1981). 

REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 

Page 3 of23 
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By and through its motion, in which AC3 and Marilyn [*8] join, FATC requests that the court take 
judicial notice of seven pleadings, court filings and court orders issued in connection with proceedings in 
which Judith, Lloyd Trackwell Jr. ("Lloyd Jr."), Lloyd Trackwell, Sr. ("Lloyd Sr. and, collectively with 
Judith, the "Trackwells"), and/or Wickenkamp were parties. Wickenkamp does not object to the court 
taking judicial notice of these pleadings, filings, and orders. 

The pleadings, filings, and orders at issue are as follows: 

I. Third Amended Complaint in Judith Trackwell v. Donald Prescott Hubbard, et al., United States 
District Court for the District of Oregon, Case No. 06-CV-90-ST (Docket No. 36); 

2. Arbitrators Opinion and Award in Judith Trackwell v. Donald Prescott Hubbard, et al, ASP Case 
No. 0703212-2, issued by the Arbitration Service of Portland (Docket No. 63); 

3. Civil Docket in Judith Trackwell v. Donald Prescott Hubbard et al., Case #2:06-CV-00090-AA; 

4. Complaint in Judith Trackwell v. AC3, Inc., et al., Wallowa County Circuit Court Case No. 09-06
13194; 

5. Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order Confirming Debtors' Third Amended Plan of 
Reorganization in In re Lloyd Ray Trackwell, Sr. and Judith Christine Trackwell, United (*9] States 
Bankruptcy Court, Western District of Missouri, Case No. 09-61596-abfll (Docket No. 293); 

6. Order Approving Purchase and Sale Agreement; Authorizing and Directing the Sale of the Imnaha 
River Rand, Free and Clear of Liens, Claims, Encumbrances and Interests; and Granting Related 
Relief in In re Lloyd Ray Trackwell, Sr. and Judith Christine Trackwell, United States Bankruptcy 
Court, Western District of Missouri, Case No. 09-61596-abfll; and 

7. Opinion and Order in Bruce Hampton, et al v. Fred Steen, et al, Case No. 12-cv-00470-AA 
(Docket No. 232). 

Each is a fit matter for judicial notice. See Fed. R. Evid. 201. The court may therefore properly take 
judicial notice of relevant information in those documents, and I do so in connection with these Findings 
and Recommendation. 

I further take judicial notice that on July 15, 2009, the Trackwells filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the 
Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Missouri, that on August 3, 2009, the Trackwells filed a 
schedule of assets belonging to the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate, that the schedule of assets included a 
"Cause of action related to actions involved in Judith Trackwell's purchase of [the Imnaha River] Ranch in 
Oregon" [*10] as against AC3 and the same cause of action as against F ATC, and that the schedule of 
assets does not list any cause of action against any other defendant herein, and was never amended to 
include any other cause of action against any defendant herein. See In re Trackwell, Case No. 09-61596 
(D. W. Mo. Aug. 3,2009). I further recommend that the court take judicial notice that on September 13, 
2010, the Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Missouri approved the Trackwell's Chapter 11 
bankruptcy plan, ordering inter alia as follows: 

Notwithstanding the entry of an Order of Confirmation, the Debtors shall continue as Debtors-in
Possession until the entry of a final decree closing this Chapter 11 case; shall have all the rights and 
powers of a trustee serving in a case under this Chapter of the Bankruptcy Code; shall retain 
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and remain in possession after confirmation of this Plan of all causes of action as they may have 
under the Bankruptcy Code; and as Debtors-in-Possession shall be authorized to prosecute such 
actions as fully and completely as if the same were being prosecuted by a Trustee in 
Bankruptcy. 

In re Trackwell, Case No. 09-61596 (D. W. Mo. March 16, 2010) (emphasis supplied). [*11] 

I further take judicial notice of the docket and filings in Judith Trackwell v. Donald Prescott Hubbard, et 
al., United States District Court for the District of Oregon, Case No. 06-CV-90-ST. 

FACTUALBACKGROUND2 

In May 2005, Lloyd Jr. entered into an agreement (the "Hubbard/Trackwell agreement") to purchase a 
ranch in Wallowa County, Oregon (the "Imnaha River ranch") from its then-owners (Donald Hubbard and 
Dorothy Hubbard, who collectively owned an undivided 20% interest in the property, and the Hubbard 
Charitable Trust, which owned the remaining 80% interest in the property) for $2.5 million, of which $2 
million was to be paid in cash and the remaining $500,000 was to be paid via promissory note. 
Immediately thereafter, Lloyd Jr. assigned his rights and obligations under the Hubbard/Trackwell 
agreement to Judith. 

The Hubbard/Trackwell agreement contained a provision asserting that the Imnaha River ranch [*12] 
property had no past "non-resource uses." In addition, the sellers' disclosures, which were made through 
Jon Gorsline who acted as the sellers' real estate broker, stated that there were "no dumps-no exceptions" 
on the Imnaha River ranch property. Gorsline was at all material times a director of the Community Bank 
of Joseph, Oregon, which held a deed of trust on the Imnaha River ranch and was anxious for the sale to 
Judith to go through in order to ensure that its deed was paid. 

Judith intended to use $2 million in proceeds from the sale of real property located in Nebraska to satisfy 
the cash portion of her payment obligations under the Hubbard/Trackwell agreement, in that manner 
effecting the purchase of the Imnaha River ranch as a "like-kind exchange" of property under 26 U.S.C. § 
1031. Judith contacted FATC for purposes of engaging it to serve as the "exchange facilitator" in 
connection with the Section 1031 like-kind exchange, and at approximately the same time contacted AC3 
for purposes of purchasing title insurance from it and of engaging it to serve as her escrow closing agent 
in connection with the purchase of the Imnaha River ranch. At that time, and at all material times "through 
at least October 30, [*13] 2009," AC3 and its principal, Marilyn, acted as FATC's agents. At all material 
times, AC3 was the only company providing title insurance in Wallowa County. 

On or around June 1, 2005, Judith entered into a contract (the "exchange-facilitator contract") with FATC, 
pursuant to which FATC agreed to serve as the Section 1031 exchange facilitator in connection with her 
like-kind exchange of real property located in Nebraska for the Imnaha River ranch in Wallowa County. 
FATC advised Judith that, in effecting the exchange, it would be working with its agent, AC3. 

Also on or around June 1, 2005, Judith entered into a contract (the "title-insurance contract") with AC3 
and F ATC, pursuant to which F ATC agreed to issue a title insurance policy to Judith in connection with 

2 Except where otherwise indicated, the following recitation constitutes my construa) of the allegations of plaintiff Wickenkamp's complaint, 
of any matters ncorporated by reference therein, and of any matters properly subject to judicial notice in the light most favorable to 

Wickenkamp. 
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her purchase of the Imnaha River ranch and to issue a title commitment report on the property. By and 
through the title-insurance contract, F ATC promised to pay the costs of defense should it prove necessary 
to defend the title, and further promised to indemnify Judith for any loss or damage she incurred as a 
result of any defect in title. With specific regard to the duty to defend, F ATC promised by and through the 
title-insurance contract (*14) as follows: 

Upon written request by the Insured, and subject to the options contained in Section 5 of these 
Conditions and Stipulations, [FATC], at its own cost and without unreasonable delay, shall provide 
for the defense of an Insured in litigation in which any third party asserts a claim covered by this 
policy adverse to the Insured, but only as to those stated causes of action alleging ... matters insured 
against by this policy. [FATC] shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the right 
of the Insured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Insured as to those stated causes of 
action. It shall not be liable for and will not pay the fees of any other counsel. 

Section 5 of the title-insurance contract provides that F ATC could satisfy its duty to defend under the 
contract by "pay[ing] or tender [ing] payment of the Amount of Insurance under th[e] [title-insurance 
contract] together with any costs, attorneys' fees, and expenses incurred by the Insured Claimant that were 
authorized by the Company up to the time of payment or tender of payment and that the Company is 
obligated to pay." 

Apparently by and through that same contract - but Wickenkamp's allegations are unclear on this 
point [*15) - AC3 agreed to serve as Judith's closing agent for escrow purposes and to serve as trustee 
on the deed of trust securing the contemplated $500,000 promissory note (the "escrow-closing 
agreement"). 

At all material times, three waste dumps were located on the Imnaha River ranch, one of which had been 
specifically designated as such by Wallowa County since 1971. Also at all material times, FATC, AC3, 
and Ricker (who served as attorney for AC3, for the Hubbards, and for the Hubbard Charitable Trust both 
in general and in specific connection with the Hubbard/Trackwell agreement) all had both actual and 
constructive knowledge of the existence of the dumps on the Imnaha River ranch. None of these parties 
disclosed the existence of the dumps to Judith prior to the date the transaction closed. Moreover, on June 
14, 2005, AC3 issued a preliminary title report to Judith regarding the Imnaha River ranch which revealed 
that the Imnaha River ranch was subject to a deed of trust in favor of Community Bank of Joseph, 
Oregon, securing a promissory note signed by the Hubbards in the approximate amount of $650,000, but 
did not disclose the existence of the dumps. In addition, no party disclosed to Judith [*16] that Ricker 
represented both the sellers and the title company/closing agent in connection with the transaction, or that 
Gorsline's bank had an interest in seeing the sale to Judith consummated. 

In or around early October 2005, Suarez and AC3 accepted a deed to the Imnaha River ranch from Ricker 
(acting in his capacity as attorney for the Hubbards and for the Hubbard Charitable Trust) knowing that 
the deed was defective in that it had been signed on behalf of the Hubbard Charitable Trust by Donald 
Hubbard (who was not qualified to serve as trustee for the trust) rather than by Colin Lindsey (the only 
person qualified to act as trustee for the trust). 

On October 17, 2005, the parties closed the Imnaha River ranch transaction. Judith signed the closing 
papers in AC3's offices with Marilyn present. Marilyn refused Judith's request to be afforded an 
opportunity to inspect the documentation relating to the sale and request to be provided with copies of the 
closing documents. Marilyn did not disclose to Judith the defect in the deed to the Imnaha River ranch. 
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Following Judith's execution of the closing documents, Marilyn advised FATC that the transaction had 
closed. FATC then took steps to [*17] complete the Section 1031 like-kind exchange. 

Immediately after the transaction closed, Marilyn issued the Hubbards a deliberately fraudulent I.R.S. 
Form 1099, for the purpose of assisting them in tax fraud. 

On October 18, 2005, F ATC issued a title insurance policy to Judith in connection with the Irnnaha River 
ranch in the amount of $2.5 million. 

Over the next several weeks, AC3 and Marilyn provided copies of the closing documents to Judith on a 
piecemeal basis, beginning with the deed. Following inspection of the deed, Judith learned that the deed 
did not conform to the title report and other records indicating that Donald Hubbard lacked capacity to 

sign on behalf of the Hubbard Charitable Trust. Judith went to AC3's offices to confront Marilyn 
regarding the defect in the deed. Marilyn advised Judith that the whereabouts of Lindsey, the trustee for 
the trust, were unknown, and that she had been advised by AC3's attorney that AC3 was not obliged to 
make any further disclosures regarding Donald Hubbard's authority to sign the deed on behalf of the 
Hubbard Charitable Trust. Marilyn did not disclose to Judith that the attorney who provided that legal 
advice was Ricker or that AC3's attorney also represented [*18] the Hubbards and the Hubbard Charitable 
Trust in connection with the transaction. In addition, Marilyn continued to refrain from disclosing to 
Judith the existence of dumps on the property, and did not disclose that she had recently been involved in 
litigation against Lindsey and knew his whereabouts. 

On January 20, 2006, Judith filed a lawsuit in the District of Oregon against Donald Hubbard, Dorothy 
Hubbard, the then-trustees of the Hubbard Charitable trust, Marilyn, AC3, I John Gorsline, and others. 
Judith amended her complaint for a third time in the course of those proceedings effective September 11, 
2006. By and through her third amended complaint, Judith alleged (inter alia) the liability of the sellers of 
the Irnnaha River ranch for knowingly misrepresenting that there were no dumps on the property 
notwithstanding the presence of several dumps on the property, the liability of Marilyn and AC3 in 
connection with knowingly proffering a defective deed in connection with the closing of the 
Hubbard/Trackwell transaction and in connection with failing to disclose Ricker's and Gorsline's conflicts 
of interest arid the fact that the Hubbard Charitable trust documents were not "in order," [*19) and the 
defendants' liability for conspiring to interfere with the Track wells' operation of the Irnnaha River ranch. 
On February 16, 2007, Judge Sullivan granted a defense motion to compel arbitration of Judith's claims, 
and the claims were accordingly sent to arbitration. On May 5, 2008, the arbitrator awarded Judith 
$50,000 on her claims. 

On October 17, 2008, Judith paid off the $500,000 promissory note tendered for the purchase of the 
Irnnaha River ranch. Thereafter the Suarezes, Ricker, Rahn, Charles, Riggs, Bushlen, and the Hamptons 
engaged in a conspiracy to interfere with Judith's operation of the Imnaha River ranch and, subsequently, 
with Judith's efforts to sell the Irnnaha River ranch. Conduct engaged in for the furtherance of the 
conspiracy included urging members -of the Wallowa County business community not to do business with 
the Trackwells, organizing boycotts of the Track:wells' businesses, surveilling Lloyd Jr. and/or the 
Trackwells illegally, refusing to issue title insurance to any prospective purchaser of the Irnnaha River 
ranch, and purchasing the Imnaha River ranch at auction on October 23, 2015. In addition, the 
conspirators enriched themselves through other illegal [*20] conduct not directed at the Trackwells or 
their property. 
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On March 31, 2009, the defendants in Judith's lawsuit of January 20, 2006, moved for confirmation of the 
arbitration award against them. 

On June 25, 2009, Judith filed a lawsuit in the Wallowa County Circuit Court against AC3 and FATC. By 
and through her complaint in that action, Judith alleged F ATC and AC3's liability for negligent breach of 
contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and fraud in connection with the 
Hubbard/Trackwell transaction, the exchange-facilitator contract, the title-insurance contract, and the 
escrow-closing agreement. Judith specifically alleged the foredescribed defect in the title to the Imnaha 
River ranch, the undisclosed Riker conflict of interest, both defendants' actual knowledge at all material 
times that the sellers' representation that the property contained no dumps was false when made, and that 
FATC and AC3 breached the title-insurance contract by failing to make payment in response to Judith's 
demand. In support of her claims, Judith alleged, inter alia, that on December 31, 2008, she filed a claim 
with FATC under the title-insurance contract, and that FATC neither [*21) acknowledged nor paid the 
claim. 

On July 15, 2009, the Trackwells filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in Missouri. On August 3, 2009, the 
Trackwells filed a schedule of assets belonging to the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate. That schedule of 
assets included a "Cause of action related to actions involved in Judith Trackwell's purchase of [the 
Imnaha River] Ranch in Oregon" as against AC3 and the same cause of action as against FATC. The 
schedule of assets does not list any cause of action against any other defendant herein, and was never 
amended to include any other cause of action against any defendant herein. 

On February 2, 2010, Judith having failed to comply with a court order regarding status reports, Judge 
Sullivan dismissed her claims in the lawsuit of January 20,2006, denying the motion to confirm the 
arbitrator's award as moot. 

On September 13, 2010, the Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Missouri approved the 
Trackwell's Chapter 11 bankruptcy plan. The Trackwells' confirmed Chapter 11 bankruptcy plan provides, 
inter alia, that: 

Notwithstanding the entry of an Order of Confirmation, the Debtors shall continue as Debtors-in
Possession until the entry of a final decree closing [*22] this Chapter 11 case; shall have all the 
rights and powers of a trustee serving in a case under this Chapter of the Bankruptcy Code; 
shall retain and remain in possession after confirmation of this Plan of all causes of action as 
they may have under the Bankruptcy Code; and as Debtors-in-Possession shall be authorized to 
prosecute such actions as fully and completely as if the same were being prosecuted by a Trustee 
in Bankruptcy. 

In re Trackwell, Case No. 09-61596 (D. W. Mo. March 16, 2010) (emphasis supplied). 

On or around October 14, 2014, Judith and Lloyd Sr. assigned "all right title and interest" in any claim 
possessed by the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate to Wickenkamp "in order that she may prosecute and 
recover all such claims for the benefit of the [Trackwells'] bankruptcy estate and remit the proceeds of 
such claims to said estate." The Assignment of Claims recites no consideration tendered by Wickenkamp 
to the Trackwells in exchange for such assignment. 

This action followed. Wickenkamp filed her original complaint in this action against FATIC, AC3, and 
Marilyn on October 16, 2014. It appears that summons was executed on AC3 effective March 11, 2015. 
See Docket No. 15. Although [*23] summons issued against Marilyn on February 24, 2015, the same day 
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that summons issued against AC3, there is no evidence of record that summons was ever properly 
executed against Marilyn. There is, in addition, no evidence that summons was ever properly executed 
against moving defendant FATC, but FATC asserts that service was made on it February 12,2015 
(presumably under the name of FATIC). There is no evidence of record that FATC was served with 
process on any date prior to February 12, 2015.3 

WICKENKAMP'S CLAIMS AND THEIR FACTUAL BASES 

Arising out of the foregoing alleged facts, Wickenkamp brings thirteen claims against the defendants. 
Wickenkamp's first claim is brought against F ATC and AC3 for breach of the fiduciary duty purportedly 
arising out of the relationship created by the exchange-facilitator contract. For purposes of this claim 
Wickenkamp takes the position that Marilyn (AC3's principal) acted as AC3's agent and that AC3 acted as 
FATC's agent, such that FATC can properly (*24] be found liable for the conduct of either AC3 or 
Marilyn. The alleged breach of fiduciary duty is comprised of those defendants' failures to disclose (i) the 
Ricker conflict of interest, (ii) that Marilyn had a history of using AC3 to commit fraud and other 
unlawful practices, (iii) Gorsline's conflict of interest, (iv) that the Hubbard Charitable Trust was a sham, 
(v) the defect in the Imnaha River ranch deed caused by Donald Hubbard signing in lieu of Colin Lindsey, 
and (vi) the material falseness of the representation that the property contained no dumps, as well as those 
defendants' conduct in (vii) refusing to permit Judith to inspect the documentation related to the sale of the 
Imnaha River ranch, (viii) permitting the transaction to go forward notwithstanding their knowledge of the 
defect in the title, (ix) issuing a fraudulent LR.S. form 1099, (x) refusing to permit Judith to take copies of 
the closing documents with her following closing, (xi) failing to pay damages on the title-insurance 
policy, and (xii) failing to insure that Judith received clear title to the ranch. 

Wickenkamp's second claim is brought against F ATC and AC3 for breach - styled and alleged as 
"negligent (*25] breach" - of the exchange-facilitator contract. The conduct allegedly constituting 
breach is entirely unclear from Wickenkamp's pleading, in that while she alleges that the claim is 
premised on the conduct described in paragraphs 10-13 of her complaint, those paragraphs do not set forth 
conduct comprising breach of contract, and she does not allege that the Section 1031 transaction failed or 
triggered any unexpected adverse tax consequences. Indeed, Wickenkamp expressly alleges that F ATC 
"[c]oncluded the Section 1031 exchange." It is possible that Wickenkamp intends to state her "negligent 
breach" claim as arising out of the same conduct underlying her breach of fiduciary duty claim, discussed 
above. 

Wickenkamp's third claim is brought against F ATC and AC3 for breach of the covenant of good faith and 
fair dealing implied in the title-insurance contract. The conduct comprising alleged breach of the covenant 
implied in the title-insurance contract is those defendants': (i) issuance of a title commitment report that 
failed to disclose the sham nature of the Hubbard Charitable Trust and failed to disclose the existence of 
dumps on the property, (ii) deliberate concealment of the trust deed and its defect from Judith, (iii) [*26] 

conduct in requiring Judith to sign closing papers without inspection and without providing copies, and 
(iv) conduct in lying about Lindsey. 

Wickenkamp's fourth claim is brought against CATC and AC3 for breach of the title-insurance contract. 
The conduct comprising alleged breach of the title-insurance contract is alleged to be precisely the same 

3 There is no indication in the docket or elsewhere in the record that any defendant or intended defendant other than AC3, FA TIC or FATC, 

and possibly Marilyn Suarez has properly been served with process herein. 
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as the conduct comprising breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing implied therein. Although 
not suggested in Wickenkamp's allegations, it is possible that Wickenkamp instead intended her claim for 
breach of the title-insurance contract to arise out of FA TC's failure to pay Judith's legal costs incurred in 
"defending" title to the Imnaha River ranch by and through the litigation and arbitral proceedings Judith 
initiated on January 20, 2006. 

Wickenkamp's fifth claim is brought against AC3 for breach of the escrow-closing agreement, specifically 
of AC3's "duty of neutrality" arising out of the arrangement created by that agreement. The conduct 
comprising alleged breach of the escrow-closing agreement is AC3's conduct in: (i) issuing the Hubbards 
a deliberately fraudulent I.RS. Form 1099 for the purpose of assisting them in tax fraud, [*27] (ii) issuing 
a title commitment report that failed to disclose the sham nature of the Hubbard Charitable Trust and 
failed to disclose the existence of dumps on the property, (iii) deliberately concealing the trust deed and its 
defect from Judith, (iv) requiring Judith to sign closing papers without inspection and without providing 
copies, and (v) lying about Lindsey. 

Wickenkamp's sixth claim is brought against AC3 for violation of UTPA. The conduct allegedly 
comprising AC3's unfair trade practices is not clear from Wickenkamp's allegations. It appears that 
Wickenkamp may intend this claim to arise out of AC3's conduct in (i) urging members of the business 
community not to do business with the Trackwells, (ii) urging local real estate agents not to list the 
Imnaha River ranch for sale on Judith's behalf, (iii) refusing to sell title insurance to prospective 
purchasers of the Imnaha River ranch, (iv) advising prospective purchasers of the existence of dumps on 
the ranch, (v) assisting various parties in committing fraud, (vi) committing other, unrelated crimes, (vii) 
breaching a fiduciary duty owed to Judith, (viii) making misrepresentations to Judith regarding the 
Imnaha River ranch, [*28] (ix) failing to make disclosures it had a duty to disclose regarding the ranch, 
and (x) conspiring to acquire the Imnaha River ranch from Judith. 

Wickenkamp's seventh claim is brought against FATC for violation of UTPA. The conduct allegedly 
comprising F ATC unfair trade practices is not clear from Wickenkamp's allegations. In support of this 
claim, Wickenkamp expressly alleges that "from approximately May 1, 2005 through October 30, 2009," 
AC3 was FATC's agent, and that "from approximately April 1, 2013, through October 30, 2013," or four 
years after the alleged agency ended, AC3 "by and through the actions of Marilyn ... and ... Riggs ... as 
agents of [FATC] did engaged [sic] in a continual course of conduct that constituted unfair and deceptive 
conduct in trade or commerce." As far as may be ascertained from Wickenkamp's allegations, 
Wickenkamp intends this claim to arise out of the same conduct underlying her sixth claim for relief. On 
that construction, both claims are premised on AC3's purported unfair business practices, with the sixth 
claim alleging AC3's direct liability for engaging in those practices and the seventh claim alleging FATC's 
vicarious liability for AC3's [*29] engagement in those practices. 

Wickenkamp's eighth claim, so styled, is not in fact a claim for relief, but rather asserts that AC3 can 
properly be treated as Marilyn's alter ego. 

Wickenkamp's ninth claim is brought against AC3, Marilyn, and ORTIC for breach of Oregon's statutory 
antitrust law. This claim is premised on the fact that AC3 was at all material times the only provider of 
title insurance in Wallowa County. Wickenkamp does not allege in support of this claim that any of the 
subject defendants took any improper action to create or to maintain the monopoly. 
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Wickenkamp's tenth claim is brought against Marilyn, Ricker, Rahn, Zachary, Bushlen, and the Hamptons 
for conspiracy to interfere with economic relations in connection with both Judith's purchase of the 
Imnaha River ranch and her subsequent efforts to operate the ranch. To the extent the claim is premised 
on interference with the purchase of the ranch, it appears to be premised on the same conduct discussed 
above in connection with Wickenkamp's first seven claims for relief. 

Wickenkamp's eleventh claim is brought against the Suarezes, the Hostetters, the Hamptons, Riggs, and 
the Wikstroms for conspiracy to interfere with economic (*30] relations in connection with Judith's efforts 
to sell the Imnaha River ranch, culminating in the 2013 auction and sale thereof. 

Wickenkamp's twelfth claim for relief is brought against Ralm, the Suarezes, Bruce, and Ricker for 
racketeering. This claim is premised on those defendants' alleged unrelated criminal conduct, including 
chiefly tax fraud, as well as the conduct underlying the intentional interference conspiracy claims and 
conduct intended as retaliation against Lloyd Jr. for reporting some of their criminal conduct to federal 
and state authorities. 

Wickenkamp's thirteenth claim is brought against the Wikstroms, Zachary, Caitlin, Vanese, Scott, 
Bushlen, Efrain, and Riggs for racketeering. The thirteenth claim is not alleged against any of the current 
moving defendants. As such, the thirteenth claim is outside the scope of the motions to dismiss now 
before the court. Like the twelfth claim, the thirteenth claim appears to be premised on the subject 
defendants' alleged unrelated criminal conduct, including chiefly tax fraud, as well as conduct intended as 
retaliation against Lloyd Jr. for reporting some of their criminal conduct to federal and state authorities. 

ANALYSIS.. 

By and through [*31] its motion, in which AC3 and Marilyn join, FATC seeks dismissal of 
Wickenkamp's claims against it (Wickenkamp's first through fourth and seventh claims for relief) as time
barred. In addition, FA TC seeks award of its costs incurred in connection with litigating Wickenkamp's 
seventh claim for relief. 

By and through their motion, in which FATC joins, AC3 and Marilyn (the "AC3 defendants") seek 
dismissal of Wickenkamp's action with prejudice in its entirety for failure to comply with Federal Civil 
Procedure Rule 8(a), in the alternative challenge Wickenkamp's standing to litigate these claims on 
assignment, and in the further alternative seek dismissal of Wickenkamp's sixth through thirteenth claims 
on judicial estoppel grounds and dismissal of Wickenkamp's sixth, seventh, and ninth claims on their 
merits. 

I discuss the parties' arguments and the legal issues they raise below. Because standing raises 
jurisdictional concerns, I begin my analysis with the question ofWickenkamp's standing. 

I. Wickenkamp's Capacity to Proceed Pro Se Pursuant to the Assignment of Claims Dated October 
14,2014 

The moving defendants note that Wickenkamp was a member of the Nebraska bar from 1980 until 2009, 
when she was [*32] disbarred by the Nebraska Supreme Court for abuse of the litigation process 
(including in connection with cases in which she represented members of the Trackwell family). See State 
ex rel. Counsel for Discipline v. Wickenkamp, 277 Neb. 16, 17, 25, 759 N.W.2d 492 (2009); see also id. at 
24 ("Wickenkamp: (1) improperly escalated a simple contract case into a case involving illegal and 
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possibly criminal behavior, (2) contacted opposing parties who were represented by counsel, (3) 
distributed a portion of her client's funds to herself as fees when she knew her client disagreed with the 
proposed fee, and (4) forged her client's signature to a purported prose filing"). The moving defendants 
further note that while Wickenkamp was a licensed attorney, she represented the Trackwells as plaintiffs 
in more than 20 lawsuits. In addition, the moving defendants note that Wickenkamp has been sanctioned 
on multiple occasions for vexatious litigation practices, including at least one occasions since her 
disbarment in connection with litigation where Wickenkamp proceeded pro se with claims on assignment 
from a member of the Trackwell family. See Wickenkamp v. Smith, Case No. 8:13-CV-262-RGK-CRZ (D. 
Neb. April 28, 2014); see also id, May 12, 2014. On the basis of the foregoing, the moving 
defendants [*33] take the position that the assignment of claims at issue in this action constitutes an 
attempt by Wickenkamp to circumvent her disbarment and to continue the practice of law and to continue 
representing the Trackwells in litigation without a license. 

I agree with the moving defendants that Wickenkamp's history raises grave concerns regarding the 
possibility that Wickenkamp may be engaged in the practice of law without a license. However, I note 
that Wickenkamp is married to Lloyd Jr.and is daughter-in-law to Lloyd Sr. and Judith, and thus has a 
degree of interest in the matters litigated herein. In light of Wickenkamp's familial ties to the Trackwell 
family and her interest in the subject matter of this litigation, I am reluctant to recommend on the basis of 
the current record that the court find as a matter of law that by litigating claims assigned to her by 
members of the Trackwell family Wickenkamp must necessarily be engaged in the unlicensed practice of 
law. However, the court need not address the difficult question whether Wickenkamp's history compels 
the conclusion that she is currently engaged in the m1licensed practice of law in order to find that 
Wickenkamp lacks standing [*34] to bring the claims asserted herein pursuant to the assignment of claims 
dated October 14, 2014. 

As noted above, on or around October 14, 2014, Judith and Lloyd Sr. purported to assign "all right title 
and interest in any and all claims possessed by the [Trackwells'] bankruptcy estate" to Wickenkamp "in 
order that she may prosecute and recover all such claims for the benefit of the [Trackwells '] bankruptcy 
estate and remit the proceeds ofsuch claims to said estate." (Emphasis supplied.) Thus, notwithstanding 
the language purporting to assign "all right title and interest" in the claims at issue to Wickenkamp, in fact 
by its plain language the Assignment of Claims could have been effective, at most, to assign all interest in 
the claims other than the beneficial interest therein, which was expressly retained in the bankruptcy 
estate. It is axiomatic that a litigant acts "in a representative capacity by requesting relief on behalf of a 
legal entity other than h[er]self." Simon v. Hartford Life and Accident Ins. Co., 546 F.3d 661, 665 (9th 
Cir. 2008). It is moreover well settled that a non-attorney may not pursue claims prose while acting in 
such a representative capacity. See id. at 664 ("[C]ourts have routinely adhered to the general rule 
prohibiting pro se plaintiffs from pursuing claims [*35] on behalf of others in a representative capacity") 
and cases cited therein; see also C.E. Pope Equity Trust v. United States, 818 F.2d 696, 697-698 (9th Cir. 
1987) (because he was not the "actual beneficial owner" of the claims asserted and therefore could not "be 
viewed as a 'partyl conducting his 'own case personally,"' district court properly dismissed without 
prejudice claims asserted by a trustee attempting to represent a trust pro se; holding also that federal law 
rather than Oregon law governs the question whether a party may proceed pro se in federal court) 
(emphasis original). 

Because it expressly conferreq only a nominal interest in claims possessed by the Trackwells' bankruptcy 
estate and did not purport to assign any beneficial interest in those claims to Wickenkarnp, the 
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Assignment of Claims could not have conferred standing on Wickenkamp to pursue any such claims pro 
se. Wickenkamp does not take the position that she has standing to pursue any of the claims asserted 
herein other than by and through the Assignment of Claims of October 14, 2014. Because Wickenkamp's 
sole theory of standing necessarily fails as a matter of law, it follows that all of the claims asserted herein 
are subject to dismissal without prejudice for lack of standing. Moreover, [*36] the defect in 
Wickenkamp's standing to pursue her claims is not subject to cure by amendment; even if Wickenkamp 
were to obtain a new assignment of claims from Judith, such assignment would not be effective to confer 
standing on Wickenkamp as of the date this action was filed. See, e.g., Chapman v. Pier I Imps. (US.), 
Inc., 631 F.3d 939, 955 (9th Cir. 2011). 

At oral argument, Wickenkamp asserted that because the Trackwells' bankruptcy proceedings are now 
closed, any proceeds from Wickenkamp's claims would flow directly to the Trackwells rather than to the 
bankruptcy estate. Without addressing the accuracy of that assertion, I note that even if its accuracy were 
established, that fact would not constitute grounds for modifying the foregoing analysis. Whether she 
proceeds for the benefit of the Trackwells or for their estate, under the Assignment of Claims 
Wickenkamp proceeds not for her own benefit but for the benefit of another, and therefore seeks 
impermissibly to proceed prose in a representative capacity. 

I note, further, that the same result would obtain if Wickenkamp were construed as seeking to proceed as 
the representative of the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate, because for the reasons discussed above, a party 
may not proceed in a [*37] representative capacity pro se. See Simon, 546 F.3d at 664-665; see also 
Iannaccone v. Law, 142 F.3d 553, 559 (2nd Cir. 1998) (administrator of estate may not appear prose on 
behalf of estate; cited with approval by the Simon court); Pridgen v. Andresen, 113 F.3d 391, 393 (2nd 
Cir. 1997) (executrix may not appear pro se on behalf of estate; cited with approval by the Simon court). 

Finally, I note that Wickenkamp has asserted a First Amendment right to prosecute claims pro se on 
assignment notwithstanding the foregoing analysis. Wickenkamp has not, however, presented the court 
with a fully developed constitutional argument in defense of her standing to pursue her claims herein, and 
nothing in the record suggests that this court's adherence to the general rule prohibiting pro se plaintiffs 
from pursuing claims on behalf of others in a representative capacity would infringe any constitutional 
right Wickenkamp possesses. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, all of Wickenkamp's claims asserted herein should be dismissed without 
prejudice for lack of standing. 

II. Judicial Estoppel 

Because, for reasons discussed above, Wickenkamp lacks standing to prosecute any of her claims asserted 
herein, the court need not consider any additional issues raised by Wickenkamp's claims or by the parties' 
arguments for or against dismissal thereof. However, (*38] to assist the court in reaching a fully informed 
disposition of the motions now at issue, I nevertheless analyze those issues and arguments, below. 

I Even if the Assignment of Claims of October 14, 2014, were construed (in contravention of its plain 
language) as assigning to Wickenkamp a beneficial interest in the subject claims, Wickenkamp would be 
judicially estopped from pursuing certain of her claims in whole or in part. As noted above, by and 
through the Assignment of Claims Judith and Lloyd Sr. purported to assign "all right title and interest in 
any and all claims possessed by the [Trackwells'} bankruptcy estate" to Wickenkamp. (Emphasis 
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supplied.) The question therefore necessarily arises: to what extent were the claims asserted herein both 
possessed by the Trackwells' bankruptcy estate and assignable by the debtors as of October 14, 2014? 

The filing of a bankruptcy petition "creates an estate ... comprised of ... all legal or equitable interests of 
the debtor in property as of the commencement of the case." 11 U.S.C. § 541(a)(l). Property of the 
bankruptcy estate includes all of the debtor's interests in any cause of action that has accrued before the 
filing of the bankruptcy petition. Sierra Switchboard Co. v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 789 F.2d 705, 
707 (9th Cir. 1986). Legislative [*39] history indicates that the scope of Section 541(a)(l) "is broad." 11 
U.S.C. § 541(a)(l), Senate Report No. 95-989. 

Upon the filing of a bankruptcy petition, the debtor is required to file a schedule of its assets and 
liabilities, including any causes of action. See 11 U.S.C. § 521(a)(l); see also Sierra, 789 F.2d at 707. An 
accrued cause of action becomes an asset of the bankruptcy estate, even if it is not scheduled as such. See 
11 U.S.C. § 541(a); see also Cusano v. Klein, 264 F.3d 936, 945 (9th Cir. 2001). Assets scheduled under 
section 521 of the Bankruptcy Code that are not administered by the bankruptcy trustee at the time the 
bankruptcy case is closed are abandoned to the debtor by operation of law. See 11 U.S.C. § 554(c). 
However, unscheduled assets not administered or abandoned by the bankruptcy trustee remain in the 
bankruptcy estate after the case is closed, and do not revert to the debtor. See 11 U.S.C. § 554(d); see also 
Alary Corp. v. Sims, 283 B.R. 549, 566 n. 14 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 2002) ("Unscheduled property remains 
'property of the estate' after the case is closed (i.e. forever) ... ; [t]he standard solution for dealing with 
property of the estate after closing is to reopen the case and order appointment of a trustee to deal with the 
property"); Cusano, 264 F.3d at 945-946. 

The trustee may abandon property that is "burdensome" to the estate or of little value after notice and a 
hearing. See 11 U.S.C. § 554(a). Alternatively, the bankruptcy court, on motion, may order the 
abandonment of certain property. [*40] See 11 U.S.C. § 554(b ). Otherwise assets remain in the 
bankruptcy estate or revert to the debtor only as provided in the confinned bankruptcy plan or as 
discussed above. 

Because of the breadth of Section 541(a)(l), the courts of the Ninth Circuit have held that a debtor's 
contingent interest in an asset at the time an estate is created that subsequently vests into a complete 
interest only subsequently become the property of the estate at the time it vests. See In re Neuton, 922 
F.2d 1379,1382-1383 (9th Cir. 1990); In re Ryerson, 739 F.2d 1423,1425 (9th Cir. 1984). In consequence, 
causes of action premised on pre-petition conduct but accruing only post-petition are necessarily also 
assets of the bankruptcy estate. See Ellwanger v. Buds berg, 140 B.R. 891, 897-898 (Bankr. W.D. Wash. 
1992). 

In light of the foregoing, each of the claims asserted herein falls into one of three possible categories: (i) 
scheduled assets of the bankruptcy estate, (ii) unscheduled assets of the bankruptcy estate, or (iii) claims 
premised on conduct taking place post-petition that were therefore assets of Judith and/or Lloyd Sr., and 
were not at any time assets of the bankruptcy estate. As noted above, on July 15, 2009, Judith and Lloyd 
Sr. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of Missouri, and on 
August 3, 2009, the Trackwells filed a schedule of assets belonging to the [*41] bankruptcy estate. That 
schedule of assets included a "Cause of action related to actions involved in Judith Trackwell's purchase 
of [the Imnaha River] Ranch in Oregon" as against AC3 and the same cause of action as against FATC. 
No other cause of action asserted herein was ever scheduled. Construing the foregoing language as 
broadly as possible in Wickenkamp's favor, claims asserted herein that could constitute scheduled assets 
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of the Trackwells bankruptcy estate are limited to the following: Wickenkamp's first through fifth causes 
of action in their entirety, and her sixth, seventh, 'tenth, twelfth, and thirteenth causes of action to the 
limited extent that those claims may be premised on conduct relating to the purchase of the Imnaha River 
ranch. All other claims asserted herein necessarily constitute either unscheduled assets of the bankruptcy 
estate or claims that accrued directly to Judith and/or Lloyd Sr. without ever being possessed by the 
bankruptcy estate, depending on when the underlying conduct occurred. 

As to claims falling into the first category - claims constituting scheduled assets of the bankruptcy estate 
- the moving defendants argue that these claims were not assignable [*42] by Judith as of October 14, 
2014, because the bankruptcy court never expressly approved the assignment. I disagree with that 
argument. As noted above, on September 13, 2010, the Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of 
Missouri approved the Trackwell's Chapter 11 bankruptcy plan. The Trackwells' confirmed Chapter 11 
bankruptcy plan provides, inter alia, that: 

Notwithstanding the entry of an Order of Confirmation, the Debtors shall continue as Debtors-in
Possession until the entry of a final decree closing this Chapter 11 case; shall have all the rights and 
powers of a trustee serving in a case under this Chapter of the Bankruptcy Code; shall retain 
and remain in possession after confirmation of this Plan of all causes of action as they may have 
under the Bankruptcy Code; and as Debtors-in-Possession shall be authorized to prosecute such 
actions as fully and completely as if the same were being prosecuted by a Trustee in 
Bankruptcy. 

In re Trackwell, Case No. 09-61596 (D. W. Mo. March 16, 2010) (emphasis supplied). 

The court's confirmation of the plan was effective to grant Judith plenary power to prosecute causes of 
action properly scheduled as assets of the bankruptcy estate. Such [*43] power presumably also included 
the power of a trustee in bankruptcy to assign claims possessed by the estate. If Judith had the power to 
assign claims constituting scheduled assets of the bankruptcy estate that reverted to her following 
confirmation of the bankruptcy plan, on the (inaccurate) arguendo assumption that the Assignment of 
Claims conferred a beneficial interest in the subject claims, Wickenkamp could properly assert standing to 
prosecute claims that had formally been scheduled as assets of the bankruptcy estate. 

As to claims falling into the second category - claims constituting unscheduled assets of the bankruptcy 
estate - as noted above such claims did not revert to the Trackwells following confirmation of the 
bankruptcy plan but rather remained within the bankruptcy estate. See 11 U.S.C. § 554(d); Alary, 283 
B.R. at 566 n. 14; Cusano, 264 F.3d at 945-946. The Ninth Circuit analyzes "omitted claims that a 
revested debtor seeks to prosecute after obtaining confirmation of a chapter 11 plan" under a judicial 
estoppel framework. Alary, 283 B.R. at 565. The Alary court discussed the analysis as follows: 

Judicial estoppel is an equitable doctrine that encompasses a number of different abuses. 

One form ofjudicial estoppel is preclusion of inconsistent positions, which [*44] estops a party from 
gaining advantage by taking one position and later seeking another advantage from an inconsistent 
position. New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 749-51, 149 L. Ed. 2d 968, 121 S. Ct. 1808 (2001); 
Hamilton [v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co.], 270 F.3d 778[,] 782-85 [(9th Cir. 2001)]; Rissetto v. 
Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 343, 94 F.3d 597, 600-01 (9th Cir. 1996); Russell v. Rolfs, 893 F.2d 
1033, 1037 (9th Cir. 1990); 18B Wright & Miller§ 4477. 
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The doctrine extends to incompatible statements and positions in different cases. Rissetto, 94 F.3d 
597. 

Independent of unfair advantage from inconsistent positions, judicial estoppel may be imposed: out of 
"general consideration of the orderly administration of justice and regard for the dignity of judicial 
proceedings;" or to "protect against a litigant playing fast and loose with the courts." Hamilton, 270 
F.3d 778 at 782; Russell, 893 F.2d at 1037. Moreover, it may be invoked "to protect the. integrity of 
the bankruptcy process." Hamilton, 270 F.3d 778 at 785. 

The Supreme Court, emphasizing that it was "not establishing inflexible prerequisites," noted that the 
decision to apply judicial estoppel is typically informed by whether there was a "clearly inconsistent" 
position, whether the first position was accepted by a court so that acceptance of a second position 
would create the perception that one of the courts was misled, and whether an unfair advantage or 
unfair detriment would result without an estoppel. New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. at 750-51 
("Additional considerations may inform the doctrine's application in specific factual contexts."). 

The Ninth [*45] Circuit requires that the inconsistent position have been "accepted" by the first court. 
Hamilton, 270 F.3d 778 at 783. In a functional sense, this satisfies the usual estoppel requirement of 
reliance. The focus of reliance is shifted from the opposing party to the court, which is in effect, the 
victim. 

In the bankruptcy context, the granting of a discharge is sufficient "acceptance" of the accuracy 
of schedules to provide a basis for judicial estoppel, even if the discharge is later revoked. 270 F .3d 
778 at 784. A bankruptcy court may also "accept" a debtor's defective assertion based on 
nondisclosure in such other ways as vacating the automatic stay or confirming a plan. Id.; Hay [v. 
First Interstate Bank, NA.], 978 F.2d 555[,] 557 [(9th Cir. 1992)]. 

The estoppel commonly takes the form of preventing the debtor from prosecuting, or otherwise 
enjoying the unscheduled property. See, e.g., Hamilton, 270 F.3d 778 at 785. 

Id. at 565-566 (emphasis supplied; footnote omitted). Because Judith was judicially estopped as of 
October 14, 2014, from prosecuting claims constituting unscheduled assets of the bankruptcy estate, it 
follows that Wickenkamp is similarly estopped from prosecuting those same claims on assignment from 
Judith. See Misic v. Building Service Employees Health & Welfare Trust, 789 F.2d 1374, 1378 n. 4 (9th 
Cir. 1986) (an "assignee stands in the shoes of the assignor, and, if the assignment is valid, has 
standing (*46] to assert whatever rights the assignor possessed"). 

As to claims falling into the third category - claims that accrued directly to Judith and/or Lloyd Sr. and 
were not possessed by the bankruptcy estate at any time - it is clear that such claims are outside the scope 
of the Assignment of Claims of October 14, 2014, which expressly purports to assign only claims 
possessed by the bankruptcy estate. Because there can be no argument that claims falling into the third 
category were effectively assigned to Wickenkamp, Wickenkamp necessarily lacks standing to prosecute 
such claims. 

For the foregoing reasons, even on the arguendo assumption that the Assignment of Claims could have 
conferred a beneficial interest in the claims within its scope, Wickenkamp's ninth and eleventh causes of 
action should be dismissed in their entirety without prejudice, and her sixth, seventh, tenth, twelfth, and 
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thirteenth causes of action should be dismissed without prejudice except to the limited extent that those 
claims may be premised on conduct relating to the purchase of the Imnaha River ranch.4 

III. Timeliness of the Claims Relating [*47] to Judith's Purchase of the Imnaha River Ranch 

Also in the alternative to their arguments regarding standing, the moving defendants argue that all of 
Wickenkamp's claims relating to Judith's purchase of the Imnaha River ranch are incurably time-barred. 
To the extent her claims appear time-barred as they are currently alleged, Wickenkamp requests the right 
to amend her pleading to allege facts purportedly tending to establish that they were timely brought, either 
because the operative facts were not discovered by Judith until significantly later than they occurred, 
because grounds exist for equitable tolling of the applicable limitations periods, and/or because the 
applicable limitations periods were extended during the pendency of the Trackwells' bankruptcy 
proceedings. On the arguendo assumption that Wickenkamp has standing to pursue her purchase-related 
claims, I agree with the moving defendants that each such claim's incurably time-barred. 

As noted above, on January 20, 2006, Judith filed a lawsuit in the District of Oregon against Donald 
Hubbard, Dorothy Hubbard, the then-trustees of the Hubbard Charitable trust, the AC3 defendants, and 
others. Judith amended her complaint for a (*48] third time in the course of those proceedings effective 
September 11, 2006. By and through her third amended complaint, Judith alleged (inter alia) the liability 
of the sellers of the Imnaha River ranch for knowingly misrepresenting that there were no dumps on the 
property notwithstanding the presence of several dumps on the property, the liability of Marilyn and AC3 
in connection with knowingly proffering a defective deed in connection with the closing of the 
Hubbard/Trackwell transaction and in connection with failing to disclose Ricker's and Gorsline's conflicts 
of interest and the fact that the Hubbard Charitable trust documents were not "in order," and the 
defendants' liability for conspiring to interfere with the Trackwells' operation of the Imnaha River ranch. 
Judith therefore demonstrably had actual, non-constructive knowledge of all of the potentially actionable 
conduct allegedly underlying her purchase-related claims by not later than September 11, 2006.5 

Wickenkamp's claims for breach of fiduciary duty and for conspiracy to intentionally interfere with 
economic relations are subject to the two-year limitations period codified at Or. Rev. Stat. 12.110(1). See 
Or. Rev. Stat. 12.110(1); see also Spirit Partners, LP v. Stoel Rives LLP, 212 Or. App. 295, 307, 157 P.3d 
1194 {2007) {breach of fiduciary duty); Caplener v. United States Nat'! Bank, 317 Or. 506, 508, 857 P.2d 
830 (1993) (intentional interference with economic relations). Those claims are subject to a common-law 
discovery rule pursuant to which they are deemed to have accrued when the plaintiff "knows or in the 
exercise of reasonable care should have known facts which would make a reasonable person aware of a 
substantial possibility that each of the three elements [*50] of a claim (harm, causation, and tortious 
conduct) exists." Kelly v. Lessner, 224 Or. App. 31, 36, 197 P.3d 52 (2008) (internal modifications 
omitted), quoting Gaston v. Parsons, 318 Or. 247, 256, 864 P.2d 1319 (1994). Thus, absent tolling or 

4 As noted above, Wickenkamp's eighth enumerated claim is not a cause of action. 

5 Moreover, on June 25, 2009, Judith filed a lawsuit in the Wallowa County Circuit Court against AC3 and FATC. By and through her 
complaint in that action, Judith alleged FATC and AC3's liability for negligent breach of contract, (*49] breach of the implied covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing, and fraud in connection with the Hubbard/Trackwell transaction, the exchange-facilitator contract, the title
insurance contract, and the escrow-closing agreement. Judith specifically alleged the defect in the title to the Imnaha River ranch, the 
undisclosed Riker conflict of interest, FATC's and AC3's actual knowledge at all material times tl1at the sellers' representation that the 
property contained no dumps was false when made, and FATC's and AC3's breach of the title-insurance contract by failing to make payment 
in response to Judith's demand of December 2008. 
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extension, Wickenkamp's purchase-related claims for breach of fiduciary duty and for conspiracy to 
intentionally interfere with economic relations (her first and tenth claims) are time-barred to the extent 
Judith was actually or constructively aware of the facts giving rise to them prior to October 16, 2012.6 

Because Judith had actual knowledge of the facts giving rise to these claims by not later than September 
11, 2006, absent tolling or extension the claims are necessarily incurably time-barred. 

Wickenkamp's various breach of contract claims are subject to the six-year limitations period codified at 
Or. Rev. Stat. 12.080. See Or. Rev. Stat. 12.080. No discovery rule is applicable to claims for breach of 
contract, which generally accrue when the breach occurs. See Waxman v. Waxman & Assocs., 224 Or. 
App. 499, 511-512, 198 P.3d 445 (2008). Thus, absent tolling or extension, Wickenkamp's claims for 
breach of contract (her second through fifth claims) are time-barred to the extent each relevant breach 
occurred prior to October 16, 2008.7 

Although it is difficult to detennine precisely what conduct underlies Wickenkamp's second claim [*52] 
for relief, styled as a claim for "negligent" breach of the exchange-facilitator contract, it is clear that that 
contract was breached, if at all, in 2005. It is similarly clear that all of the conduct alleged to constitute 
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing implied in the title-insurance contract 
(Wickenkamp's third claim for relief) and of the escrow-closing agreement (Wickenkamp's fifth claim for 
relief) likewise occurred in 2005. Because no discovery rule applies to claims of breach of contract, it is 
therefore clear that absent tolling or extension Wickenkamp's second, third, and fifth claims are 
necessarily incurably time-barred. 

As to the fourth claim for relief, premised on FATC's and AC3's alleged breach of the title-insurance 
contract, all of the conduct Wick:enkamp alleged by and through her second amended complaint to 
constitute breach of that contract occurred in 2005, such that the fourth claim is time-barred as alleged. 
Wickenkamp asserts that she can amend her fourth claim to cure its untimeliness, specifically by 
premising the claim on FA TC's failure to reimburse her for her attorney fees incurred in the litigation and 
arbitral proceedings initiated [*53] by Judith on January 20, 2006, which she characterizes as in part 
motivated by the impulse to defend Judith's title to the Imnaha River ranch. Wickenkamp takes the 
position that breach of the title-insurance contract did not occur until on or after December 31, 2008, 
when Judith first made a demand on FA TC for reimbursement of the attorney fees she had already 
incurred in those proceedings. 

It would be futile to grant Wickenkamp's request for leave to amend her fourth claim. As a matter of law, 
FATC had no obligation under the title-insurance contract to make any payment to Judith in connection 
with her demand of December 31, 2008, or otherwise to pay her fees in connection with the proceedings 

6 It appears likely that, because she did not serve any defendant with process within 120 days of filing her complaint in this action, 
Wickenkamp cannot rely on the date she initiated these proceedings to determine the timeliness of her claims, but rather must rely on the date 

of service of each defendant to determine whether her claims were timely brought as to each. See Torre v. Brickey, 278 F.3d 917, 919-920 
(9th Cir. 2002). In consequence, to be timely brought against the AC3 defendants (assuming that service on AC3 was sufficient to accomplish 
service on Marilyn), these claims would need to have accrued not earlier [*51] than March 11, 2013, the date two years before the date AC3 

was served, and to be timely brought against FATC, these claims would need to have accrued not earlier than February 12, 2013, the date two 
years before the date F ATC was reportedly served. 

7 As noted above, it appears likely that Wickenkamp must rely on date of service to determine the timeliness of her claims, rather than on the 
date this action was filed. See Torre, 278 F.3d at 919-920. In consequence, to be timely brought against the AC3 defendants, these claims 
would need to have accrued not earlier than March 11, 2009, and to be timely brought against FATC, these claims would need to have 
accrued not earlier than February 12, 2009. 
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initiated January 20, 2006. As noted above, F ATC's obligation to defend under the title-insurance contract 
was expressly limited to claims brought against Judith, and did not extend to prosecuting claims brought 
by Judith against third parties. Moreover, FATC's obligation to pay attorney fees was expressly limited to 
fees charged by attorneys selected by F ATC, to the exclusion of all other attorneys. In the absence of 
tolling or extension, Wickenkamp's fourth claim is therefore also incurably [*54] time-barred. 

Wickenkamp's UTPA claims are subject to the one-year limitations period and discovery rule set forth at 
Or. Rev. Stat. 646.638(6). See Or. Rev. Stat. 646.638(6). UTPA claims accrue when "the discovery of the 
unlawful method, act or practice at issue" is discovered. Id. Thus, absent tolling or extension, 
Wickenkarnp's UTPA claims (her sixth and seventh claims) are time-barred to the extent Judith was 
actually or constructively aware of the facts giving rise to them prior to October 16, 2013.8 Because Judith 
had actual knowledge of the facts giving rise to these claims by not later than September 11, 2006, absent 
tolling or extension the claims are necessarily incurably time-barred. 

Wickenkamp's racketeering claims are subject to a four-year limitations period. See Pincay v. Andrews, 
238 F.3d 1106, 1108 (9th Cir. 2001). Under the "injury discovery" rule, the [*55] limitations period 
begins to run when all elements of a racketeering claim exist and the plaintiff knows or should know she 
has been injured. Grimmett v. Brown, 75 F.3d 506, 512 (9th Cir. 1996). The plaintiff need not have 
discovered these acts were part of a pattern of racketeering activity for her claim to accrue. See id. at 510. 
Thus, absent tolling or extension, Wickenkamp's racketeering claims (her twelfth and thirteenth claims) 
are time-barred to the extent Judith was actually or constructively aware of any injury that resulted from 
the defendants' alleged conduct prior to October 16, 2010. 9 Because Judith had actual knowledge of injury 
flowing from conduct allegedly underlying these claims by not later than January 20, 2006, absent tolling 
or extension the claims are necessarily incurably time-barred. 

Wickenkamp offers [*56] two arguments in support of the propos1t10n that, notwithstanding the 
foregoing, her claims should not be dismissed on grounds of untimeliness. First, she argues that the 
defendants took steps to prevent Judith from learning some of the operative facts underlying her claims, 
and/or that Lloyd Jr. learned some of the facts supporting the racketeering and/or conspiracy claims in 
2013. On that basis, Wickenkamp argues that she is entitled to equitable tolling of the applicable statutes 
of limitations. This argument is unavailing because, for the reasons set forth above, regardless of what 
steps the defendants took to conceal their alleged wrongdoing and regardless of what Lloyd Jr. may have 
learned in 2013, Judith had actual knowledge of the facts underlying her purchase-related claims by 
September 11, 2006. See, e.g., Chuck v. Hewlett Packard Co., 455 F.3d 1026, 1033-1034 (9th Cir. 2006) 
(noting that a plaintiff with actual knowledge of the right to bring a judicial action may not rely on 
equitable tolling). 

8 As n()ted above, it appears likely that Wickenkamp must rely 011 date of service to determine the timeliness of her claims, rather than on the 

date this action was filed. See Torre, 278 F.3d at 919-920. In consequence, to be timely brought against the AC3 defendants, these claims 

would need to have accrued not earlier than March 11, 2014, and to be timely brought against FATC, these claims would need to have 
accrued not earlier than February 12, 2014. 

9 As noted above, it appears likely that Wickenkamp must rely on date of service to determine the timeliness of her claims, rather than on the 

date this action was filed. See Torre, 278 F.3d at 919-920. In consequence, to be timely brought against the AC3 defendants, these claims 
would need to have accrued not earlier than March 11, 2011, and to be timely brought against FA TC, these claims would need to have 
accrued not earlier than February 12, 2011. 
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Second, Wickenkamp argues that all applicable limitations periods were extended during the pendency of 
the Trackwells' bankruptcy proceedings, such that her claims were timely brought. This argument is 
premised on a fundamental misunderstanding of applicable [*57] bankruptcy law. The filing of a petition 
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy imposes an automatic stay of legal proceedings against the debtor, but imposes 
no such stay as to legal proceedings brought by the debtor against third parties. See 11 U.S.C.§ 362(a); see 
also, e.g., In re Chugach Forest Prods., 23 F.3d 241, 246.(9th Cir. 1994) ("[a]s a general rule, 'the 
automatic stay of section 362(a) protects only the debtor, property of the debtor or property of the estate ... 
[and] does not protect non-debtor parties or their property"), quoting In re Advanced Ribbons & Office 
Prods., 125 Bankr. 259, 263 (Bankr. 9th Cir. 1991). As to pre-petition claims possessed by the debtor, 
such claims may be subject to an extension of applicable limitations periods for up to two years, but only 
until a maximum of two years after the bankruptcy petition is filed. See 11 U.S.C. § 108(a); § 30l(b); see 
also, e.g., In re Smith, 235 F.3d 472, 475 (9th Cir. 2000). Here, the Section 108(a) extension could have 
been triggered as to claims not yet expired as of July 15, 2009, but only until July 15, 2011, at the latest. 
This action was not filed until October 16, 2014. 

For the foregoing reasons, even on the arguendo assumption that the Assignment of Claims could have 
conferred a beneficial interest in the claims within its scope, Wickenkamp's first through fifth claims 
should be dismissed in their entirety with prejudice, and her sixth, seventh, tenth, twelfth, and 
thirteenth (*58] claims should be dismissed with prejudice to the extent that those claims may be 
premised on conduct relating to the purchase of the Imnaha River ranch (and thus survived dismissal on 
judicial estoppel grounds). 

IV. Other Merits Arguments 

In the further alternative to their arguments regarding standing and in the alternative to their arguments 
regarding judicial estoppel and timeliness, the moving defendants argue that Wickenkamp's allegations in 
support of her UTPA claims, antitrust claim, and racketeering claims fail on their merits to state any claim 
upon which relief can be granted. The court need not reach these arguments, but in the interest of assuring 
a fully informed disposition of the motions before the court, I nevertheless analyze them briefly. 

As to the moving defendants' argument that the antitrust claim caimot survive dismissal on its merits, I 
agree with the moving defendants that an ai1titrust action under Oregon law requires defendant conduct 
constituting "the willful acquisition or maintenance" of monopoly power, Willamette Dental Group, P. C. 
v. Oregon Dental Serv. Corp., 130 Or. App. 487, 492-493, 882 P.2d 637 (1994), and that Wickenkamp 
has alleged no such conduct. Because the defect in Wickenk11mp's allegations of conduct constituting 
violation of Oregon's antitrust law [*59] is subject to cure by amendment, should the court reach this 
argument Wickenkamp's ninth claim would be subject to dismissal without prejudice on merits grounds. 

As to the moving defendants' argument that the UTP A claims cannot survive dismissal on their merits, I 
disagree with the moving defendants' argument that the UTP A is wholly inapplicable here because the 
purchase of a ranch does not constitute commerce or trade. It is unclear from Wickenkamp's allegations to 
what extent the Imnaha River ranch was purchased for business rather than personal reasons, but it is 
fairly clear that the Trackwells attempted to run the ranch as a business to at least some extent. As such, 
the UTPA appears at least potentially applicable to the complained-of conduct. See Or. Rev. Stat. 
646.608(1). 
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As to the moving defendants' argument that the racketeering claims cannot survive dismissal on their 
merits, ,I disagree with the moving defendants' argument that Wickenkamp has failed to allege concrete 
injury to Judith flowing from the complained-of conduct. Judith has alleged economic losses in 
connection with her purchase of the Imnaha River ranch, her efforts to run it as a business, and its 
subsequent sale at auction. 

V. FATC's [*60] Entitlement to UTPA Fees 

FATC argues that it is entitled to award of its attorney fees reasonably incurred in connection with 
litigating Wickenkamp's UTPA claim against it (her seventh claim for relief). Entitlement to fees in an 
action brought under UTPA is governed by Or. Rev. Stat. 646.638(3), which provides that "[t]he court 
may award reasonable attorney fees and costs at trial and on appeal to a prevailing plaintiff in an action 
under this section," and further that "[t]he court may award reasonable attorney fees and costs at trial and 
on appeal to a prevailing defendant only if the court fmds that an objectively reasonable basis for bringing 
the action or asserting the ground for appeal did not exist." Or. Rev. Stat. 646.638(3) (emphasis supplied). 

F ATC takes the position that it is entitled to fees in connection with Wickenkamp's UTPA claim against it 
because that claim was clearly time-barred. However, as alleged, the claim was only to a limited extent 
based on conduct occurring outside the statute of limitations; to the extent not so premised, it is subject to 
dismissal without prejudice on grounds of standing or of judicial estoppel, and the court will not consider 
its merits. Because in no event will the court make a finding as to (*61] whether the UTPA claim has a 
reasonable basis to the extent premised on conduct not related to the purchase of the Inmaha River ranch, 
the court should not award FATC its fees pursuant to Section 638(3). 

VI. Cogency and Clarity of Wickenkamp's Allegations 

The moving defendants argue that all of Wickenkamp's claims are subject to dismissal with prejudice for 
violation of the Federal Civil Procedure Rule 8(a) mandate that pleadings contain short and plain 
statements of claims. It is the moving defendants' position that, because Wickenkamp was at one time a 
licensed attorney (now disbarred), she should be held to a high pleading standard not normally applicable 
to pro se litigants, such that her claims should be summarily dismissed without an opportunity to amend 
her pleading to state her allegations more cogently or clearly. 

I disagree that the claims are subject to dismissal with prejudice at this stage of these proceedings, where 
the court has not yet admonished Wickenkamp for the state of her pleading. However, I agree with the 
moving defendants that Wickenkamp's second amended complaint is rambling, lacks cogency, contains 
internal inconsistencies, and is at times incomprehensible. 

For the foregoing reasons, [*62] to the extent, if any, that the court may find that any claim as to which 
Wickenkamp has standing and faces no judicial estoppel barrier either survives dismissal or is subject to 
dismissal only without prejudice, Wickenkamp should be ordered to amend her pleading to restate such 
claim in a manner compliant with Rule 8(a). 

VII. Service 

As noted above, there is no suggestion in the record that Wickenkamp has served any defendant herein 
other than the current moving defendants. To the extent that any claim asserted in this action survives 
dismissal, the court should order Wickenkamp to effect service on all defendants named in such claim that 
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have not yet been served within thirty days or face summary dismissal of her claims to the extent alleged 
against any unserved defendant. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, FATC's motion (#41) to dismiss and defendants AC3's and Marilyn's 
motion (#44) to dismiss should each be granted in part and denied in part as discussed above and: 

(i) all of Wickenkamp's claims asserted herein should be dismissed without prejudice for lack of 
standing; 

(ii) in the alternative, each of Wickenkamp's claims to the extent not premised on Judith's purchase of 
the Imnaha [*63) River ranch should be dismissed without prejudice on judicial estoppel grounds, and 
each of her claims to the extent premised on Judith's purchase of the Imnaha River ranch should be 
dismissed with prejudice as incurably time-barred; or 
(iii) in the further alternative, Wickenkamp's antitrust claim should be dismissed without prejudice on 
merits grounds; and, to the extent that any of Wickenkamp's claims as to which she has standing and 
faces no judicial estoppel barrier survives dismissal with prejudice, Wickenkamp should be directed 
to amend her pleading to restate such claim in a manner compliant with Federal Civil Procedure Rule 
8(a) and to effect service within thirty days on any defendant named in such claim that has not yet 
been served. 

A final judgment should be prepared. 

SCHEDULING ORDER 

The Findings and Recommendation will be referred to a district judge. Objections, if any, are due fourteen 
(14) days from service of the Findings and Recommendation. If no objections are filed, then the Findings 
and Recommendation will go under advisement on that date. 

If objections are filed, then a response is due fourteen (14) days after being served with a copy of the 
objections. When the response is [*64] due or filed, whichever date is earlier, the Findings and 
Recommendation will go under advisement. 

NOTICE 

A party's failure to timely file objections to any of these findings will be considered a waiver of that 
party's right to de novo consideration of the factual issues addressed herein and will constitute a waiver of 
the party's right to review of the findings of fact in any order or judgment entered by a district judge. 
These Findings and Recommendation are not immediately appealable to the Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals. Any notice of appeal pursuant to Rule 4(a)(l) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 
should not be filed until entry ofjudgment. 

Dated this 28th day of September, 2015. 

/s/ Paul Papak 

Honorable Paul Papak 

United States Magistrate Judge 
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Opinion 

[*809] MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

Miller, J. 

Plaintiff/appellant David J. Adams d/b/a Bulldog Construction Services (Assignee) appeals the April 23, 
2007 order of United States Bankruptcy Judge A. Bruce Campbell holding that Assignee Is not a real 
party in interest and therefore does not have standing to maintain an adversary proceeding against 
Defendant/appellee Trudy Ann Thomas (Debtor). There are essentially two issues on appeal: (1) whether 
a valid assignment from Debtor's creditors to Assignee occurred; (2) whether the assigned claims are 
those of the creditor corporations, rather than the Assignee as an individual, such that the corporations 
must be represented by counsel and not the pro se Assignee in the adversary proceeding. 

I have considered the parties' written and oral arguments, as well as the evidence contained in the record 
on appeal from the Bankruptcy Court. For the reasons set forth below, I will affirm Judge Campbell's 
decision, [**2] but on alternative grounds. 

Background 
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Debtor was an officer, director, and 20% shareholder of a construction company, [*810] Home 
Improvement Plus, Inc. ("HIP"). HIP filed for bankruptcy on January 19, 2005. Debtor filed an individual 
Chapter 7 petition for bankruptcy on October 12, 2005, which sought to discharge HIP debts attributable 
to her personally. Another HIP officer and shareholder, John Lucio ("Lucio"), filed a personal bankruptcy 
petition on January 25, 2005, also seeking to discharge certain debts of HIP. 

Assignee filed adversary proceedings in the bankruptcy cases of both Debtor (Adv. Pro. No. 06-1133 
ABC, filed January 6, 2006) and Lucio (Adv. Proc. No. 05-1348 ABC, filed April 21, 2005). In both 
cases, he purported to be the assignee of claims held by various HIP subcontractors allegedly owed money 
from HIP, specifically: (1) Kycon, Inc., (2) New Frontier Concrete, Inc., (3) Rich Garcia Concrete, (4) Big 
Hom Roll-Off Services LLC, and (5) Hirschfield Home Improvement. In both adversary proceedings, 
Assignee contested the discharge of the subcontractor debts under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(4). Specifically, he 
claimed that Debtor had violated the provisions of C.R.S. § 38-22-127 (the [**3] "Trust Fund Statute"), 
which requires that all funds disbursed to any contractor in a construction project be held in trust for 
payment to "subcontractors, laborer or material suppliers, or laborers who have furnished laborers, 
materials, services, or labor, who have a lien, or may have a lien, against the property ...." C.R.S. § 38
22-127(1). The Trust Fund statute also imposes record keeping obligations on contractors. C.R.S. § 38-22
127(4). Colorado courts have held that section 38-22-127 creates a fiduciary duty or trust relationship 
running to those identified in the statute. Alexander Co. v. Packard, 754 P.2d 780, 782 (Colo. App. 1988). 
The Trust Fund Statute also provides that failure to keep disbursed funds in trust is theft, entitling injured 
parties to pursue remedies under the civil theft statute, including treble damages. C.R.S. § 18-4-405. The 
Tenth Circuit has established that a debt owed under the Trust Fund Statute is not dischargeable pursuant 
to the exception for fiduciary fraud or defalcation set forth in 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(4). Jn re Regan, 477 F.3d 
1209, 1211 n. 1 (10th Cir. 2007). 

Debtor filed a Motion to Dismiss the adversary proceeding on the theory that Assignee [**4] was not the 
real party in interest because the assignments were not valid. Judge Campbell denied the motion but 
bifurcated the trial so as to first address the issue of Assignee's status. At trial, the written assignments 
were entered into evidence and the principals of the subcontracting entities each gave testimony. The 
written assignments are simple one-page documents which provide that the subcontractor assigns the 
rights and claims to Assignee and will receive 50% of whatever Assignee recovers as a result of his 
collection efforts. Four of the assignments are identical and provide as follows: 

I, [subcontractor], do hereby fully and completely assign to David J. Adams, all rights to any and all 
claims [subcontractor] has or may have against Home Improvement Plus, Inc., John Lucio, Trudy 
Thomas, Wesley Thomas, or any other individual or entity, arising from any transaction or agreement 
with Home Improvement Plus, Inc., John Lucio, Trudy Thomas, Wesley Thomas, or any of their 
authorized agents. Consideration for this assignment shall be 50% of any amounts collected by David 
J. Adams on this claim. It is understood that this Assignment shall make David J. Adams the sole 
party in interest [**5] to any action regarding these claims, and that [subcontractor] shall have no 
right to. any action relating to these claims until such time that Adams assigns those rights to 
[subcontractor]. This "Assignment of Rights to Claim" represents the full and complete agreement 
between [subcontractor] and David J. Adams. 

[*811] The fifth assignment, from New Frontier Concrete, Inc., simply assigns the rights, with no 
provisions regarding sharing of recovery or any other kind of consideration. 
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Each subcontractor gave essentially the same testimony at trial: (1) the subcontractor intended to give 
Assignee all rights to the claim; (2) the subcontractor does not believe he/it owns a claim or has any rights 
against Debtor unless the claim is reassigned; (3) the subcontractor has taken no action to collect on the 
debt; (4) the subcontractor has no control ov~r Assignee or the litigation. Only one assignment is dated 
(that of New Frontier Concrete, dated April 4, 2005) and there was no testimony as to when the other 
assignments occurred. It is undisputed that Assignee is not an attorney and that he solicited the 
assignments from these subcontractors. 

Assignee has appeared in several prior bankruptcy cases asserting [**6] the same types of claims as a 
purported assignee of the debtor's creditors. See In re Tamminga, Bankr. Case No. 04-21621 MER, Adv. 
Proc. Case No. 04-1797 MER; In re Pederson, Bankr. Case No. 04-23668 HRT, Adv. Proc. Case No. 04
1858 HRT. 1 In both Tamminga and Pederson, Assignee's claims were dismissed on the grounds that he 
was not the real party in interest because the assignments did not completely and irrevocably vest title to 
the claims in Assignee. Those decisions in large part rested on an ancillary agreement for collection 
signed by the subcontractors, which gave the subcontractors the right to unilaterally cancel the collection 
agreement, and presumably revoke the assignments. At oral argument in this case, the parties explained 
that the subcontractors here signed identical collection agreements. After the decisions in Tamminga and 
Pederson, however, Assignee replaced the agreements with the current assignment forms, apparently with 
the intent to supersede the collection agreements. 

Bankruptcy Court Order 

Judge Campbell dismissed the adversary proceeding in [**7] an oral ruling on April 23, 2007 based on his 
conclusion that Assignee was not the real party in interest. Trial Transcript at 78. Judge Campbell found 
the witnesses to be credible and sincere. Id. He noted that the assignments "purport on their face to be 
absolute" but determined that the assignments in fact were not indefeasible. Id. Specifically, he concluded 
that the subcontractors still had a stake in the action and that Assignee could not simply walk away from 
the claims without leaving the subcontractors redress. Id. at 78-79. He contrasted this assignment to one 
where a collection agency pays up front for the claim and can then decide to abandon the claim. Id. at 79. 
In this situation, however, Judge Campbell concluded that Assignee could not simply abandon the claims. 
Since the subcontractors still had a stake, the assignments were not indefeasible and Assignee was not the 
real party in interest. Id. at 80. Accordingly, Assignee was acting in a representative capacity and could 
not prosecute the claims pro se. Id. Judge Campbell characterized the relationship as a kind of partnership 
whereby Assignee took on the burden of litigation and the subcontractors took a passive role [**8] or 
participated as much as necessary for the claims to succeed. Id. at 81. However, Judge Campbell noted, 
partnerships are also precluded from appearing in court except through counsel. Id. 2 

[*812] Standard of Review 

The district court functions as an appellate court and is authorized to affirm, reverse, modify or remand 
the Bankruptcy Court's ruling. Bankr. R. 8013. I may set aside that court's findings of fact only if they are 
clearly erroneous. In re Blehm Land & Cattle Co., 859 F.2d 137, 138 (10th Cir. 1988). Conclusions oflaw 
are subject to de nova review. Id. Mixed questions of fact and law are reviewed de nova if they involve 

1In other previous cases, the parties settled or the issue otherwise was not resolved in the course of the proceedings. 

2 Judge Campbell then dismissed the adversary proceeding in the Lucio case, concluding that it involved the identical issues and evidence. 

The appeal of the Lucio adversary proceeding is now pending as Case No. 07-cv-01080-LTB. 
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primarily legal issues and for clear error if they involve primarily factual considerations. In re Wes Dor 
Inc., 996 F.2d. 237, 241 (10th Cir. 1993). Legal conclusions drawn from facts are reviewed de novo. In re 
GolfCourse Builders Leasings, Inc., 768 F.2d 1167, 1169 (10th Cir. 1985). 

Discussion 

The Bankruptcy Rules incorporate Fed. R. Civ. P. 17 [**9) regarding real parties in interest. Fed. R. 
Bankr. P. 7017. In making the determination of whether an assignee is a real party in interest here, I refer 
to the substantive law of Colorado. Hoeppner Constr. Co. v. United States, 287 F.2d 108, 111 (10th Cir. 
1960). 

There is no real dispute that an assignee for collection may bring suit in his own name as the real party in 
interest to recover on the claim. See, e.g., Platte Valley Mortgage Corp. v. Bickett, 916 P.2d 631, 633 
(Colo. App. 1996) ("An assignee of a debt for collection is also a real party in interest."); see also 
Thibodeaux v. Creditors Serv., Inc., 191 Colo. 215, 551 P.2d 714, 715-16 (Colo. 1976) (licensed 
collection agency is real party in interest in action as assignee of creditor; such actions are not against 
public policy and do not amount to unauthorized practice of law). Colorado law also recognizes the 
transferability of a chose in action. See Ford v. Summertree Lane Ltd. Liability Co., 56 P.3d 1206, 1209 
(Colo. App. 2002) (a chose in action, defined as, "[a] right to receive or recover a debt, or money, or 
damages for breach of contract, or for a tort connected with contract, but which cannot be enforced 
without action," is transferable [**10) personal property) (citations omitted). The issue in this case (as it 
was in the previous cases involving Assignee) is whether the assignments to Assignee are valid and vest 
indefeasible title in Assignee and, secondarily, whether Assignee may litigate the assigned claims prose. 

Assignee argues that an assignee of a contingency fee assignment for collection is a real party in interest 
and cites various cases which do support this proposition; none of them, however, address the issue ofpro 
se collection litigation. Assignee also cites various provisions of the Colorado Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act ("CFDCP A") for the proposition that he, as a person collecting a debt received by 
assignment, is entitled to bring these actions. See, e.g., C.R.S. § 12-14-103(2)(a) (defining "collection 
agency"). However, it does not appear that this statute is applicable, as the definition of "debt" under the 
CFDCP A includes amounts owed by a consumer, but not by a business. C.R.S. § 12-14-103( 6). 3 

Nonetheless, I cannot affirm the Bankruptcy Court's ruling on the same grounds as the Tamminga and 
Pederson decisions, which Debtor heavily relied upon in her brief on appeal. I see no evidence in the 
record to support the [*813] Bankruptcy Court's determination that the subcontractors here retained an 
interest in the claims, beyond their contingent right to payment. On their face, the assignments appear 
irrevocable. The unrebutted testimony of the subcontractors was that they expected nothing more than a 
portion of a recovery. The assignments do not contain an obvious right to revoke 4 in the event that 
Assignee fails to pursue the claims. Indeed, Assignee appears to have full control of the claims. As the 

3 It should be noted that Assignee argued in the Bankruptcy Court as well as in his reply brief on appeal that he was not required to be 

licensed under the CFDCPA or otherwise comply with its provisions [**11] because he is not collecting a consumer debt. See, e.g., Reply at 
2. 

4 The assignments are at best ambiguous regarding revocation, as they provide that the subcontractor "shall have no right to any action 
relating to these claims until such time that Adams assigns those rights" back to the subcontractor. Although there was some exploration of 
the meaning of this term in the trial, it was not clearly established whether the subcontractors believed they could revoke the assignments if 
they were dissatisfied with Assignee's actions. 
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Assignee stated in argument, he could decide not to pursue the claim against Debtor, even to the extent of 
releasing Debtor. The Assignor-Subcontractors would have no right against Debtor as their only remedy 
would be against the Assignee. Still, this is not an absolute assignment for present consideration -- i.e., an 
exchange of$ 10,000 for a $ 100,000 claim. It is essentially an assignment for a contingent fee and is 
[**12] clearly distinguishable from transferring all one's interest in a claim for a present consideration. 5 

Accordingly, I conclude the focus should be on the contingent fee arrangement and not simply on the 
unconditional assignment. 

In Debtor's supplemental brief, which I requested after oral argument, she provides more support for her 
argument that the assignments here are invalid because of equitable or public policy reasons. Whether a 
claim under the Trust Fund Statute is non-assignable appears to be an issue of first impression in Colorado 
and I have been unsuccessful in finding authority from other jurisdictions [**13] relating to similar 
statutes. The case law cited by Debtor demonstrates that a claim under the Trust Fund Statute may be 
distinguishable from a simple contract debt and, instead, may fall into one of the several exceptions to 
assignability carved out by several Colorado court decisions. 

"While the law favors assignability of rights generally, it does not allow assignments for matters of 
personal trust or confidence, or for personal services." Roberts v. Holland & Hart, 857 P.2d 492, 495 
(Colo. App. 1993). The court in Roberts detennined that a legal malpractice claim involves matters of 
personal trust and confidence and was therefore not assignable. Id. The court's decision also rested on, 
policy grounds, noting concerns that "[t]he assignment of such claims could relegate the legal malpractice 
action to the market place and convert it to a commodity to be exploited and transferred to economic 
bidders who have never had a professional relationship with the attorney and to whom the attorney has 
never owed a legal duty ... ."Id. (quoting Goodley v. Wank & Wank, Inc., 62 Cal. App. 3d 389, 397, 133 
Cal. Rptr. 83, 87 (1976)). This commercialization of malpractice claims could encourage [**14) litigation, 
promote champerty, and force attorneys to defend themselves against strangers, placing a great burden on 
the legal profession, the judicial system, and could disrupt the attorney-client relationship. Id. at 495-96 
(quoting Goodley). 

More recently, a division of the Colorado Court of Appeals also held that a wrongful death claim is not 
assignable. Espinosa v. Perez, 165 P.3d 770 (Colo. App. 2007) (cert. denied Aug. 27, 2007). The division 
noted [*814] that, at common law, "only property claims were assignable because they survived death." 
165 P.3d at 773. A wrongful death claim is a creature of statute, providing a cause of action in favor of a 
limited class of designated persons who presumably have a "personal and close relationship" with the 
decedent. Id. The division also expressed concern that "permitting assignment of a wrongful death claim 
would increase the risks associated with maintenance and champerty." Id. at 773-74. 

In a related issue, a number of recent cases from state and federal courts in Colorado have addressed 
whether statutory claims based on receipt of unwanted faxes are assignable. In two related rulings, my 
colleague former Chief Judge Babcock determined that [**15] such claims, based on the Colorado 
Consumer Protection Act ("CCPA"), C.R.S. § 6-1-101 et seq., and Telephone Consumer Protection Act 
("TCPA"), 47 U.S.C. § 227 et seq., were not assignable. See US Fax Law Center, Inc. v. iHire, Inc., 362 
F. Supp. 2d 1248 (D. Colo. 2005) (analyzing the TCPA) ("iHire I"), affd 476 F.3d 1112 (10th Cir. 2007); 
US Fax Law Center, Inc. v. iHire, Inc., 374 F. Supp. 2d 924 (D. Colo. 2005) (analyzing CCPA) ("iHire 
II''). Chief Judge Babcock's analysis in iHire L regarding whether a TCPA claim is assignable, 1s 

5 Such an exchange is based on the classic notion that a bird in the hand is worth more than two or more in the bush. 
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informative. It begins again with the premise that only a cause of action that survives the death of a party 
can be assigned. 362 F. Supp. 2d at 1251. Under Colorado's survival statute, C.R.S. § 13-20-101(1), 
punitive damages and penalties may not be recovered, and damages are limited to "loss of earnings and 
expenses sustained or incurred prior to death." Id. Moreover, under Colorado law, personal torts not based 
on injury to property do not survive the life of the individual claiming party. Id. Chief Judge Babcock thus 
concluded that claims under the TCP A, which is designed to protect privacy interests, would not be 
assignable because they "amount to (**16] personal-injury privacy claims." Id. at 1252. 

Finally, Chief Judge Babcock held on an alternative ground that a TCPA claim is not assignable because 
the statute is penal in nature. Id. at 1253 ("Generally, the right to recover a penalty is not assignable in the 
absence of express statutory language to the contrary because the assignability of such claims encourages 
litigation.") Using a four-part test outlined in Palmer v. A.H. Robins Co., 684 P.2d 187, 214 (Colo. 1984), 
Chief Judge Babcock determined that the TCPA was penal, as it: (1) created a new and distinct statutory 
cause of action; (2) requires no proof of actual damages as a condition of recovery; (3) imposes a penalty 
in excess of actual damages; ( 4) serves the public interest through a deterrent effect by the damages 
awarded. Id. See also McKenna v. Oliver, 159 P.3d 697, 699-700 (Colo. App. 2006) (citing iHire I 
decision with approval and holding that TCP A claim amounts to a claim of a violation of right to privacy 
and not assignable). 

Even though these assignments may appear to be in the nature of property assignments, I agree with 
Debtor that a number of the policies and issues identified in the Roberts, Espinosa, and iHire [**17] I and 
iHire II cases are present here. Here, the statute at issue creates a cause of action for specifically identified 
parties and is silent on assignability. 6 The Trust Fund Statute creates a statutory fiduciary duty, which 
appears to be personal to those who have provided goods or services to a construction project. Although 
not implicating precisely the same concerns [*815] as the relationship between attorney and client or 
between close family members, the duty nonetheless is based on the relationship between the parties, to 
which Assignee is undisputably a stranger. The obligation of a general contractor or subcontractor to 
ensure that the parties supplying materials and services to a construction project are compensated arises 
because the subcontractors and materialmen are not paid directly by the property owner but rather 
indirectly though the general contractor, which then places the contractor in a position of trust in relation 
to those protected by the Trust Fund Statute. This also distinguishes the assignment of a Trust Fund claim 
from the collection of a simple contract debt or accounts receivable. I am reluctant to conclude that 
Debtor's statutorily-created fiduciary duty to [**18] the parties actually providing services or material, and 
who have or could have a lien on the subject property, can be transferred by way of assignment to a third 
party by virtue of transferring the contract debt. 

I am particularly troubled by the assignment of a claim under the Trust Fund Statute because of the 
imported civil theft treble damages penalty. As noted above and as demonstrated by Assignee's conduct, 
permitting assignment of the claim and its potential for large penalties promotes litigation and solicitation 
of assignments, which would be prohibited of an attorney as champerty. The Trust Fund Statute, in 
combination with the treble damages provision of the civil theft statute, also satisfies several of the criteria 
of a penal, as opposed to a remedial, statute. See In re Marriage ofAllen, 724 P.2d 651, 656 (Colo. 1986) 
(civil theft statute is intended to be punitive, rather than remedial). For example, the cause of action is 

6 The civil theft statute also limits a cause of action to the "owner" of stolen property and does not expressly contemplate assignment of such a 
claim. C.R.S. § 18-4-405. 
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created by statute, imposes a penalty significantly in excess of actual damages, [**19] and serves a public 
policy interest of protecting subcontractors by creating a strong deterrent to misappropriation of funds 
disbursed by a property owner to a general contractor. 

Based on the above, I conclude that the courts of the state of Colorado would hold that claims under the 
Trust Fund Statute are not assignable on a contingency fee basis for collection purposes. 

Further, Assignee's actions may also be considered to be the unlawful practice of law. Under the terms of 
the assignments, Assignee promises to share the proceeds of his recovery with the assigning 
subcontractors. Accordingly, he is still acting in a representative capacity to some extent and not 
exclusively on his own behalf. It is well established that although a natural person may represent himself 
or herself in court, a business entity must be represented by counsel. 7 Flora Cons tr. Co. v. Fireman's 
Fund Ins. Co., 307 F.2d 413, 414 (10th Cir. 1962). There is significant authority from other jurisdictions 
demonstrating that courts will look past the legal title to determine whether a pro se purported assignee is 
circumventing rules and statutes requiring that corporations be represented by counsel in legal 
proceedings. [**20] See, e.g., Pridgen v. Andresen, 113 F.3d 391, 393 (2d Cir. 1997) ("appearance prose 
denotes (in law latin) appearance for one's self; so that a person ordinarily may not appear prose in the 
cause of another person or entity"; lay person may not assert pro se a claim assigned to litigant by the 
corporation); Palazzo v. Gulf Oil Corp., 764 F.2d 1381, 1385 (1 lth Cir. 1985) (assignment of corporate 
claim to corporate officer did not obviate [*816] requirement that corporation be represented by counsel); 
Jones v. Niagara Frontier Transp. Auth., 722 F.2d 20, 23 (2d. Cir. 1983) (noting that federal courts have 
disapproved "any circumvention of the rule [of corporate representation by counsel] by the procedural 
device of an assignment of the corporation's claims to the lay individual"); Jones v. Dacosta, 930 F. Supp. 
223, 225 (D. Md. 1996) (corporation may not assign interest in case to individual in order to permit 
individual to litigate claim pro se); Capital Group, Inc. v. Gaston & Snow, 768 F. Supp. 264, 265-66 
(E.D. Wis., 1991)(same holding); Roberts v. State Dep't ofRevenue, 162 P. 3d 1214, 1220 (Alaska 2007) 
(business's assignment of claim to owner was invalid attempt to circumvent statutory [**21] requirement 
that business be represented by an attorney); Driscoll v. TR. White Co., Inc., 441 Mass. 1009, 805 N. E.2d 
482 (Mass. 2004) (assigmnent of corporations claims by corporation to sole shareholder could not 
authorize non-attorney shareholder to represent corporation in court). But see Traktman v. City of New 
York, 182 A.D.2d 814, 582 N.Y.S.2d 808 (corporation's assignment of claim to its employee did not 
violate statutes prohibiting corporation from appearing prose). 

Finally, while it is established in Colorado that an assignment for collection to a collection agency is not 
the unauthorized practice of law if the collection agency retains counsel, see Thibodeaux, supra, it is 
unclear whether the Colorado courts would hold the same if the agency is a sole proprietorship acting pro 
se. As long as the subcontractors are not selling their claim for present consideration but instead are 
retaining an interest in the proceeds of the claims, Assignee is acting partially on their behalf in a 
representative capacity. By pursuing litigation [**22] to recover on the claims, he is arguably taking 
actions amounting to the practice of law. Unauthorized Practice ofLaw Committee ofthe Supreme Court 
ofColorado v. Grimes, 654 P.2d 822, 825 (Colo. 1982) (respondent's actions in accepting fees, preparing 
legal motions, notices, memoranda, and advising members of the public as to what he thought their legal 
rights and obligations were amounted to unauthorized practice of law). Courts in other jurisdictions have 

7 Assignee has cited a number of cases in which a corporation assigned a claim to an individual to prosecute, but none of the cases appear to 
involve pro se litigation by the assignee. 
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held that similar practices amount to the unauthorized practice of law. See, e.g., In re UPL Advisory 
Opinion 2002-1,277 Ga. 521, 591 S.E.2d 822 (Ga. 2004) (approving advisory opinion from the Standing 
Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of Law that an individual collector, not an attorney, who accepts 
transfer of an outstanding account from a physician for a set fee or contingency fee and thereafter files suit 
to recover debt is engaging in the unauthorized practice of law unless physician relinquishes all legal and 
financial interest in the accounts). 

In light of the extent to which Assignee's practice of soliciting assignments of claims under the Trust Fund 
Statute and litigating them pro se runs afoul of several policy interests well [**23] founded in Colorado 
law, I conclude that the assignments from the subcontractors here are invalid. Accordingly, Assignee is 
not the real party in interest and has no standing to challenge the discharge of the debts in Debtor's 
bankruptcy proceeding. 

Accordingly, it is ordered: 

1. The decision of the Bankruptcy Court is affirmed. 

DATED at Denver, Colorado, on March 25, 2008. 

BY THE COURT: 

sf Walker D. Miller 

United States District Judge 

End of Document 
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LAS COLLECTION MANAGEMENT vs. JUANA PAGAN. 

Subsequent History: As Corrected January 3, 2007. 
Appeal after remand at Las Collection Mgmt. v. Pagan, 2008 Mass. App. Unpub. LEXIS 607 (Mass. App. 
Ct., June 25, 2008) 

Prior History: [***1] Worcester. Civil action commenced in the Worcester County Division of the 
Housing Court Department on June 15, 2001. A motion to dismiss was heard by Diana H. Horan, J. The 
Supreme Judicial Court granted an application for direct appellate review. 

Case Summary 

Procedural Posture 
The owner of a property management agent for a property owner filed a complaint in the Worcester 
County Division of the Housing Court Department (Massachusetts), seeking injunctive relief against 
defendant tenant. The tenant filed an answer and counterclaims. The housing court issued a judgment in 
favor of the agent, the tenant appealed, and the court granted the tenant's application for direct appellate 
review. 

Overview 
There was no question that the property management agent's owner engaged in the practice of law. She 
filed a complaint for injunctive relief, signed the complaint as an agent of the property owner, managed 
the prosecution of the complaint, and cross-examined witnesses. The housing court's reliance on 
definitions of "owner" in the State Sanitary Code and the State Building Code to conclude that the 
property management agent was a real party in interest was erroneous: no rights of the property 
management agent were involved in the case. The property management agent was not entitled to proceed 
prose. Nor could the property management agent proceed on any other basis, because the judicial branch 
alone determined what constituted the practice of law, and the court had never held that an agent could 
practice law on behalf of a principal. A property agent who was not an attorney could not represent a 
property owner in a lawsuit in the housing court. The housing court judge erred in denying the tenant's 
motion to dismiss on the ground that the property management agent engaged in the unauthorized practice 
oflaw. 

Outcome 
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The judgment for the property management agent was vacated and the complaint was dismissed. The case 
was remanded to the housing court for consideration of the tenant's counterclaims concerning the 
unauthorized practice of law. 

LexisNexis® Headnotes 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HNI[.!.] Permission to practise law is within the exclusive cognizance of the judicial department. Statutes 
may provide penalties for the unlicensed practice of law, but may not extend the privilege. Plainly the 
commencement and prosecution for another of legal proceedings in court, and the advocacy for another of 
a cause before a court are reserved exclusively for members of the bar. 

Civil Procedure > Attorneys > General Overview 

HN2[~] Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 221, § 46, expressly prohibits a corporation or association from appearing 
in court without being represented by an attorney. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 221, § 46A, expressly prohibits an 
individual, other than a member, in good standing, of the bar of the commonwealth from practicing law. 
The exception to this rule is the small claims procedure, Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 218, § 21. 

Civil Procedure > Parties > Pro Se Litigants > Right to Self Representation 

Legal Ethics >Unauthorized Practice ofLaw 

HN3[~] An individual who prosecutes his own action is not engaging in the practice of law. Mass. Gen. 
Laws ch. 221, § 48. 

Civil Procedure > ... > Pleadings > Complaints > General Overview 

Legal Ethics> Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN4[~] Legal claims can be assigned as long as the assignment is not created to conceal an illegal 
attempt to practice law. 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HNS[.!.] There are circumstances where the mere preparing of forms is not the practice of law. 

Headnotes/Syllabus 
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Headnotes 

Unauthorized Practice ofLaw. 

Counsel: David P. Florio for the defendant. 

Judges: Present: Marshall, C.J., Greaney, Ireland, Spina, Cowin, Sosman, Cordy, JJ. 

Opinion by: IRELAND 

Opinion 

[*847] [**274] IRELAND, J. In 2001, the owner of LAS Collection Management (LAS), a property 
management agent for a property owner, High Rock Group, filed a complaint in the Housing Court 
seeking injunctive relief against the defendant tenant. The defendant filed an answer and counterclaims 
that included the assertion that the agent was engaging in the unauthorized practice of law. After the 
Housing Court issued a judgment in favor of LAS, the defendant appealed and we granted the defendant's 
application for direct appellate review. Because we conclude that the judge improperly denied the 
defendant's motion to dismiss based on LAS's unauthorized practice of law, we remand the case for 
consideration of the defendant's counterclaims related to the unauthorized practice oflaw. 

Facts and procedural history. The defendant [***2] rented an apartment from High Rock Group in 1999. 
In June, 2001, a complaint was filed in the Housing Court seeking injunctive relief against [*848] the 
defendant concerning, among other things, damage caused by the tenant's dog and access to the 
defendant's unit to carry out repairs. The complaint was written on a [**275] form provided by the 
Housing Court. The line asking for the name of the plaintiff was filled out as follows: "High Rock Group 
c/o LAS Collection [Management]." It was signed by LAS's owner, who put the word "agent" after her 
signature. The agent is not an attorney. 

The defendant's answer included counterclaims for unauthorized practice oflaw; breach of the warranty of 
habitability; violation of the right to quiet enjoyment; defamation; abuse of process; and violation of G. L. 
c. 93A. The defendant also asked the court to dismiss the complaint, and sought damages and injunctive 
relief. In addition, the defendant filed a separate "motion to dismiss and, alternatively, summary 
judgment" on the ground that LAS was not the owner of the property and thus LAS's owner was engaging 
in the unauthorized practice of law by filing and signing the complaint. 

Following a hearing, the judge [***3] issued a written ruling denying the defendant's motion to dismiss. 
The judge found that LAS had a contract with High Group to manage its property, which included the 
authority to pursue legal action against a tenant. Noting that the issue whether property managers could 
file complaints and engage in other legal activity in the Housing Court is very significant, she concluded 
that LAS, while not an owner, was a real party in interest pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 17, 365 Mass. 763 
(1974). She stated that there are many cases where landlords are not the legal owners ofproperty. She also 
pointed out that agents are contained in the definitions of"owner" in the State Sanitary Code and the State 
Building Code, and stated that it would not be fair for LAS to be accountable under those State 
regulations but not be authorized to appear pro se as the plaintiff in this case. 
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At a proceeding 1 held in July, 2001, the property owner appeared as a witness. LAS's owner testified as a 
witness and cross-examined other witnesses. The judge issued an oral order concerning the relief 
requested in the complaint and ordered [*849] that the case be dismissed. When [***4] the oral order was 
reduced to a written order, only the substantive relief was addressed; the case was not dismissed. 2 The 
defendant appealed to the Appeals Court, which dismissed the appeal as premature, stating that no 
judgment had entered pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 58 (a), as amended, 371 Mass. 908 (1977); no separate 
judgment had entered pursuant to Mass R. Civ. P. 54 (b), 365 Mass. 820 (1974); it was unclear whether all 
the claims had been ruled on; and furthennore there were undecided counterclaims. 

The [***5] defendant then filed a motion in the Housing Court stating that, as it pertained to LAS, there 
were no further claims to be decided and requesting that the Housing Court either report the issue to the 
Appeals Court or, alternatively, enter final judgment or schedule a trial. LAS filed a motion to issue 
judgment for the plaintiff and a motion to dismiss after judgment entered. After a hearing, a clerk
magistrate issued a judgment in favor of the plaintiff, but denied LAS's motion to dismiss. The defendant 
timely appealed. LAS did not file a brief in the Appeals [**276] Court or in this court. 3 

Discussion. 4 The defendant claims that the judge "erred in ruling that an agent is authorized to practice 
law ... even though the agent is not licensed by the Commonwealth." We agree. 

[***6] HNJ'(!f] "Permission to practise law is within the exclusive cognizance of the judicial 
department." Opinion of the Justices, 289 Mass. 607, 613, 194 N.E. 313 (1935). Statutes may provide 
penalties for the unlicensed practice of law, but may not extend the privilege. Lowell Bar Ass'n v. Loeb, 
315 Mass. 176, 179, 52 N.E.2d 27 (1943), and cases cited. 5 "Plainly the commencement and prosecution 
for another of legal proceedings in court, and the advocacy for [*850] another of a cause before a court ... 
are reserved exclusively for members of the bar." Id. at 183. See Opinion of the Justices, supra at 612 
("practice of law [includes] the preparation of pleadings, process, and other papers incident [to a cause of 
action], and the management and trial of the action or proceeding on behalf of clients before judicial 
tribunals"). The purpose of the limitation is to protect the public. Matter of the Shoe Mfrs. Protective 
Ass'n, 295 Mass. 369, 372, 3 N.E.2d 746 (1936). 

[***7] However, HN3(-t'] an individual who prosecutes his own action is not engaging in the practice of 
law. Opinion of the Justices, supra at 614-615. See G. L. c. 221, § 48. HN4(-t'] Legal claims can be 

1Although the judge used the tenn "trial," as discussed above, she considered only the request for injunctive relief and entered no final 
judgment; thus it was not a full trial. 

2 The written order set conditions concerning the tenant's dog; provided the plaintiff with access to repair the apartment on twenty-four hours' 
notice; and ordered each party not to interfere with the quiet enjoyment of the other. 

3 As discussed in note 6, infra, the fact that LAS did not submit a brief limits the issues addressed in this opinion. 

4 We note that the defendant has since moved from the property, after a successful summary process action was brought against her. Although 
the case is now moot, we proceed to address it because of the significance of the issue raised and because of the defendant's counterclaims. 
See Commonwealth v. Gomes, 419 Mass. 630, 631 n.2, 646 N.E.2d 1041 (1995) (within court's discretion to discuss issue of significant 
public importance and apparent uncertainty). 

5 HN2[._.]- General Laws c. 221, § 46, expressly-prohibits a "corporation or association" from appearing in court without being represented 
by an attorney. See Varney Enters., Inc. v. WMF, Inc., 402 Mass. 79, 81, 520 N.E.2d 1312 (1988). General Laws c. 221, § 46A, expressly 
prohibits an "individual, other than a member, in good standing, of the bar of this commonwealth," from practicing law. The exception to this 
rule is the small claims procedure, G. L. c. 218, § 21. See Varney Enters., Inc. v. WMF, Inc., supra (discussing small claims standard 
permitting nonattomeys to assist litigants). 
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assigned as long as the assignment is not created to conceal an illegal attempt to practice law. Gill v. 
Richmond Coop Ass'n, 309 Mass. 73, 76, 34 N.E.2d 509 (1941). Moreover, HN5[¥'] there are 
circumstances where the mere preparing of forms is not the practice of law. See, e.g., Matter ofChimko, 
444 Mass. 743, 750, 831 N.E.2d 316 (2005) (preparation of debtor's reaffirmation agreement not practice 
of law); Lowell Bar Ass'n v. Loeb, supra at 186 (preparation of income tax returns "did not lie wholly 
within the ... practice of law"). 

Here, there is no question that LAS's owner engaged in the practice of law. She filed a complaint for 
injunctive relief, signed the complaint as an agent of the property owner, managed the prosecution of the 
complaint, and cross-examined witnesses. See Lowell Bar Ass'n v. Loeb, supra at 183; Opinion of the 
Justices, supra at 612. The judge's reliance on definitions of [***8] "owner" in the State Sanitary Code 
and the State Building Code to conclude that LAS is a real party in interest was erroneous: no rights of 
LAS were involved in this case. LAS was not entitled to proceed prose. Nor could LAS proceed on any 
other basis, [**277] because the judicial branch alone determines what constitutes the practice of law, 
Opinion of the Justices, supra at 613, and we have never held that an agent may practice law on [*851] 

behalf of a principal. 6 [***9] See Varney Enters., Inc. v. WMF, Inc., 402 Mass. 79, 520 N.E.2d 1312 
(1988) (corporate officer may not represent corporation in judicial proceeding). LAS engaged in the 
unauthorized practice of law. The court erred in denying the defendant's motion to dismiss the complaint. 
7 

Conclusion. For the reasons set forth above, we hold that a property agent who is not an attorney may not 
represent a property owner in a lawsuit in the Housing Court. The Housing Court judge erred in denying 
the defendant's motion to dismiss on the ground that LAS engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. 
The judgment for LAS is vacated and the complaint is dismissed. The case is remanded to the Housing 
Court for consideration of the defendant's counterclaims concerning the unauthorized practice of law 
(other than her request for injunctive relief, which is now moot). 8 

(***10] So ordered. 

6 As LAS did not appear or submit a brief, we have not been presented with any other basis to conclude that a property agent may represent a 

property owner in judicial proceedings. Other jurisdictions have held that agents may not act on behalf of landlords. See, e.g., Cleveland Bar 

Ass'n v. Picklo, 96 Ohio St. 3d 195, 196-197, 2002 Ohio 3995, 772 N.E.2d 1187 (2002) (striking down statute that allowed property managers 

to conduct property owners' cases in courts as unauthorized practice oflaw). 

Florida has taken a different approach, carving out an exception for property managers who obtain written permission from landlords to cover 
only the "completion, signing, and filing of the pleadings necessary to evict a tenant for nonpayment of rent" for both individual and 

corporate landlords. Florida Bar re Advisory Opinion -- Nonlawyer Preparation of & Representation of Landlord in Uncontested Residential 

Evictions, 627 So. 2d 485, 487 (Fla. 1993) (clarifying court's previous approval of proposed advisory opinion of bar association). This 

particular contingency is not addressed or briefed in this case, and thus we leave it to another day. See Bongaards v. Millen, 440 Mass. 10, 28, 

793 N.E.2d 335 (2003) (appellate courts should not reach out to decide issues that have not been briefed). 

7 There is nothing in the record indicating that High Rock Group is a corporation. Thus we cannot say whether the property owner could have 
filed suit pro se. 

8 We reject the defendant's request, raised for the first time on appeal, that we hold LAS in contempt of court, citing Heiskell v. Mozie, 65 

App. D.C. 255, 82 F.2d 861, 863-864 (D.C. Cir. 1936) (affirming lower court contempt determination). 

We also deny the defendant's request that we grant her attorney's fees and costs. The defendant has not provided any statutory or other basis 
to grant her request. 
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In re UPL Advisory Op. 2002-1, 277 Ga. 521, 523, 591S.E.2d822, 824 (2004) 

"Thus, in order to determine whether the collector may file suit to collect on the physician's delinquent 
account, courts must assess exactly what sort of interest in the account the physician has transferred to the 
collector. If the transfer divests the physician of all legal title and interest in the account, then an 
individual collector may sue to recover the debt because he is representing his own interests. If, however, 
the transfer is merely a means of attempting to allow the collector to sue on the physician's behalf, then 
the collector who files suit to collect the debt is engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. 
Accordingly, in cases such as this, trial courts should closely examine the interests conveyed by a 
purported transfer in order to determine whether the practice of law is authorized. The UPL Advisory 
Opinion, which is in accordance with our opinion today, has provided excellent guidance in this regard. 
Therefore, this Court hereby approves UPL Advisory Opinion 2002-1." 

Yogi Bear Membership Corp. v. Stalnaker, 571N.E.2d331, 333-34 (Ind. Ct. App. 1991) 

Assignment of account from corporation to employee of corporation was not bona fide and therefore 
employee could not bling claim on his own behalf. Bona fide assignees may bling claims in their own 
name. 

Bump v. Dist. Court of Polk Ctv., 232 Iowa 623, 638, 5 N.W.2d 914, 921 (1942) 

Individual was engaged in UPL when he used an assignment of tax refund claims to bling the claims in 
his own trade name, but the assignments were accompanied with an agreement that he would receive 500/o 
of the collected funds for his services in collecting the claim and return the other 50% to the assignor. 

"The assignment of the unpaid depositors' balances, while conducted in a different manner, it seems to us 
would also constitute illegal practice; it was a form of assignment, yet conducted as it was, it has so close 
a similarity to the collection of the tax claims that it would indicate the assignment was merely a method 
of collection." 

"It would be strange to permit to a layman what is condemned and forbidden to an attorney." 

Gill v. Richmond Co-op. Ass'n, 309 Mass. 73, 76, 34 N.E.2d 509, 512 (1941) 

"But obviously the formal assignment of a claim may be used to conceal the actual relationship of 
attorney and client. Where this appears, the court will tear away the pretence, and strike down any illegal 
attempt to practice law. Moreover, an assignment to one who furnishes no consideration except his 
undertaking to prosecute the claim at his own expense and risk, and is to be rewarded only by a share of 
the proceeds, is champertous, whether he is an attorney at law or not." 
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LAS Collection Mgmt. v. Pagan, 447 Mass. 847, 850, 858 N.E.2d 273, 276 (2006) 

"Legal claims can be assigned as long as the assignment is not created to conceal an illegal attempt to 
practice law." 

Adams v. Thomas (Inre Thomas), 387 B.R. 808, 815-16 (D. Colo. 2008) 
Individual acted in representative capacity, and arguably engaged in UPL when he received assignments 
of claims under which assignors were to receive back 50% of what was collected by the assignee because 
assignors retained interest in the claims. 

Wickenkamp v. AC3. Inc., No. 3:14-CV-1646-PK, 
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 156035, at *34 (D. Or. Sep. 28, 2015) 

Assignment from bankruptcy estate for purpose of prosecuting claims so that the recovery can be returned 
to the bankruptcy estate was not a transfer of beneficial interest and did not confer standing in federal 
court. 
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Bump v. District Court of Polk County 

Supreme Court of Iowa, Des Moines 

October, 1942, Decided 

No. 45639. 

Reporter 
232 Iowa 623 *; 5 N.W.2d 914 **; 1942 Iowa Sup. LEXIS 125 *** 

H. L. BUMP et al., Petitioners, v. DISTRICT COURT OF POLK COUNTY et al., Respondents. 

Prior History: (***1] Certiorari to Polle District Court.--LOY LADD, Judge. 

OCTOBER 27, 1942. 

Petition for writ of certiorari to review the action of the district court in a proceeding for contempt 
wherein the holding was that the testimony did not show defendant guilty of unauthorized practice of 
law.--Writ sustained. 

Disposition: Affirmed. 

Case Summary 

Procedural Posture 
Petitioner association sought review of a judgment of the District Court of Polk County (Iowa) that 
granted the motion of respondent bureau to deny the association's prayer for an injunction against the 
bureau that was sought on the assertion that the bureau practiced law without a license. 

Overview 
The association petitioned for a writ of certiorari and challenged the trial court's denial of its motion for 
contempt against the bureau for allegedly practicing law without a license. The association asserted that 
the bureau's solicitation of money deposited by receivers of closed banks amounted to the unlicensed 
practice of law and was subject to contempt of court. The court sustained the writ and remanded for 
further proceedings and found that the proper proceeding against a party for the illegal and unauthorized 
practice of law was by contempt, or injunction. The court held that the unauthorized practice of law was 
punishable by contempt. The court also held that the unauthorized practice of law was not limited to 
litigation or court proceedings. The court found that the practice of law extended to the preparation of 
pleadings and other papers incident to actions. The practice of law included all advice to clients, and all 
action taken for clients in matters connected with the law. The court agreed with the association that the 
bureau's solicitation of contracts, the performance of which involved the rendition of legal services, 
constituted the practice of law. 

Outcome 
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The court granted the association's petition for a writ of certiorari and held that a contempt proceeding 
was appropriate and that the solicitation for contracts that involved the rendition of legal services 
constituted the practice of law. 

LexisNexis® Headnotes 

Civil Procedure > Judgments > Entry of Judgments > Compelling Specific Acts 

Legal Ethics >Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HNJ[;i.] Iowa Code § 12542 provides: In addition to the above, any court of record may punish the 
following acts or omissions as contempts assuming to be an officer, attorney, or counselor of the court, 
and acting as such without authority. 

Civil Procedure > Judgments > Entry of Judgments > Compelling Specific Acts 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN2[;!.] The unauthorized practice oflaw may be punished as contempt. 

Civil Procedure > Judgments > Entry of Judgments > Compelling Specific Acts 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN3[~] Under Iowa Const. art. V, § 1, vesting judicial power exclusively in the courts, and Iowa Code § 
12542, the courts of Iowa are vested with complete authority to punish by contempt proceedings unlawful 
practice. 

Legal Ethics> Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN4[~] The term "practice law" or "practice of law" is the doing or performing of services in a court of 
justice, in any matter depending therein, throughout its various stages, and in conformity with the adopted 
rules of procedure; but it is not confined to performing services in an action or proceeding pending in 
courts of justice, and in a larger sense, it includes legal advice and counsel, and the preparation of legal 
instruments and contracts by which legal rights are secured, although such matter may or may not be 
depending in a court. To "practice law" is to carry on the business of an attorney at law; to do or practice 
that which an attorney or counselor at law is authorized to do and practice; to exercise the calling or 
profession of the law, usually for the purpose of gaining a livelihood, or at least for gain. 

Civil Procedure > ... > Eminent Domain Proceedings > Pleadings > General Overview 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice ofLaw 
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HNS[.!.] The practice of law is not limited to the conduct of cases or litigation in court; it embraces the 
preparation of pleadings and other papers incident to actions and special proceedings, the management of 
such actions and proceedings on behalf of clients before judges and courts, and, in addition, 
conveyancing. In general, all advice to clients, and all action taken for them in matters connected with the 
law, incorporation services, assessment and condemnation services contemplating an appearance before a 
judicial body, the foreclosure of a mortgage, enforcement of a creditor's claim in bankruptcy or insolvency 
proceedings, and conducting proceedings in attachment and in matters of estates and guardianship have 
been held to constitute law practice, as do the preparation and drafting of all kinds of legal instruments, 
where the work done involves the detennination by a trained legal mind of the legal effect of facts and 
conditions. 

Legal Ethics> Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN6[.1;.] One may be a practicing attorney in following any line of employment in the profession. Ifwhat 
he does exacts knowledge of the law and is of a kind usual for attorneys engaging in the active practice of 
their profession, and he follows some one or more lines of employment such as this, he is a practicing 
attorney at law, within the meaning of the statute. 

Governments > Courts > Court Personnel 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN7[~] One who, in a representative capacity, engages in the business of advising clients as to their 
rights under the law, or while so engaged, performs any act or acts either in court or outside of court for 
that purpose, is engaged in the practice of law. 

Headnotes/Syllabus 

Headnotes 

CONTEMPT: Unauthorized practice of law--section 12542, C., '39. Not only under section 1 of 
Article V of the Constitution of Iowa, and section 12542, C., '39, but also by virtue of the inherent power 
vested in it, the court has authority to prevent the unauthorized practice of law by punishment as for 
contempt or by injunctive process. 

CERTIORARI: Question of law. Where the evidence is undisputed, the action of the trial court may be 
reviewed by the supreme court as a matter of law in a contempt proceedings. 

ATTORNEYS: Unauthorized practice of law. The court reviews at length the acts and conduct of the 
contemner as shown by the record, and holds that, based thereon, the contemner, who was not a lawyer, 
was guilty of the illegal practice of law. 

Counsel: H. L. Bump, of Des Moines, for petitioners. 
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Edward L. O'Connor, oflowa City, and Comfort, Comfort & Irish, of Des Moines, for respondents. 

Judges: HALE, J. WENNERSTRUM, C. J., and GARFIELD, MILLER, BLISS, and STIGER, JJ., 
concur. 

Opinion by: HALE 

Opinion 

[*623] [**915] HALE, J.--The petitioners in this proceeding are members of the Polk County Bar 
Association and constitute the "Committee on Unauthorized Practice of Law," and as such committee and 
as members of the bar, for themselves and other attorneys, brought an action in the district court of Polk 
county, asking for an injunction and citation for contempt against the defendant J. C. Rockwell, operating 
under the trade name of the [*624) Taxpayers Research Bureau. The petition alleged that Rockwell, who 
was not a lawyer, was engaged in soliciting from various persons, firms, and corporations their 
claims [***2] for refund on taxes; that this solicitation was made in various ways, by telephone calls, by 
written letters, and personally. The petition alleged that the defendant had also solicited claims for money 
deposited by the receivers of closed banks where the receiver was unable to locate the person entitled 
thereto; that in so proceeding, defendant was practicing law without a license and was in contempt of 
court. The action, on plaintiffs' motion, was transferred to law, and thereafter, on motion of defendant, 
respondent herein, the court struck out that part of the petition and prayer asking for injunction. A second 
motion to strike and a demurrer to the petition were then filed and afterward overruled. The written 
explanation of defendant followed, as authorized by Code section 12546, Code of 1939. 

As shown by the evidence in the trial court, through the means set out above defendant procured 
assignments of many claims in the bank receiverships, for which he paid 50 cents on the dollar, and also 
about 1,300 claims for tax refunds, some of which he filed with the board of supervisors, and had petitions 
prepared for others. He also employed salesmen to solicit for the tax-refund claims, [***3] which were 
prepared for him by a lawyer. No legal action or suit had yet been brought on the tax refunds. 

The manner in which defendant proceeded in the collection of these tax claims was as follows: He 
procured from the persons to whom refunds were due under a decision of this court an agreement and 
assignment, of which the following is a copy in blank: 

"TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

Southern Surety Building 

Des Moines, Iowa 

AGREEMENT AND ASSIGNMENT 

For valuable consideration (being services of Taxpayers Research Bureau), the undersigned does hereby 
sell, assign, transfer and convey unto the Taxpayers Research Bureau all the right, title, and interest which 
the undersigned has in and [*625] to any and all claims and rights of refund to certain taxes collected 
from the undersigned by the Treasurer; of _ County, Iowa, for the years _ covering the following 
described property, situated in said County: 
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The undersigned does further grant unto the said Trustee full power and authority to do all the acts 
necessary for the collection of said claim, including the maintenance of legal proceedings, either in the 
name of the undersigned or in the name of said Trustee [***4] and to receive and receipt for payment of 
said refund in the name of the undersigned or in the name of said Trustee. 

Signed_ 19 

Address 

Accepted: 

TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

By 

AGREEMENT 

It is agreed that Taxpayers Research Bureau, party of the first part, shall without incurring any liability 
upon part of the second part, present a tax refund claim for said part of the second part and shall receive 
for services 50% of any sums collected under said claim and pay over the balance to second party. 

Taxpayers Research Bureau agrees to deposit all funds collected under this agreement in its Special 
Account at Bankers Trust Co. in Des Moines and to disburse to Second Party from said account 1/2 of 
said collection made under this agreement. 

Signed_, 19 

TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

Party of First Part 

Party of Second Part" 

The names of the taxpayers were obtained from the tax [*626) rolls. No money was [**916) paid to the 
taxpayers at the time the assignments were procured. 

The matter of money due from closed banks was handled in another way. In the clerk's office was a list of 
the owners of these [***5] unclaimed funds. After the names were copied from such list, defendant sent to 
them a letter, of which the following is a sample: 

"TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

General offices--Southem Surety Building 

Des Moines, Iowa 

January 20, 1940. 

Mr. J. Elton Carter 

2420 East 25th Street 
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Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

'Finders Keepers, Losers Weepers--' 

Not this time. Our researches have found a sum of money for you. We feel that in making this available to 
you quickly, in cash, and as finder's fee, we are entitled to divide it fifty-fifty. 

Enclosed you will find a sight draft on us, amounting to one-half of the amount recoverable. 

You may exercise three choices: 

(a) Sign the draft; place it in enclosed envelope and mail it to our bank. The bank will remit. 

(b) Deposit properly signed draft to your account--it will be paid. 

(c) Call at our office for the cash. 

We are sure you will be pleased with this service. 

Very truly yours, 

TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

JCR:G 

Signed by J. C. Rockwell 

J.C. Rockwell" 

The sight draft mentioned in the letter is in the following form: 

[*627) "PAY ABLE THROUGH 

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY 

DES MOINES, IOWA 

This Draft [***6] will not be honored unless presented within ten days from date. 

Des Moines, Iowa, Jan. 22, 1940. 

Pay to the order of J. Elton Carter Three and 59/100 _ Dollars _ $ 3.59 Value Received and Charge_ 
with exchange to Account of 

To: TAXPAYERS RESEARCH BUREAU 

Des Moines, Iowa 

With the application for injunction eliminated, the hearing in contempt proceedings began on December 
26, 1940. At the trial some oral testimony was taken, including the testimony of Rockwell himself, but the 
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evidence showed the facts as heretofore indicated; and there was very little dispute in the evidence as to 
the manner in which the operations were conducted. On January 4, 1941, the court entered judgment, 
finding that it had jurisdiction of the parties and subject matter and authority to punish for contempt, and 
that the testimony did not amount to the unauthorized practice of law, and denying plaintiffs' petition for 
contempt. Plaintiffs thereupon applied to this court for writ of certiorari, which was granted and writ 
issued, and the cause is now before us on such petition and record thereon. Question was made as to the 
form ofproceedings in an action of this [***7] kind. 

[1] We think that the proper proceeding against a person illegally and without authority practicing law is 
by contempt, and that it may also be by injunction, and we are satisfied that not only under the provisions 
of the Code of 1939, section 12542, has the court the power to punish for contempt but that it may also do 
so under the inherent power of the court. 

I. HNJ[":I] Section 12542 of the Code, in addition to the provisions mentioned in section 12541, provides: 

[*628] "In addition to the above, any court of record may punish the following acts or omissions as 
contempts: * * * 

2. Assuming to be an officer, attorney, or counselor of the court, and acting as such without authority. * * 
*" 

It has been held by the courts of practically every state where such question has arisen that HN2['i'] 
unauthorized practice of law may be punished as contempt. See State ex rel. Wright v. Barlow, 131 Neb. 
294, 268 N.W. 95, Ibid., 132 Neb. 166, 271 N.W. 282; State ex rel. Johnson v. Childe, 139 Neb. 91, 295 
N.W. 381; State ex rel. Wright v. Hinckle, 137 Neb. 735, 291 N.W. 68; State ex rel. Hunter v. Daugherty, 
136 Neb. 490, 286 N.W. 783; [***8] Danford v. Superior Court, 49 Cal. App. 303, 193 P. 272; People ex 
rel. Colorado Bar Assn. v. Erbaugh, 42 Colo. 480, 94 P. 349; People ex rel. Colorado Bar Assn. v. Ellis, 
44 Colo. 176, 96 P. 783; People ex rel. v. Taylor, 56 Colo. 441, 138 P. 762; Anderson v. Coolin, 27 Idaho 
334, 149 P. 286; In re Eastern Idaho L. & Tr. [**917] Co., 49 Idaho 280, 288 P. 157, 73 A. L. R. 1323; In 
re Brainard, 55 Idaho 153, 39 P.2d 769; In re Bailey, 50 Mont. 365, 146 P. 1101, Ann. Cas. 1917B, 1198; 
In re White, 54 Mont. 476, 171 P. 759; New Jersey Photo Eng. Co. v. Schonert & Sons, 1923, 95 NJ. Eq. 
12, 122 A. 307; Bowles v. United States, 1931, 4 Cir., Md., 50 F.2d 848; People ex rel. Illinois State Bar 
Assn. v. Peoples Stock Yards State Bank, 344 Ill. 462, 176 N.E. 901; People ex rel. Chicago Bar Assn. v. 
Motorists Assn., 1933, 354 Ill. 595, 188 N.E. 827; Rhode Island Bar Assn. v. Automobile Service Assn., 
55 R.I. 122, 179 A. 139, 100 A. L. R. 226. 

That there is also the remedy of injunction, see Johnson v. Purcell, 225 Iowa 1265, 282 N.W. 741; [***9] 
People ex rel. Illinois State Bar Assn. v. Peoples Stock Yards State Bk., supra; State ex rel. Junior Assn. v. 
Rice, 236 Wis: 38, 294 N.W. 550; Grand Rapids Bar Assn. v. Denkema, 290 Mich. 56, 287 N.W. 377; 
Fitchette v. Taylor, 191 Minn. 582, 254 N.W. 910, 94 A. L. R. 356, and cases cited in note thereto. 

HN3[":1] Under the Constitution of Iowa, vesting judicial power exclusively in the courts (Article V, 
section 1) and section 12542 of the Code, the courts of this state are vested with complete authority to 
punish by contempt proceedings unlawful (*629) practice. See, also, Johnson v. Purcell, supra, and cases 
cited therein. 

It is stated in Brand's "Unauthorized Practice Decisions," 193 7, at page XII: "The inherent power of the 
courts as to contempt and disbarment has been consistently recognized since an early date. In 1899 the 
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principle of inherent judicial power was sustained as to bar admissions," citing In re Day, 1899, 181 Ill. 
73, 54 N.E. 646, 50 L. R. A. 519. "Subsequently it was judicially applied to ambulance chasing and to the 
unauthorized practice of the law," citing, among many others, In re Morse, 1924, 98 Vt. 85, 126 A. 550, 
36 A. L. R. 527; [***10] People ex rel. Illinois State Bar Assn. v. Peoples Stock Yards State Bk., 1931, 
344 Ill. 462, 176 N.E. 901; Unger v. Landlords' Management Corp., 114 N.J. Eq. 68, 168 A. 229; State ex 
rel. Boynton v. Perkins, 138 Kan. 899, 28 P.2d 765; Fitchette v. Taylor, 191 Minn. 582, 254 N.W. 910, 94 
A. L. R. 356; Rhode Island Bar Assn. v. Automobile Service Assn., 1935, 55 R.I. 122, 179 A. 139, 100 A. 
L. R. 226; In re Opinion of the Justices, 1935, 289 Mass. 607, 194 N.E. 313; Meunier v. Bernich, La. 
App., 170 So. 567; State ex rel. Wright v. Barlow, 1936, 131 Neb. 294, 268 N.W. 95; Richmond Assn. of 
Credit Men v. Bar Assn. of City of Richmond, 1937, 167 Va. 327, 189 S.E. 153; State ex rel. Freeboum v. 
Merchants' Credit Service, 1937, 104 Mont. 76, 66 P.2d 337; People ex rel. Chicago Bar Assn. v. 
Goodman, 1937, 366 Ill. 346, 8 N.E.2d 941, 111 A. L. R. 1. 

Under the uniform holdings of the courts, the unauthorized practice of the law constitutes a contempt of 
court. There seems no doubt of the inherent power of the court or of the procedure by contempt (***11] 

being universally recognized. 

[2] Respondents argue that all findings of the trial court that have support in the record should be 
sustained by the supreme court, citing various authorities. This is true of proceedings in certiorari in 
general, where there are questions of fact to be determined. The writ lies where an inferior tribunal, board, 
or officer, exercising judicial functions, exceeds its proper jurisdiction or otherwise acts illegally, and 
there is no plain, adequate, or speedy remedy at law. Code of 1939, section 12456. But we have also 
recognized that where there is no evidence [*630] to support the finding under review, a question of law 
is presented and certiorari will lie. 

The evidence in this case is undisputed and we are of the opinion that it is our duty to review and 
determine the finding as a matter of law. This matter is fully discussed in our most recent case, dated 
February 17, 1942, Lineberger v. Bagley, 231 Iowa 937, 2 N.W.2d 305, and cases cited. We hold that the 
proceedings for contempt are proper, that it is the right and duty of the court to proceed by contempt in 
matters of this kind, and that the matter must be determined herein (***12] on the record presented us, as 
a matter of law. 

[3] II. But the important issue in this case and the gist of the action is: Were the actions of Rockwell, 
under the record, such as amount to unauthorized practice of the law? Many cases have arisen in many 
jurisdictions involving this question, and more frequently in later years than formerly. 

Under the head "Attorneys at Law," the subject is treated in 5 Arn. Jur. 262-272, sections 17, 18, 34; also 
in 7 C. J. S. under the head of "Attorney and Client," 702, 703, [**918] section 3, and in the 
supplementary sheets. And, under "Practice of Law" in 33 Words and Phrases (Permanent Edition), 193 et 
seq. and pocket parts thereto, some 130 or more illustrations from many cases are given, defining what 
does and does not constitute such practice. 

A definition is given in 7 C. J. S. 702, 703, section 3, where it is stated: 

"The general meaning of the term, 'practice law' or 'practice of law,' is of common knowledge, although 
the boundaries of its definition may be indefinite as to some transactions. As generally understood, it 
HN4['i'] is the doing or perfonning of services in a court of justice, in any matter depending therein, 
throughout [***13] its various stages, and in conformity with the adopted rules of procedure; but it is not 
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confined to performing services in an action or proceeding pending in courts of justice," citing Depew v. 
Wichita Assn. of Credit Men, 142 Kan. 403, 49 P.2d 1041, and other cases, "and, in a larger sense, it 
includes legal advice and counsel, and the preparation of legal instruments and contracts by which legal 
rights are secured, although such matter may or may not be depending in a court." Citing [*631) various 
cases. "To 'practice law' is to carry on the business of an attorney at law; to do or practice that which an 
attorney or counselor at law is authorized to do and practice; to exercise the calling or profession of the 
law, usually for the purpose of gaining a livelihood, or at least for gain * * *. 11 

Many cases are cited in addition to the text. See 7 C. J. S. 704, section 3. 

The definition in 5 Am. Jur. 262, section 2, states: 

"HNS['i'] The practice of law is not limited to the conduct of cases or litigation in court; it embraces the 
preparation of pleadings and other papers incident to actions and special proceedings, the management of 
such actions and proceedings on behalf [***14) of clients before judges and courts, and, in addition, 
conveyancing. In general, all advice to clients, and all action taken for them in matters connected with the 
law, incorporation services, assessment and condemnation services contemplating an appearance before a 
judicial body, the foreclosure of a mortgage, enforcement of a creditor's claim in bankruptcy or insolvency 
proceedings, and conducting proceedings in attachment and in matters of estates and guardianship have 
been held to constitute law practice, as do the preparation and drafting of all kinds of legal instruments, 
where the work done involves the determination by a trained legal mind of the legal effect of facts and 
conditions. * * * Other matters of a legal nature which are held to be an illegal practice of law by a 
corporation include the maintenance of a legal department to give free legal advice, the furnishing of legal 
services for members of a protective association, and the maintenance of a collection agency, but not the 
mere fact ofpaying the expenses of a particular litigation or the retainer of an attorney on an annual salary 
basis to attend to and conduct a corporation's own legal business." 

The text is supported [***15) by many authorities noted therein. 

There is no question that the preparation of pleadings, management of litigation for clients, advice to 
clients of their legal rights and all actions taken by them connected with the law, by one not a member of a 
bar, constitutes the illegal practice of law. In Barr v. Cardell, 173 Iowa 18, 31, 155 N.W. 312, 316, the 
defendant's right to the office of municipal judge was [*632) assailed, one of the grounds being that he 
was not a practicing attorney at law at the time of his election, as required by statute. But the supreme 
court held otherwise, and defined the practice in a quotation from In re Duncan, 83 S.C. 186, 65 S.E. 210, 
24 L. R. A., N. S., 750, 18 Ann. Cas. 657: 

" 'It is too obvious for discussion that the practice of law is not limited to the conduct of cases in courts. 
According to the generally understood definition of the practice of law in this country, it embraces the 
preparation of pleadings and other papers incident to actions and special proceedings and the management 
of such actions and proceedings on behalf of clients before judges and courts, and, in addition, 
conveyancing, the preparation [***16] of legal instruments of all kinds, and, in general, all advice to 
clients and all actions taken for them in matters connected with the law. An attorney at law is one who 
engages in any of these branches of the practice oflaw.' 11 Citing, also, Eley v. Miller, 7 Ind. App. 529, 34 
N.E. 836. 

The opinion in the Barr case then says: 
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"HN6['i'] One may be a practicing attorney in following any line of employment in the profession. If 
what he does exacts knowledge of the law and is of a kind usual for attorneys engaging in the active 
practice of their profession, and he follows some one or more lines of employment such as this, he is a 
practicing attorney at law, within the meaning of the [**919] statute." 

Many definitions are found in the authorities, embracing, as heretofore stated, matters not performed in 
connection with the courts. 

In re Matthews, 57 Idaho 75, 62 P.2d 578, 111 A. L. R. 13, and annotations thereto, states: 

"The practice of law as generally understood is the doing or performing services in a court of justice in 
any matter depending therein throughout its various stages, but in a larger sense includes legal advice and 
counsel, and the preparation [***17) of instruments and contracts by which legal rights are secured," 
citing various cases. 

And in the annotations to said case, in 111 A. L. R. 13, on pages 20, 21, the following is stated in the text: 

[*633) "It has been pointed out that it is practically impossible to frame any comprehensive and 
satisfactory definition of what constitutes the practice of law, it being necessary to decide each case 
largely upon its own particular facts. * * * It is, of course, well established that the practice of law, within 
the meaning of constitutional or statutory prohibitions or regulations or license requirements, is not 
confined to practice in the courts." Citing cases from the United States Supreme Court and many state 
courts, including Barr v. Cardell, 173 Iowa 18, 155 N.W. 312. 

See, also, In re Shoe Mfrs. Protective Assn., 295 Mass. 369, 3 N.E.2d 746; Rhode Island Bar Assn. v. 
Automobile Service Assn., 55 R.I. 122, 179 A. 139, 100 A. L. R. 226. 

Petitioners argue that advertising and solicitation of contracts, the performance of which will involve the 
rendition of legal services, constitute the practice of law. These cases, cited among (***18) others, support 
this rule: In re Eastern Idaho L. & Tr. Co., 49 Idaho 280, 288 P. 157, 73 A. L. R. 1323; Smallberg v. State 
Bar, 212 Cal. 113, 297 P. 916; Howe v. State Bar, 212 Cal. 222, 298 P. 25; Creditors' National Clearing 
House v. Bannwart, 227 Mass. 579, 116 N.E. 886, Ann. Cas. 1918C, 130; State ex rel. Junior Assn. v. 
Rice, 236 Wis. 38, 294 N.W. 550; Rhode Island Bar Assn. v. Automobile Service Assn., 55 R.I. 122, 179 
A. 139, 100 A. L. R. 226. 

And petitioners argue that the furnishing or agreeing to furnish counsel by persons not members of the bar 
constitutes the illegal practice of law. Many cases support this proposition. See Goodman v. Motorist's 
Alliance, 29 Ohio N. P., N. S., 31; People ex rel. Los Angeles Bar Assn. v. California Protective Corp., 76 
Cal. App. 354, 244 P. 1089; People ex rel. Chicago Bar Assn. v. Motorists Assn., 354 Ill. 595, 188 N.E. 
827; People ex rel. Illinois Bar Assn. v. Peoples Stock Yards State Bk., 344 Ill. 462, 176 N.E. 901. 

Petitioners cite Chicago Bar Assn. v. United Taxpayers, 1941, 312 Ill. App. 243, 38 N.E.2d 349. [***19] 
In this case a certified public accountant, who described himself as "Tax Counselor," and who solicited 
authority to represent taxpayers in preparation and presentation of claims to department of finance for 
refund of retailers' occupation taxes, was engaged in the unauthorized [*634] "practice of law" so as to be 
subject to injunction, where Retailers' Occupation Tax Act provided for filing of claim and for refund of 
taxes improperly paid with department of finance, and for hearing by department, and for writ of certiorari 
to circuit court or superior court if result should prove unsatisfactory to claimant. This case cited People 
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ex rel. Chicago Bar Assn. v. Goodman, 366 Ill. 346, 8 N.E.2d 941, 111 A. L. R. 1. Goodman was not a 
lawyer. He had offices in Chicago and was engaged in the business of adjusting workmen's compensation 
claims. Such claims were taken on a contingent-fee basis under the contract of employment of the injured 
workman. Goodman would then negotiate for settlement, would file a petition and obtain an order 
approving the settlement. Occasionally he employed a member of the bar, and in a few cases he was 
represented by attorneys. In that case it [***20] was held that he was engaged in the illegal practice of the 
law. The Goodman case also cited the case of People ex rel. Illinois State Bar Assn. v. Peoples Stock 
Yards State Bk., 1931, 344 Ill. 462, 176 N.E. 901, and adopted the definition of the "practice of law" as 
therein set forth as substantially correct. This case (Stock Yards case) is a contempt case. It defines the 
practice of law as not only appearance in court in connection with litigation but also services rendered out 
of court; that in litigated matters the "practice of law" involves not only actual representation of client in 
court but also covers services rendered in advising client as to his cause of action or defense, and it also 
includes giving of advice or rendering services requiring use of legal skill or knowledge. In substance, the 
court said that the bank was engaged, through attorneys in its employ, [**920] in performing nearly every 
kind of legal service that an attorney might be called upon to perform, and collecting attorney's fees 
therefor, for several years, thereafter preparing documents and rendering other services involving use of 
legal knowledge and skill, and was held to be engaged in [***21] unauthorized "practice oflaw. 11 

In the Chicago Bar Association case, supra, at page 250 of 312 Ill. App., page 351 of 38 N.E.2d, in 
referring to the Goodman case, which it quotes liberally, the court said: 

"While the Goodman case involved the work required to be [*635] done pursuant to the provisions of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act and the case before us involves the Retailers' Occupation Tax Act, we 
think the reasoning of our Supreme Court is applicable to the facts in the case before us, and to the 
requirements of the latter act. Section 6 of the Retailers' Occupation Tax Act provides for the filing of a 
claim, for the refund of taxes improperly paid, with the Department of Finance. The matter must there be 
considered by that department, hearings may there be required and if the result is unsatisfactory to the 
claimant, application would then probably be required to the circuit or superior court for a writ of 
certiorari, as provided in § 12 of that act. We think what Teeter did was the practice of law as defined by 
our Supreme Court in the Goodman, and other cases. Moreover in the letters hereinbefore referred to 
which he sent to claimants, he signed his name [***22] as 'Tax Counsel' and the letterheads designated 
him as follows: 'Earl G. Teeter, Certified Public Accountant, Tax Counselor.' And although it is said the 
United Taxpayers of America was incorporated not for pecuniary profit, Teeter was demanding from 25 to 
50 per cent of the amount of the refund." 

In this connection we refer to the agreement and assignment of the Taxpayers Research Bureau with its 
customers, where the latter part of the agreement provides that the research bureau will "do all the acts 
necessary for the collection of said claim, including the maintenance of legal proceedings." The fact that 
the legal or court work was to be done by an attorney would not render the respondent less liable than if 
he had agreed to perform such services by himself; and such is the ruling in People ex rel. Chicago Bar 
Assn. v. Goodman, supra, 366 Ill. 346, 8 N.E.2d 941, 111 A. L. R. 1. 

Among recent cases involving the question of what actually constitutes the illegal practice of law is 
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. Jones, 344 Mo. 932, 956, 130 S.W.2d 945, 954, 125 A. L. R. 1149. This case 
exhaustively cites many of the cases where the question has been determined, [***23] and again states 
the difficulty of giving an all-inclusive definition of the practice of law. Citing Clark v. Austin, 340 Mo. 
467, 101 S.W.2d 977, as paraphrased by the Liberty case: 
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[*636] '"It will be sufficient for present purposes to say that one is engaged in the practice of law when 
he, for a valuable consideration, engages in the business of advising persons, firms, associations or 
corporations as to their rights under the law, or appears in a representative capacity as an advocate in 
proceedings pending or prospective, before any court, commissioner, referee, board, body, committee, or 
commission constituted by law or authorized to settle controversies, and there, in such representative 
capacity, performs any act or acts for the purpose of obtaining or defending the rights of their clients 
under the law. Otherwise stated, HN7['¥'] one who, in a representative capacity, engages in the business 
of advising clients as to their rights under the law, or while so engaged, performs any act or acts either in 
court or outside of court for that purpose, is engaged in the practice of law."' 

Among other things, the court says that the doing of any single act out of court, in 1***24] a 
representative capacity, that a lawyer might do, will not necessarily convict a layman of engaging in the 
law business. The very term itself implies that he must have engaged in the business or held himself out, 
as some cases say, citing many cases and Brand on "Unauthorized Practice Decisions," 540. The court 
says that the holding out may be evidenced by repeated acts indicating a course of conduct or by the 
exaction of a consideration, and distinguished between the various acts which might constitute illegal 
practice and those which do not. 

While accountants, auditors, and others have been held not to be engaged in illegal practice in suggesting 
how to reduce taxes, and the giving of advice and the making of tax returns have been held not to 
constitute the illegal practice of the law, yet the employment to secure the reduction of the assessment of 
real estate for taxation purposes, and the suing out of a writ of certiorari to review an assessment by tax 
commissioners, contemplates and necessarily includes the practice of law. 111 A. L. R. 37. [**921] 

People ex rel. Trojan Realty Co. v. Purdy, 1916, 174 A.D. 702, 162 N.Y.S. 56. In this case the 
attorney 1***25] organized a corporation under the name of "Expert Property Appraisers, Inc.," to 
determine, as expert appraisers, the value [*637] of real property and act as agents in securing reduction 
of taxes and assessments thereof. 

See, also, Crawford County Treas. v. McConnell, 1935, 173 Okla. 520, 49 P.2d 551, wherein contracts 
entered into between the owner of a so-called "taxpayers' association" and taxpayers were held illegal as 
calling for the performance of legal services by the former, who was unlicensed to practice law, where by 
such contract the individual in question was authorized to determine the legality of taxes assessed against 
the property, to protest taxes deemed by him to be illegal, prepare and file with the county treasurer 
protest notices, and, if necessary, employ attorneys to file suit (which the court pointed out would in any 
case be essential under the statute to recovery of taxes paid under protest). The McConnell case involved 
many facts similar to the facts in the case at bar. 

The sometimes quoted restricted definition of what constitutes the practice of law in no way covers the 
ground, as in nearly every case where a definition has been attempted [***26] to be given it includes other 
than the mere appearance in court and is not confined to practice therein, but the larger meaning 
completes the definition in nearly every instance, i. e. that it includes legal advice and counsel, the 
preparation of instruments and contracts by which legal rights are secured, although such matter may or 
may not be pending in a court, that it includes conveyances, the preparation of legal instruments of all 
kinds, and, in general, all advice to clients and all actions taken for them in matters connected with the 
law. An attorney is one who engages in any of these branches of the practice oflaw. 
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Respondent cites Cohn v. Thompson, 1932, 128 Cal. App. Supp. 783, 16 P.2d 364, in support of his 
views. An examination of this case shows that the facts therein do not correspond with the facts of the 
instant case. The Cohn case was a civil suit brought for the collection of the amount due on a contract, and 
the defense was that the plaintiff was engaged in the unlawful practice of law and the assignment of the 
claim to him by the defendant was illegal and void as it was in derogation of the express provisions of the 
law, against public policy, and [***27] tends to aid and abet an unlicensed person in the practice of law or 
to receive compensation therefrom. But the plaintiff [*638] was a patent attorney and was authorized by 
contract to hire an attorney at his own expense to prosecute the suit. But he did not agree to furnish any 
legal service for the assignor. The case involves a simple business arrangement and not the continued 
business, such as the·facts show in the present case. 

And to the same effect is Schroeder v. Wheeler, 1932, 126 Cal. App. 367, 14 P.2d 903. The facts in 
neither of these cases make them parallel to the case at bar. 

We have referred throughout to the collection of the tax claims. The assignment of the unpaid depositors' 
balances, while conducted in a different manner, it seems to us would also constitute illegal practice; it 
was a form of assignment, yet conducted as it was, it has so close a similarity to the collection of the tax 
claims that it would indicate the assignment was merely a method of collection. Had the respondent been 
an attorney at law, his actions in respect to the depositors' claims would have been subject to disapproval 
or punishment. See Ryan Bros. v. Ashton, 42 Iowa 365; [***28] Shropshire v. Ryan, 111 Iowa 677, 82 
N.W. 1035; Donaldson v. Eaton & Estes, 136 Iowa 650, 114 N.W. 19, 14 L. R. A., N. S., 1168, 125 Am. 
St. Rep. 275; Roten v. Tesdell & Mackaman, 195 Iowa 1329, 192 N.W. 442, 30 A. L. R. 180. An attorney 
is subject to the discipline of the court for irregular practices, while the layman who engages in similar 
actions can be reached only by the more difficult processes of injunction or contempt. It would be strange 
to permit to a layman what is condemned and forbidden to an attorney. The rules prescribing the duties of 
attorneys were designed for the protection of the public, and it is not only unethical for an attorney to 
solicit employment, but "it is generally held that no recovery can be had by the attorney for services 
rendered under a contract of employment procured by solicitation by one employed by him to solicit 
claims." 5 Am. Jur. 366. We do not mean to say that a claim may not be assigned or purchased, but the 
business conducted, as the facts here show, amounts to much more than that. We see no reason why the 
claims as to deposits, [**922] whatever their form, may not properly be classed [***29] with those 
involving public tax claims, the collection of which, by the methods pursued by the respondent, by one 
[*639] not an attorney, would be the unauthorized practice of the law. 

We quote the following from the report of the 1941 committee of the American Bar Association on 
unauthorized practice of the law, found on page 268, volume 66, Reports of American Bar Association: 

"The public, far more than the lawyers, suffers injury from unauthorized practice of law. The fight to stop 
it is the public's fight. No man is required to employ a lawyer if he does not wish to. But every man is 
entitled to receive legal advice from men skilled in law, qualified by character, sworn to maintain a high 
standard of professional ethics, and subject to the control and discipline of the court. Not only this, he 
must be served disinterestedly by a lawyer who is his lawyer, not motivated or controlled by a divided or 
outside allegiance. 

"Unauthorized practice of law is the attempt by laymen and corporations to make it a business for profit of 
giving the public, as a substitute, the services of unqualified and unprofessional persons, or to employ and 
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furnish for profit, directly or indirectly, [***30] the services of lawyers who may be willing to sabotage 
professional ethics in order to secure employment. 

"In either case, the public is cheated; either by receiving incompetent and unethical advice, or by being 
served by lawyers who are not disinterested, whose real client is not the person advised but the 
entrepreneur furnishing the services." 

To the same effect is the following paragraph of the report of the committee for 1942, found on page 217 
of volume 67 of the Reports of American Bar Association for 1942. In reporting its actions, after stating 
the reasons and necessity for such a committee, the report says: 

"* * * it is the established public policy of all our states to prevent and punish unauthorized practice of 
law. That policy rests not upon the selfish interests oflawyers, but upon the proposition that in the field of 
law, just as in the field of medicine, the public is entitled to protection. It is entitled to skillful, competent 
and disinterested advice from persons of character, qualified by prescribed courses of study, and who, by 
reason of their office, are devoted disinterestedly to the person [*640] receiving their legal services. No 
employee of a corporation [***31] or layman pursuing a private business objective of its, or his own, can 
possibly qualify to give such disinterested advice, however expert he may represent himself to be in any 
specialized field." 

We set out the foregoing as showing the necessity on the part of the bar and the public for protection from 
the commercialized activities ofunqualified persons. 

It seems to us clear that the actions of the respondent come within the restrictions placed by law upon 
such unauthorized practice. It follows, therefore, that the writ of certiorari should be sustained and the 
cause remanded for further proceedings in accordance with this opinion.--Writ sustained. 

WENNERSTRUM, C. J., and GARFIELD, MILLER, BLISS, and STIGER, JJ., concur. 
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Case Summary 

Procedural Posture 
Appellant campground operator filed an action against appellee campground member to recover arrears in 
the member's maintenance fees. The matter was heard before a small claims referee, and the Kosciusko 
County Court (Indiana) adopted the referee's finding that the operator failed to prove the exact amount 
owed and failed to credit the member for rentals of her campsite. The operator appealed. 

Overview 
The member lost her campsites to foreclosure, and the operator sought to recover the arrears in the 
member's maintenance fees. The member argued that she had not been reimbursed for the use of her lots 
by renters. The trial court awarded the operator nominal damages because it could not speculate as to what 
it was entitled to recover. On appeal, the court found that the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction because 
the operator was represented by its manager and vice-president without complying with Ind. R. Small CL 
8(C). Under R. 8(C), the operator, which was a non-profit corporation, had to appear by counsel or in 
unassigned claims not exceeding$ 750, by a full-time employee that was designated as the representative 
in a certificate of compliance. The record did not reveal that the manager was an attorney; there was no 
certificate of compliance or an affidavit of non-disbarment from the manager as required by R. 8(C); and 
the claim exceeded $ 750. Nor was there a bona fide transfer of the claim from the operator to the 
manager. Thus, the trial court exceeded its jurisdiction by allowing the operator to appear through its 
manager. 

Outcome 
The court reversed the judgment and remanded the action for dismissal if the operator did not retain 
counsel. 
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Opinion by: BARTEAU 

Opinion 

(*332) Plaintiff-appellant Yogi Bear Membership Corporation (YBMC) is the not-for-profit operator of a 
campground called Jellystone Park in Pierceton, Indiana. Defendant-appellee Margaret Stalnaker is a 
former member of YBMC. Membership in YBMC accrues from purchasing a numbered campsite in the 
1200-acre J ellystone Park. The obligations of membership include payment of a monthly maintenance fee 
on a per lot basis. The benefits of membership include the option to participate in YBMC's rental plan, in 
which owners designate in advance of the summer camping season the times when their lots are available 
for rental to transient campers. YBMC shares the receipts from the rental program with the participating 
members according to a formula specified in the rental program contract. 

Stalnaker owned two lots in Jellystone Park under installment sales contracts [**2] -- one bought in 1985, 
one in 1986 -- but lost them to foreclosure in 1990. Thereafter, YBMC sued Stalnaker to recover arrears in 
Stalnaker's maintenance fees. YBMC's complaint alleged an indebtedness of$ 923.33. 1 

The matter was heard before a small claims referee. YBMC was represented by its designated employee 
Larry Ladd, who is the manager of Jellystone Park and a YBMC vice-president. Stalnaker appeared pro 

1Account statements appended to the complaint showed an arrears of$ 473.55 on one lot, and$ 449.78 on the other. 
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se. She conceded some indebtedness to YBMC, but argued that she had not been reimbursed by YBMC 
for use of her lots by renters during 1989. 2 

(**3] The most pertinent part of the referee's report is as follows: 

9. That Plaintiff has allowed Defendant's two lots to be utilized by third parties without providing any 
credit to Defendant's account herein; 

10. That Plaintiff has the duty to monitor the rental of Defendant's lots and to credit Defendant's account 
accordingly; 

[*333] 11. That for Plaintiff to prevail, Plaintiff must seek recovery of specific provable sums; 

12. That the Plaintiff, by not properly crediting Defendant's account, has not presented an exact amount to 
which it is entitled; 

13. That the Court cannot speculate as to what the Plaintiff is entitled to recover of and from the 
Defendant herein; 

14. That the Plaintiff shall recover of and from the Defendant nominal damages in the amount of Forty 
dollars($ 40.00), said Forty Dollars representing at least one month's maintenance fee; 

Record at 22-23. 

The county court judge adopted the referee's findings and judgment. YBMC appeals, arguing that the 
referee erroneously placed the burden ofproof as to Stalnaker's counterclaim on YBMC. We reverse. 

Our supreme court has held that HNJ('I] 11 a corporation must be represented by legal counsel in a small 
claims court proceeding (**4) .... 11 State ex rel. Western Parks, Inc. v. Bartholomew County Court 
(1978), 270 Ind. 41, 44, 383 N.E.2d 290, 293. The purpose of the requirement is to curtail unlicensed 
practice of law, the attendant ills of which can be exacerbated when one of the litigants is a corporation. In 
particular, because a corporation necessarily must be represented by agents, and may tend to rely on 
different agents at different steps of any one proceeding, "when these agents are not attorneys, a lack of 
legal expertise combined with a failure to maintain a proper chain of communication between the agents 
at each level of the action may act to frustrate the continuity, clarity and adversity which the judicial 

11 process demands. Id. The court held that the county court had exceeded its jurisdiction by allowing the 
corporation to appear through non-lawyer agents. 3 

[**5] The Western Parks holding of 1978 allows no exceptions. However, in 1982 the supreme court 
relaxed its ban on "prose" corporate parties by adding subdivision (C) to Small Claims Rule 8: 

2 Stalnaker testified that on two occasions in 1989, she arrived at Jellystone Park only to find one or both of her lots occupied. Any such use 

was unauthorized by her; she had not signed the rental plan contract for 1989 because she was attempting to sell her lots. At the hearing, it 

was disputed whether that usage had been authorized by YBMC. Ladd testified that YBMC's management practices do not include an 

accounting as to how many times a particular lot is rented. 

3 The holding made permanent an alternative writ of mandate and prohibition that ordered the county court to "refrain from exercising further 

jurisdiction over the action until either legal counsel appears on behalf of the plaintiff corporation or the case is dismissed." Western Parks, 
270 Ind. at 42, 383 N.E.2d at 291. 
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HN2[~ (C) Appearance. A natural person may appear pro se or by counsel in any small claims 
proceeding. A corporation must appear by counsel or, in unassigned claims not exceeding seven hundred 
fifty dollars ($ 750), by a full-time employee of the corporation designated by the Board ofDirectors to 
appear as the corporation in the presentation or defense of claims arising out of the business of the 
corporation. 

Before a designated employee is allowed to appear in a small claims proceeding, the corporation must 
have on file with the court exercising jurisdiction of the proceeding, a cert(ficate of compliance with the 
provisions of this rule, wherein the corporation must expressly accept, by a duly adopted resolution, the 
binding character of the designated employee's acts and the corporation's liability for assessments and 
costs levied by a court. Additionally, the designated employee must have on file with the court exercising 
jurisdiction of the proceeding an affidavit stating that [**6] he has not been disbarred or suspended from 
the practice of law in Indiana or any other jurisdiction. 

Small Claims Rule 8(C) (emphasis added). 

The record does not indicate, by either evidence or assertion, that Ladd is a lawyer. Also, there is neither a 
certificate of compliance from YBMC nor an affidavit of non-disbarment from Ladd. 

The record does contain a document assigning the Stalnaker account from YBMC to Ladd, dated two days 
after YBMC filed its complaint. The assignment appears to have been served on Stalnaker together with 
the complaint. 

To the degree that the purported assignment was meant to circumvent S.C. 8(C), (*334] we reject it. The 
record contains nothing to indicate that the assignment of Stalnaker's account to Ladd was a bona fide 
transfer. On the contrary, it appears throughout the record that the real party in interest remained YBMC. 
The referee began the trial by stating "the Court will show that the Plaintiff is in Court today by its 
designated employee, Larry Ladd ...." Record at 36. Ladd, when asked by the referee to state "your full 
legal name, your association with the Plaintiff, and business address of the Plaintiff' replied "my name is 
Larry Ladd. [**7] I'm the General Manager and Vice-President of Yogi Bear Membership Corporation of 
Rural Route 1, Pierceton, Indiana." Record at 37-38. Ladd further stated: 

The Board of Directors of the Yogi Bear Membership Corporation have the right to establish and collect 
dues and fees and assessments for the betterment of the Corporation. Those maintenance fees go for 
certain salaries for the operation of the park, for the recreation program, for the expense of the water, and 
the treatment plant and the pools and the facilities as a whole, and its [sic] our contention that we would 
like to recover the amount. 

Record at 41. 

Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the assignment of Stalnaker's account to Ladd was illusory, a 
ploy to evade the requirement of S.C. 8(C) that corporate plaintiffs in small claims court be represented by 
counsel. Moreover, YBMC's claim was for more than $ 750, so the "designated full-time employee" 
exception of S.C. 8(C) is inapplicable. 

Only one of the two elements of the Western Parks rationale appears in the present case. Nevertheless, we 
decline to distinguish the cases, because Western Parks explicitly deprives a county court of jurisdiction 
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where a [**8] corporate party is not represented by counsel, unless the later-adopted exception of S.C. 
8(C) applies. Therefore, we hold that the court exceeded its jurisdiction by allowing YBMC to appear 
through Ladd. 4 

[**9] Nothing in this opinion obstructs a corporation's bona fide assignment of its accounts to a party that 
may then sue in small claims court in its own name, for example, a collection agency, provided that if the 
assignee is a corporation, then it must follow S.C. 8(C). On remand, if YBMC fails to retain counsel, then 
the court should dismiss the cause. In the event of dismissal, Ladd, the purported assignee, could sue in 
his own name, or YBMC could sue separately on each lot, appearing through Ladd, provided YBMC and 
Ladd comply with the certificate and affidavit requirements of S.C. 8(C). 

REVERSED AND REMANDED. 

4 Our holding varies somewhat from the two reported appellate cases on the question. In Rollins Protective Services Co. v. Wright (1986), 
Ind.App., 493 N.E.2d 811, reh'g denied, corporate defendant Rollins appeared without counsel in small claims court. Plaintiffs won a 
judgment of$ 2020. On appeal, Rollins argued only that the court had exceed its jurisdiction. The appellate court agreed that Western Parks 

and S.C. 8(C) are jurisdictional, but declined to reverse, instead holding Rollins estopped from taking advantage of its own error. In Sears, 
Roebuck & Co. (Auto Dept.) v. Rogue (1980), Ind.App., 414 N.E.2d 317, Sears appealed an adverse small claims judgment, arguing 
insufficient evidence. The court noted its inability to determine whether Sears' representative, a tire expert, was also a lawyer, then 
acknowledged Western Parks, but did not reverse. Because Sears submitted a record with blurred photocopies of the photographs admitted in 
the trial, rather than the actual photographs, the court was unable to address the merits. Accordingly, the judgment was affirmed. 
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IN RE UPL ADVISORY OPINION 2002-1. 

Prior History: [***1] Lower Ct #: 2002-1. 

Disposition: UPL Advisory Opinion approved. 

Case Summary 

Procedural Posture 
Petitioner State Bar of Georgia sought the court's discretionary review of the opinion of the Standing 
Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of Law (UPL), which held that a collector was engaging in the 
unauthorized practice of law when it filed suit to recover a debt on a physician's behalf. 

Overview 
The court indicated that the resolution of the issue as to whether the collector was engaging in the 
unauthorized practice of law by filing suit on a physician's delinquent accounts was dependent upon 
whether the assignment of the account to the collector was an actual and legal transfer of the physician's 
full interest. The court found that if such a transfer occurred, then the collector was merely filing suit to 
collect on its own interest at that point, which it had a right to do under Ga. Const. art. 1, § 1, para. 12 
(1983). However, if the physician had only transferred the right to collect on the account for the 
physician's own behalf, then the collector was acting in a representative capacity on behalf of the 
physician. That would include representing the litigant in court, preparing legal instruments, and taking 
action for another in connection with the law, which was the unauthorized practice oflaw under O.C.G.A. 
§ 15-19-50(1), (3), and (6). Accordingly, the courts were advised to view the interests conveyed by the 
purported transfer of the accounts to the collector. 

Outcome 
The court approved the opinion of the UPL. 

LexisNexis® Headnotes 

Governments > Courts > Authority to Adjudicate 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice ofLaw 
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HNJ[.!.] Ga. St. Bar R. 14-9.l(g)(3) authorizes the Supreme Court of Georgia to grant a petition for 
discretionary review or to review an opinion on its own motion. 

Governments > Courts > Authority to Adjudicate 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN2[1a] The Supreme Court of Georgia has the inherent and exclusive authority to govern the practice of 
law in Georgia, including jurisdiction over the unlicensed practice of law. Ga. St. Bar R. 14-1.1. 

Legal Ethics > Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN3[a\] If a physician makes an assignment that merely authorizes a collector to file suit on the 
physician's behalf for collection of delinquent accounts, the collector will obviously be representing the 
physician's interest rather than his own. Likewise, ifthe purported assignment from the physician is purely 
for the purpose of debt collection on the physician's behalf, or if the collector only pays consideration to 
the physician once the account is collected upon, then the assignment is nothing more than a means 
through which the collector is representing the physician. In either of these scenarios, the collector is 
concerned with the physician's interest in the overdue account, rather than his own. If such a collector files 
suit in order to collect on the account, he or she will be (1) representing a litigant in court; (2) preparing 
legal instruments whereby a legal right is secured; and (3) taking action for another in connection with the 
law. Thus, that collector is engaging in the unauthorized practice oflaw. O.C.G.A. § 15-19-50(1), (3), (6). 

Legal Ethics> Unauthorized Practice of Law 

HN4[.!.] If a physician makes an actual, legal transfer of an overdue account to a collector, thereby 
relinquishing all interest in the account, then the collector would be representing only his or her own 
interest in seeking to collect the debt owed. In that situation, the collector would be permitted to file suit 
to collect from the debtor. 

Civil Procedure > Parties > Pro Se Litigants > General Overview 

HNS[a\] Georgia's citizens have a constitutionally protected right of self-representation. Ga. Const. art. 1, 
§ 1, para. 12 (1983). 

Legal Ethics> Unauthorized Practice ofLaw 

HN6[.!.] In order to determine whether a collector may file suit to collect on a physician's delinquent 
account, courts must assess exactly what sort of interest in the account the physician has transferred to the 
collector. If the transfer divests the physician of all legal title and interest in the account, then an 
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individual collector may sue to recover the debt because he is representing his own interests. If, however, 
the transfer is merely a means of attempting to allow the collector to sue on the physician's behalf, then 
the collector who files suit to collect the debt is engaged in the unauthorized practice oflaw. 

Counsel: For Appellant: For Appellant: Steven J. Kaczkowski, State Bar of Georgia, Atlanta, GA. Robert 
E. McCormack, III, State Bar of Georgia, Atlanta, GA. 

For Appellee: Virginia Warner, Decatur, GA. 

Opinion 

[*521] [**823] Per curiam. 

We granted the State Bar of Georgia's petition for discretionary review to consider the opinion of the 
Standing Committee on the Unlicensed Practice of Law ("UPL") that in situations where a physician 
transfers an outstanding account to a collector for either a set fee or a contingency fee, if the collector is 
authorized to and does file suit to recover the debt on the physician's behalf, the collector is engaging in 
the unauthorized practice of law. UPL Advisory Opinion No. 2002-1 (July 1, 2002). See State Bar Rule 
14-9.l (g) (3) HNJ('-1] (authorizing this Court to grant petition for discretionary review or review an 
opinion on its own motion). As explained below, we agree with the UPL Standing Committee that 
because the collector in this situation is involved in litigation and is representing the physician's [***2] 

interest [*522] rather than his own, he is engaging in the unauthorized practice of law. Therefore, we 
approve UPL Advisory Opinion 2002-1. 1 

In granting the application for discretionary review, we posed the following hypothetical and instructed 
interested parties to address it: 

Whether it is the unauthorized practice of law if [a physician] transfers an outstanding account to [a 
collector] who is not an attorney for a set fee or contingency fee and allows [the collector] to file suit on 
his behalf if the debt dispute cannot be resolved. 2 

As explained below, resolution [***3] of this issue turns on whether the delinquent account's transfer to 
the collector is an actual and legal transfer of all interest in the account. 

HN3(-I] If the physician in the hypothetical described above makes an assignment that merely authorizes 
the collector to file suit on the physician's behalf, the collector will obviously be representing the 
physician's interest rather than his own. Likewise, if the purported assignment from the physician is purely 
for the purpose of debt collection on the physician's behalf, or if the collector only pays consideration to 
the physician once the account is collected upon, then the assignment is nothing more than a means 
through which the collector is representing the physician. In either of these scenarios, the collector is 
concerned with the physician's interest in the overdue account, rather than his own. If such a collector files 
suit in [***4] order to collect on the account, he or she will be (1) representing a litigant in court; (2) 

1It is well established that HN2["fl] this Court has the inherent and exclusive authority to govern the practice of law in Georgia, including 
jurisdiction over the unlicensed practice of law. Eckles v. Atlanta Tech. Group, 267 Ga. 801, 804 (2) (485 S.E.2d 22) (1997). See also Jn re: 

UPL Advisory Opinion 2003-2, 277 Ga. 472, 588 S.E.2d 741, 2003 Ga. LEXIS 946 (Decided 11/10/03); Huber v. State, 234 Ga. 357, 359 
(216 S.E.2d 73)(1975); State Bar Rule 14-1.l. 

2 No briefs were submitted challenging the UPL Committee's opinion that this practice does constitute the unauthorized practice of law. 
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preparing legal instruments whereby a legal right is secured; and (3) taking action for another in 
connection with the law. Thus, that collector is engaging in the unauthorized practice of lawO.C.G.A. § 
15-19-50 (1), (3), (6). 

HN4['i'] If, however, the physician makes an actual, legal transfer of the overdue account to the collector, 
thereby relinquishing all interest in the account, then the collector would be representing only his or her 
own interest in seeking to collect the debt owed. In that situation, the collector would be permitted to file 
suit to collect from the debtor. 3 

[***5] [*523] [**824] Thus, HN6['¥] in order to detennine whether the collector may file suit to collect 
on the physician's delinquent account, courts must assess exactly what sort of interest in the account the 
physician has transferred to the collector. If the transfer divests the physician of all legal title and interest 
in the account, then an individual collector may sue to recover the debt because he is representing his own 
interests. If, however, the transfer is merely a means of attempting to allow the collector to sue on the 
physician's behalf, then the collector who files suit to collect the debt is engaged in the unauthorized 
practice of law. 

Accordingly, in cases such as this, trial courts should closely examine the interests conveyed by a 
purported transfer in order to determine whether the practice of law is authorized. The UPL Advisory 
Opinion, which is in accordance with our opinion today, has provided excellent guidance in this regard. 
Therefore, this Court hereby approves UPL Advisory Opinion 2002-1. 

UPL Advisory Opinion approved. All the Justices concur. 

3 HNS[.]-Georgia's citizens, of course, have a constitutionally protected right of self-representation. Ga. Const. (1983), Art. 1, Sec. l, Para. 

12. Therefore, we note that if the collector is an individual pursuing his or her own interest, as opposed to the interest of the assigning 
physician, the collector may act on his or her own and file suit to collect on the debt. If, however, the collector is a corporation rather than an 
individual, and if the collector is pursuing its own interests, it may only file suit without an attorney in a Georgia court that is not of record. 
Eckles, 267 Ga. at 805. 
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